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Throwing off ‘the Draggling Dresses’: Women and Dress Reform, 1820-1900 
By Laura J. Ping 
 
Advisor: Joshua Brown 
 In 1851 a group of woman’s reformers adopted a radical garment called the bloomer costume 
and thus launched a dress reform movement. During this era women typically wore corsets and 
layers of underclothes beneath dresses with tight bodices and voluminous skirts.  In contrast, the 
bloomer costume included a loose dress, shortened to the knee, and harem style trousers. 
Underclothes, including corsets, were discouraged. The purpose of adopting such clothing was 
twofold; social reformers believed that women were in need of comfortable garments and they 
also hoped that by rejecting fashion woman’s rights activists could cast off the stereotype that 
women were frivolous. The bloomer costume, however, met with only limited success. Critics 
accused dress reformers of adopting male characteristics and ridicule by the popular press and 
the public deterred many women from adopting the bloomer costume. By 1855 the majority of 
woman’s rights advocates had abandoned the bloomer costume because they feared that it was 
detracting from more important social reforms. As a result, historians have dismissed the 
bloomer costume a nineteenth-century eccentricity and the broader dress reform movement as a 
failure because it did not enact permanent change to women’s fashion. This dissertation 
challenges the assumption that the dress reform movement failed by asking how different groups 
adapted the philosophies of dress reform throughout the nineteenth-century. “Throwing off ‘the 
Draggling Dresses’: Women and Dress Reform, 1820-1900” argues that when dress reform was 
linked to the woman’s rights movement it was considered radical and dismissed, but when it was 
associated with function, and even fashion, modified clothing was accepted. This shows that it 
was not dress reform clothing that was viewed as a threat to society, but the behavior associated 
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In the autumn of 1850, Elizabeth Smith Miller, the daughter of the abolitionist Gerrit Smith 
and cousin to abolitionist and woman’s rights reformer Elizabeth Cady Stanton, abandoned the 
long, voluminous dresses typically worn by women and began wearing a knee-length dress and 
trousers. Miller wrote that her dissatisfaction with fashionable dresses had been years in the 
making, but this frustration culminated after hours of gardening at her home in Peterboro, New 
York, while wearing “draggled skirts” that clung to her legs and feet. Miller’s annoyance 
“ripened into the decision that this shackle should no longer be endured.” She cut her skirts off at 
the knee and added trousers for modesty. Miller later adopted this clothing style full-time as it 
allowed her to easily complete her daily work and walk unencumbered along the country roads 
near her home.1    
In the spring of 1851, Miller wore her new clothing while visiting Elizabeth Cady Stanton 
in Seneca Falls, New York. Stanton, a busy mother of four young children, thought the design 
brilliant. “To see my cousin, with a lamp in one hand and a baby in the other, walk upstairs with 
ease and grace, while, with flowing robes, I pulled myself up with difficulty, lamp and baby out 
of the question, readily convinced me that there was sore need of reform in women’s dress,” 
Stanton recalled. During Miller’s visit Stanton created a similar garment for herself. The two 
women wore their modified clothes while walking through Seneca Falls. It was on one of these 
strolls that they encountered fellow reformer and Seneca Falls resident Amelia Bloomer. 
Bloomer was similarly captivated by Miller’s design and promptly adopted it. She then began 
                                                
1 Elizabeth Smith Miller, undated, box 2, folder 12, MssCol 2783, Smith Family Papers, Archives and Manuscripts, 
New York Public Library. Elizabeth Smith Miller wrote two undated accounts describing her adoption of the 
bloomer costume. One letter cites the date of adoption as the fall of 1850 while the other notes that it was the spring 
of 1851. Based on the date in which Amelia Bloomer first began publishing articles on dress reform, it is more likely 




promoting the garment in The Lily, the temperance newspaper she edited. Thus, Miller, Stanton, 
and Bloomer unofficially launched the dress reform movement. Based on Amelia Bloomer’s 
writings, the newspapers, magazines, and print media in general dubbed the garment the bloomer 
costume. 2 
For Miller, Stanton, and Bloomer, the bloomer costume initially represented physical 
mobility—the ability to climb stairs, walk in the countryside, and complete household chores— 
without fear of tripping over long skirts. Yet articles that Stanton and Bloomer published in The 
Lily on dress reform reveal that there was also a political purpose behind the bloomer costume: it 
symbolized women’s personal autonomy and their equality with men. Though the connection 
between dress reform and equality never became a chief talking point within the suffrage 
movement, the bloomer costume served as a tangible expression of women’s social and political 
goals.  
 The antebellum link between clothing and political and social status was not new. 
Throughout American history, clothing has been an important element of women’s identities. In 
Colonial America, for example, women of all classes embraced the opportunity to showcase their 
“Britishness” by purchasing English textiles to make into clothing. As early as 1728 it was 
reported that the American colonies purchased more than a sixth of Great Britain’s woolen 
manufactures as well as linen and calico cloth. By midcentury over half of the goods imported 
from Great Britain were textiles and an even larger percentage of items transported from port 
cities to rural markets were fabrics.3 
British textiles were commodities that all colonists desired, but the elite distinguished 
                                                
2 Elizabeth Cady Stanton, Eighty Years and More; Reminiscences, 1815-1897 (Boston: Northeastern University 
Press, 1898, 1993), 201. 
3 Michael Zakim, Ready Made Democracy: A History of Men’s Dress in the American Republic, 1760-1860 
(Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 2003), 14-15. 
 
3 
themselves by embracing the fashions of the aristocracy as opposed to the clothing styles worn 
by ordinary colonists. These clothes served as a marker of patriotism and a link to the English 
court. This was particularly true in urban centers where a variety of social events, ranging from 
afternoon teas to attending members-only dance halls, offered elite colonists the opportunity to 
place themselves and their clothing on display. 4  
Women’s relationship to fashion changed during the 1760s when resistance to 
Parliamentary acts resulted in the rejection of European fashions and imported clothing. As 
women began boycotting British goods the meaning of clothing shifted from an expression of 
British identity to a symbol of resistance against colonial rule. People from all social classes 
practiced non-importation, but colonial propaganda suggested that it was the responsibility of the 
elite to set the standard as they had with fashion. Instead of purchasing British fabrics women 
took up spinning and sewing to create their families’ clothing. This homemade clothing, or 
homespun, became a visual expression of partisanship and demonstrated that women were active 
political participants in rejecting British rule.5    
Clothing continued to represent women’s American identities after the American 
Revolution. Newspapers and magazines encouraged women to create simple clothing styles that 
were free of adornment and thereby representative of republican virtues. These publications 
implied that fashion and all of its embellishments shackled the body and made it difficult for 
women to think rationally. Although no distinctly American fashion emerged, women who could 
afford fashion embraced the simplicity of the popular French style, the empire gown. The empire 
dress included high waists, long narrow skirts and short sleeves and was modeled after the gowns 
                                                
4 Kate Haulman, The Politics of Fashion In Eighteenth-Century America (Chapel Hill: The University of North 
Carolina Press, 2011), 13-16.  
5 Haulman, The Politics of Fashion, 82-83; Carol Berkin, Revolutionary Mothers: Women in the Struggle for 
America’s Independence (New York: Vintage Books, 2005), 17.  
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carved on ancient Greek statues. The empire gown also offered wearers a style that broke from 
British fashion, therefore symbolizing independence and American citizenship. Yet some 
condemned the empire gown since it was imported and because many found the clinging 
silhouette immodest. Fashion remained a way for elite women to assert their social power, but 
for critics it reinforced the notion that women were far too frivolous to participate in politics. 6  
 During the nineteenth century women’s relationship to fashion again shifted, this time in 
response to individualism and the search for status in nineteenth-century America. For men, the 
expanding economy resulting from the technologies of the Market Revolution meant new jobs in 
cities and on the frontier. Women were denied these opportunities and so their roles centered on 
the home and family. The rise of the middle class, however, meant that many women were able 
to purchase goods that had been previously made in the home and even hire servants. For this 
class of women fashion became a way to distinguish themselves and establish status as the wives 
of successful men.7  
 Yet, like earlier gender roles, this new value system, referred to by historians as the cult of 
domesticity, regulated middle class and elite women’s behavior and their participation in public 
activities. American women had never been encouraged to lead public lives or work outside of 
the home, but the cult of domesticity created a more extreme division between gender roles. It 
was expected that men and women should occupy rigidly separate spheres; men’s duties to 
financially support the family took them into public space while women remained in the private 
domain, caring for the children and the household. Fashion reflected these gendered 
expectations.     
                                                
6 Haulman, The Politics of Fashion, 217, 224-225; Anne Buermann Wass and Michelle Webb Fandrich, Clothing 
Through American History: The Federal Era Through Antebellum, 1786-1860 (Santa Barbara: Greenwood Press, 
2010), 60- 67. 
7 Lois Banner, American Beauty: A Social History Through Two Centuries of the American Idea, Ideal, and Image 
of the Beautiful Woman (New York: Knopf, 1983), 24. 
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 During the antebellum period men’s clothing simplified while women’s clothing became 
more ornate. In 1840, a typical middle-class man’s wardrobe included a long, dark colored coat, 
a waistcoat, trousers, a shirt, underclothes, and a hat. Although the number of pieces that made 
up his ensemble indicated a level of formality, the plainness of the attire was interpreted as a 
measure of his character. According to the men’s magazines of the era, a simple, neat outfit 
indicated that the wearer practiced self-discipline and respectability. This clothing also 
represented his role as the family provider.8 At the same time, women’s fashions were becoming 
more elaborate, and etiquette manuals created common expectations for women’s appearance. 
Their wardrobe was seen as a guide to behavior and good character, just as men’s wardrobe was. 
The corset became a significant indicator of propriety. The corset had been worn as an outer 
garment by both men and women during the medieval period but had fallen out of fashion during 
the eighteenth-century. By the 1840s, however, it had once again become popular for women to 
wear tight-laced corsets underneath their clothing to offset wide skirts and create an hourglass 
silhouette. The volume and extravagance of these garments were clear indicators that the wearer 
would not be performing manual labor. For the uninformed, etiquette manuals dictated what a 
woman should wear during various times of the day as well as for special occasions. It became 
acceptable for women to shop in order to ensure that they owned the dresses for these different 
occasions.9  
 The desires of nineteenth-century social reformers to modify dress and the subsequent 
development of a dress reform movement were a response to the ornamentation and restrictions 
                                                
8 Zakim, Ready Made Democracy, 125. 
9 David Walstreicher, “Why Thomas Jefferson and African Americans Wore Their Politics on Their Sleeves: Dress 
and Mobilization Between American Revolutions,” in Beyond the Founders: New Approaches to the Political 
History of the Early American Republic, Jeffery L. Pasley, Andrew W. Robertson, and David Waldstreicher ,ed. 
(Chapel Hill: The University of North Carolina Press, 2004), 84-85; Haulman, The Politics of Fashion, 217; Valerie 
Steele, Fashion and Eroticism: Ideals of Feminine Beauty from the Victorian Era to the Jazz Age (New York: 
Oxford University Press, 1985), 52-53; Wass and Fandrich, Clothing Through American History, 275. 
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of women’s clothing. Reformers criticized fashion because it literally limited a woman’s 
physical movements and metaphorically represented her dependence on men. This dress reform 
movement linked itself to other antebellum social reforms in which women were involved, most 
specifically suffrage and health reform. Dress reformers argued that fashion symbolized sexual 
inequality and that tightly laced corsets and heavy skirts affected women’s health. In addition, 
many reformers made the practical argument that the physical restrictions of fashionable clothing 
hindered the completion of household chores. The combination of these arguments was central to 
the 1850s dress reform movement and subsequent critiques of fashion. The challenge, however, 
was to convince ordinary men and women these claims were true.  
 In The Lily, Amelia Bloomer presented her arguments for dress reform to a like-minded 
audience; the goal was for enough people to adopt the bloomer costume to present a real 
challenge to the dominant women’s fashions. To some degree this was successful, but many 
women considered the bloomer outfit too ugly to adopt. Articles submitted to reform journals 
reveal that, even among activists, fashion was an important element in women’s identities.10 The 
popular press furthered the conflict by treating bloomer wearers as a spectacle. Women who 
were brave enough to wear the bloomer costume publicly found themselves openly mocked 
because dress reform provided an easy target in cartoons and caricatures published in popular 
periodicals.  
 By 1859, even the costume’s creator, Elizabeth Smith Miller, and its namesake, Amelia 
                                                
10 One example of reform minded women rejecting the bloomer costume comes from an 1854 letter written by 
reformer Francis D. Gage and published in The Lily. Gage was writing from Fairfield, Iowa and reported that she 
had given eighteen lectures across the state on woman’s rights and temperance. Surprised by how well attended her 
talks were, Gage criticized the women of Iowa for being “too fashionable” to wear the bloomer costume. See 
Frances D. Gage to Mrs. Bloomer, July 1, 1851, The Lily, n.p. Abolitionists Sarah and Angelina Grimke also 
individually expressed their distaste for the appearance of the bloomer costume. See Angelina Grimke Weld to 
Harriet, August 10, n.d. Theodore Weld Papers, Library of Congress and Sarah Grimke to Gerrit Smith, The Lily, 
October 1, 1856, n.p. Similarly, Elizabeth Smith Miller claimed to have ultimately abandoned the bloomer costume 
because it was not attractive enough to suit her tastes. See Elizabeth Smith Miller, “Mrs. Elizabeth Smith Miller,” 
The Arena vol. 6, B.O. Flower, ed. (Boston: Arena Publishing, 1892), 494-495. 
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Bloomer, had abandoned it. As a result, while the bloomer costume was the cornerstone of the 
nineteenth-century dress reform movement, its contemporaries considered it a failure. Historians 
have contributed to this judgment of dress reform as a failure by assuming that the bloomer 
costume was the only manifestation of dress reform. This study argues that dress reform was an 
ongoing social movement. The significance of the bloomer costume was that it created an 
opening for broader discussions of women’s dress, and these discussions, in turn, played a role in 
the critical conversations about women’s health, education, and leisure. 
 This dissertation explores the role that dress reform played in women’s efforts to carve 
out a new identity during the nineteenth century. A woman’s clothing was linked to her gender, 
social class and profession. By adopting dress reform, social activists pushed their way into 
physical and political spaces previously denied them. While dress reform did not replace fashion, 
it launched conversations among women about their assumed place in society and played a role 
in women’s participation in a variety of new arenas. By 1900 women were no longer bound to 
the private sphere as they had been in 1820 and their clothing reflected their presence within 
education institutions, as workers, and as participants in leisure culture. Clothing served as both a 
tool to advance these changes and a response to them.  
  Some woman’s rights reformers were more explicit in stating the connection between 
dress and politics than others. But most agreed that women’s clothing should become less 
restrictive for the sake of the health and convenience of the wearer. By redefining dress reform to 
include modified undergarments and accessories, as well as shortened skirts and trousers, this 
dissertation will show that when dress reform was associated with the suffrage movement it was 
largely rejected, yet when dress reform for women was marketed as an improvement in function 
 
8 
it was accepted. Therefore this dissertation argues that, although dress reform was stalled as a 
radical movement, it furthered women’s independence by symbolizing their changing roles.  
 Indeed, for many dress reformers trousers represented a critical step toward gender 
equality. For these women, dress reform’s challenge to tight laced corsets and long, heavy 
dresses was a means to combat perceived feminine weakness and demonstrate physical 
competence. For them, the bridging of fashion and function created a modern image of 
femininity that valued both independence and style. They embraced a broader definition of 
feminism that did not focus exclusively on women’s access to education and employment or 
suffrage. The examination of their arguments will remind us that appearance plays a role in 
altering public perception.  
  
The Present State of Scholarship  
There are no scholarly studies of dress reform in all of its aspects: as an expression of the 
demand for women’s equality, as a practical adaptation to women’s circumstances and work 
roles; and as a critical element in improving women’s health. Most historians who examine dress 
reform agree that the movement failed, but they have differing views on why this was so. 
Historians of the nineteenth century woman’s movement either dismiss dress reform as 
an unsuccessful secondary campaign in the shadow of the larger movement for suffrage or as a 
fleeting eccentricity of the era. For example, in her 2001 study, Pantaloons and Power: A 
Nineteenth Century Dress Reform in the United States, Gayle V. Fischer argues that during this 
century clothing reflected gendered power relationships. The bloomer costume, Fischer says, 
stood at the intersection of political and social reform, particularly the type of social reform 
promoted by utopian and religious communities. She notes that pantaloons not only represented 
 
9 
the rejection of fashion but also provided the utopians with a uniform to blur gender distinctions. 
She links the failure of the dress reform movement to the disbanding of the groups, like the 
Oneida Community, that had supported it. 11 
However, historians who examine fashion, including Lois Banner, offer a different 
interpretation. In her 1983 study, American Beauty, Banner argues that dress reform [and 
particularly the bloomer costume] failed because it challenged the dominant ideal of beauty. She 
points out that the nineteenth-century middle class image of womanhood, captured in “steel-
engraving lady” illustrations, 12 was built upon the cult of domesticity’s focus on the delicacy of 
the American woman. What a woman wore was a critical factor in this idealized image. Dress 
reform, with its call to abandon corsets, directly challenged this dominant image of beauty and 
thus, according to Banner, it failed. Among other things, the pressure to marry insured that 
failure, she argues, because women decided that sexual attractiveness was more important than 
comfort.13  
In her 2002 study, Appropriating Dress: Women’s Rhetorical Style in Nineteenth Century 
America, historian Carol Mattingly offers yet another explanation for the failure of dress reform. 
According to Mattingly, fashionable dress was a visible representation of women’s place in the 
home. Thus when female lecturers on the lyceum circuit wore the bloomer costume they were 
practicing a form of non-verbal social resistance. These speakers, who were viewed as rebellious 
women, elicited fear that the gendered power relationships were being violated. The volatile 
reactions from audiences and the press led these women to abandon dress reform and return to 
fashionable dress. Fashionable clothing, Mattingly argues, helped preserve the image that women 
                                                
11 Gayle V. Fischer, Pantaloons and Power: A Nineteenth-Century Dress Reform in the United States (Kent: The 
Kent State University Press, 2001), 1-7. 
12 This archetype took its name from the printing process used in creating fashion plates, but its images were focused 
on the delicacy of women. 
13 Banner, American Beauty, 4, 51-53, 60-61,103. 
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who spoke in public were, at least in part, proper women. Mattingly’s book makes an important 
contribution to the history of social reform, but it focuses on dress reform among a small group 
of famous women and does not address the adoption of the bloomer costume by “ordinary” 
women.14  
Other historians have looked at the circumstances in which the bloomer costume served a 
clear, utilitarian purpose. Studies of American westward migration, for example, demonstrate 
that female emigrants adopted bloomer-like clothing for the twenty years between the beginning 
of the Gold Rush in 1849 and the completion of the transcontinental railroad in 1869. These 
westward bound women were motivated to wear trousers for several reasons: from the 
practicality of pants on the overland trail, to the comfort they provided as work-wear on newly 
claimed homesteads, to their role in campaigns to establish suffrage organizations in new 
western towns. In her 1978 study, Frontier Women: “Civilizing the West? 1840-1880, Julie Roy 
Jeffrey argues that, contrary to the assumption that women worked exclusively in the home, 
women living on western homesteads temporarily labored to clear land and build houses. As a 
result, some adopted the bloomer costume to facilitate this physical labor. Jeffrey contends, 
however, that these women saw the bloomer as temporary wear; once homes were built and 
families could afford to hire male farm hands, they returned to domestic work and to long skirts. 
In his book Women and Men on the Overland Trail (1979), John Mack Faragher disagrees with 
Jeffrey. He argues that westward emigration did not upset the gendered social order nor did it 
lead to the adoption of the bloomer costume. The westering women Faragher studies were 
homesick and eager to recreate the eastern society they had left behind. They therefore policed 
                                                
14 Carol Mattingly, Appropriat[ing] Dress: Women’s Rhetorical Style in Nineteenth-Century America (Carbondale: 
Southern Illinois University Press, 2002), 1-15, 84,107-108, 137. 
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both the behavior and the clothing of other women.15 Finally, Marion Tinling posits in her 1982 
article, “Bloomerism Comes to California,” that the bloomer was abandoned in California by the 
end of the 1850s although it was widely worn earlier in the decade for both fashion and 
practicality. Its abandonment came about, she declares, not because women were trying to 
maintain eastern standards of beauty or eastern gender roles, but because San Francisco dance 
hall girls adopted it. This made the bloomer taboo for “proper” women.16  
Within the health reform movement, the faction that practiced therapeutic treatment with 
water (“the water cure”) recommended that their patients adopt bloomer-like clothing as part of 
their regimen to improve their health. In“Hydropathic Highway to Health”: Women and Water 
Cure in Antebellum America (1986), Jane B. Donegan argues that reformers were convinced of a 
link between middle class women’s poor health and fashionable clothing. As a result, many 
health reformers also adopted dress reform. Patients at hydropathic institutions were encouraged 
to do the same, but as Donegan shows, some leaders of the health reform community urged 
women to abandon dress reform because they feared it was overshadowing the larger health 
reform movement. 17 In Wash and Be Healed: The Water-Cure Movement and Women’s Health 
(1987) Susan E. Cayleff sees health reform in broader terms. She suggests that these reformers’ 
agenda challenged traditional notions about women’s bodies, intelligence, and social roles and 
was thus part of the larger national battle for woman’s rights. Neither scholar, however, extends 
their analysis of dress reform beyond the scope of the health reform faction.18  
                                                
15 Julie Roy Jeffrey, Frontier Women: “Civilizing” the West? 1840-1880 (New York: Hill and Wang, 1978, 1998), 
50-51; John Mack Faragher, Women and Men on the Overland Trail (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1979, 
2000), 106. 
16 Marion Tinling, “Bloomerism Comes to California,” California History 61 (Spring 1982): 18-25. 
17 Jane B. Donegan, “Hydropathic Highway to Health”: Women and Water Cure in Antebellum America (New 
York: Greenwood Press, 1986), 135, 152-156. 
18 Susan E. Cayleff, Wash and Be Healed: The Water-Cure Movement and Women’s Health (Philadelphia: Temple 
University Press, 1987), 139, 160, 166. 
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Jane B. Donegan and Susan E. Cayleff focus their studies on reformers’ rejection of 
fashion, but other scholars have argued that, rather than oppressing women, fashion actually 
empowered them.  In her book Fashion and Eroticism: Ideals of Feminine Beauty from the 
Victorian Era to the Jazz Age, costume historian Valerie Steele argues that during the second 
half of the nineteenth-century the changes to the shape and fabric of women’s underwear altered 
attitudes toward feminine beauty. A woman who wished to embrace health did so with woolen 
underwear while those interested in luxury chose silk undergarments.19  Some women chose to 
wear garments advertised as “health corsets,” which used stiffened fabrics and cording to shape 
the body instead of whalebone. Steele expands the discussion of these undergarments in her later 
work, The Corset: A Cultural History. The science behind “health corsets” was bogus, she 
explains, and the garments themselves were even more uncomfortable than traditional corsets. 20 
Nevertheless, the prevalence of advertisements for modified corsets in women’s fashion 
magazines shows that conversations about dress reform were not isolated to outer garments.  
 The rise of women’s sports in the second half of the nineteenth century introduces a new 
context for discussions about women’s bodies, clothing, and dress reform.  As Patricia Campbell 
shows in When the Girls Came Out to Play [2006], from 1860 to 1940 women’s private physical 
education, often a part of the curriculum at women’s colleges, merged with sports such as tennis 
and croquet. Campbell argues that this gradual acceptance of women’s participation in sports 
created a new arena for interaction between the sexes. It led to the development of sportswear 
that married comfortable and fashionable clothing. As it became more acceptable for women to 
                                                
19 Valerie Steele, Fashion and Eroticisms: Ideals of Feminine Beauty from the Victorian Era to the Jazz Age (New 
York: Oxford University Press, 1985), 194-195. 
20 Valerie Steele, The Corset: A Cultural History (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2001, 2003), 80-85. In her 
research on twentieth-century lingerie, historian Jill Fields also analyzes the role of underwear in representing the 
gendered body. Like Valerie Steele, she identifies the corset as an evolutionary garment that aligned with fashion 
trends and women’s roles in society.  See Jill Fields, An Intimate Affair: Women, Lingerie, and Sexuality (Berkeley: 
University of California Press, 2007), Location 130-146.  Kindle. 	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wear trousers in public, some gender boundaries broke down. Warner’s study fills an important 
gap in the cultural history of women’s clothing, but it largely overlooks the role health reform 
played in the promotion of women’s exercise and it does not address the intersection of dress 
reform and the broad woman’s rights movement.21   
 Cultural historians writing about the bicycle craze of the 1890s have noted that the 
adoption of utilitarian cycling clothing, which often included trousers, was viewed by 
contemporaries as a radical act. Patricia Marks’s 1990 study argues that the 1880s and 1890s 
caricatures of the “New Woman”—the female archetype of modernity—often depicted a 
masculine female riding a bicycle and wearing trousers. These caricatures captured societal 
concern about changing gender roles. Marks’s analysis of newspapers and magazines from both 
Great Britain and the United States offers detailed examples of how these publications attempted 
to regulate female behavior. Because her work focuses narrowly on two decades, however, 
Marks does not explore the parallels between newspaper coverage of the New Woman and 
similar press attacks on the bloomer costume during the 1850s.22 
In sum, the historical literature on dress reform is divided in terms of proponents and 
periodization. Its scholars generally dismiss the significance of dress reform to the woman’s 
rights movement, and those that focus on specific arenas such as health reform and sports do not 
establish their connections. There are two notable exceptions to this rule. First, Gayle Fischer’s 
Pantaloons and Power covers most of the nineteenth-century and provides an overview of the 
many motives women had for adopting dress reform. This dissertation builds on Fischer’s 
research, but it challenges her argument that the bloomer costume had no long-term impact on 
                                                
21 Patricia Campbell Warner, When the Girls Came Out to Play: The Birth of American Sportswear (Amherst: 
University of Massachusetts Press, 2006), 5-7, 136-137, 247. 
22 Patricia Marks, Bicycles, Bangs, and Bloomers: The New Woman in the Popular Press (Lexington: The 
University Press of Kentucky, 1990), 205. 
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women’s fashions. The second exception is Patricia Cunningham’s 2003 study, Reforming 
Women’s Fashion, 1850-1920: Politics, Health and Art. Cunningham shows how newspapers, 
books, and periodicals depicted women’s dress and fashion and provides a survey of dress 
reform in the United States and Europe. She examines both the bloomer costume and artistic and 
aesthetic dress styles that rejected tight lacing in favor of unstructured garments in the context of 
dress reform, health movements, and modernity. Her study is singular in considering modified 
undergarments as an element of dress reform. She fails, however, to explore the connections 
between dress reform, the political movement, and the physical autonomy of women. This 
dissertation fills this gap by considering many of the same sources used by Cunningham but 
analyzing these critical relationships as well as the connections between dress reform and the 
efforts to combine functional clothing with fashion. 23 Additionally, this dissertation  
offers an in depth analysis of under used sources, including transatlantic visual culture and 






 Woman’s rights advocates first adopted the bloomer costume in 1851. Its purpose was 
both practical and political. Activists saw a need for women to have a comfortable alternative to 
fashionable dress while at the same time they wore the garment, particularly when delivering 
public lectures, to symbolically establish women’s equality to men. The bloomer costume was 
                                                
23 Patricia A. Cunningham, Reforming Women’s Fashion, 1850-1920: Politics, Health, and Art (Kent: Kent State 
University Press, 2003), 3-7. 
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worn only briefly, however, because ridicule from the public and the popular press made a 
spectacle out of dress reform. Leaders in the woman’s rights movement feared that the bloomer 
costume was detracting from the more important cause of suffrage. But health advocates, many 
who had learned about the bloomer costume from the woman’s rights movement, continued the 
reform. Instead of focusing on women’s legislative rights, however, health reformers centered 
their arguments for dress reform on the physical benefits of comfortable clothing over corsets 
and heavy dresses. In turn, these arguments influenced certain underwear designers, who created 
modified corsets and skirt lifters to help women achieve comfort without having to abandon the 
appearance of fashion, and pioneers of the physical education movement, who recommended that 
women wear modified clothing while exercising. When the bicycle became popular during the 
1890s it quickly became apparent that women could not effectively ride in long skirts. The 
bloomer costume was proposed as the appropriate bicycling garment. Its adoption was 
controversial, however, because while manufacturers advertised that wearing bloomers was part 
of the cycling experience, critics warned that wearing dress reform clothing was an indication 
that women would abandon the home. The woman’s rights movement praised the bicycle as a 
tool of independence and dress reform as a sign of modernity. The longevity of the dress reform 
movement demonstrates that while fashion was important to nineteenth-century women’s 
identities, there was a persistent competing need for functional clothing. Addressing that need, 
dress reform, in its various forms, aligned with reformers’ demands that women be accepted as 
equals in society. 
 This dissertation is organized loosely in chronological order. Chapters 1 and 2 discuss the 
successes and failures of the bloomer movement. Foremost, Chapter 1 establishes that in early 
1851 the bloomer was adopted apolitically by women looking for a new fashion or functional 
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travel wear.  As Chapter 2 shows it was not until the transatlantic popular press identified the 
bloomer costume as a radical expression of woman’s rights and used mockery to combat its use, 
that the bloomer was abandoned. Chapter 3 focuses on subsequent efforts by members of the 
health reform community to promote dress reform as a method of achieving health. Unlike other 
studies, which combine the efforts of health reformers and woman’s rights advocates for dress 
reform, this chapter argues that these were separates movements with different goals. The tactics 
employed by health reformers were much more successful than the overtly political promotion of 
the bloomer costume. Chapter 4 looks at the ways in which health reform directly led to a new 
avenue for dress reform through changes in the design of women’s undergarments. Prior dress 
reform studies typically overlook these modifications, because they were not promoting 
women’s trousers. This dissertation argues, however, that the origins of underwear reform can be 
found in the dress reform movement. Furthermore, this movement was one of those most 
successful, because it allowed women to embrace the ideologies of dress reform without 
challenging their fashionable appearance. Chapter 5 explores another offshoot of health reform, 
the development of the physical education movement. This movement utilized arguments made 
by reformers about the benefits of physical activity to women’s health and recommended 
wearing dress reform garments for exercising. Chapter 6 traces the transition of sporting clothing 
in conjunction with the 1890s popularity of the bicycle and the consequent re-adoption of dress 










Chapter 1: “Bloomer Mania”: The Apolitical Popularity of Dress Reform 
 
  In January 1851, Elizabeth Le Brenton Gunn and her four children left Philadelphia for 
Sonora, California where her husband, Lewis Gunn, was working for the newspaper the Sonora 
Herald. After a six-month journey by ship around Cape Horn, Gunn and her children arrived in 
California. In her letters to her mother and sisters in Philadelphia Elizabeth Le Brenton Gunn 
described her journey and her new home, but also asked for local gossip based on information 
printed in the eastern newspapers to which she subscribed.24 “I have read in the papers that short 
dresses are ‘all the go,’” she wrote. “ I wonder if you, H. and M., have got into the fashion.” The 
short dress was slang for the knee length dress and trousers worn by female supporters of dress 
reform. It had also been nicknamed the bloomer costume, because reformer and journalist 
Amelia Bloomer endorsed it in her temperance newspaper, The Lily.25 “I read in one of the 
papers that Mrs. Will Burleigh26 and her two daughters attended an abolition meeting ‘dressed in 
bloomer costume,’” Gunn wrote in her next letter home. 27 Her family was also abolitionists and 
so it seems were involved with dress reform because Gunn addressed her sister directly “And 
you, Mollie, are to have a ‘Bloomer dress.’ Well I would if I wanted to!” But Gunn did, in fact, 
                                                
24 According to Elizabeth Le Brenton Gunn she and her husband subscribed to the following newspapers: Freeman 
(likely the abolitionist newspaper the Pennsylvania Freeman), the New York Tribune, Noah’s Times (likely the New 
York weekly newspaper Sunday Times and Noah’s Weekly Messenger), the Era (There was a British newspaper, 
noted for sports coverage, published between 1838 and 1939 called The Era, but it is more likely that Gunn was 
referring to weekly abolitionist newspaper The National Era, (published in Washington, D.C). See Elizabeth Le 
Breton Gunn to Mother, Hannah, and Molly, undated, Records of a California family; Journals and Letters of Lewis 
C. and Elizabeth Le Breton Gunn, Anna Lee Marston ed. (San Diego: Anna Lee Marston, 1928), 148.  
25 Elizabeth Le Breton Gunn to Mother, Hannah, and Molly, undated, 150.  
26 The Will Burleigh referenced may be William Henry Burleigh who was a temperance reformer, abolitionist, and 
writer. In a biographical sketch written by his second wife, Celia Burleigh, it is mentioned that Burleigh’s first wife 
died in the mid-1860s, but there are no details given about her involvement with abolitionism or dress reform. See 
Poems by William H. Burleigh with a Sketch of His Life by Celia Burleigh (New York: Hurd and Houghton, 1871), 
xx. 
27 Elizabeth Le Breton Gunn to Mother, Hannah, and Molly, August 28, 1851, 150-151. 
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own a bloomer costume. Her aunt Mary Stickley, an abolitionist and dress reformer, had given 
her one as a gift for her trip west.28  
 In Gunn’s correspondence describing her new life in California she confessed to her 
mother and sisters that she had not yet worn her bloomer costume. She saw the functionality and 
noted, “If you could see the dust here, you would think it was the dress for this country, both in 
wet and dry season.” Gunn continued by adding, “I should like it to work in, but I really think the 
long skirt is more graceful.” Gunn promised, however, that she would wear her short dress one 
day, once she and the children were fully settled in California. 29 
 Elizabeth Le Brenton Gunn never made good on her promise. Her letters reveal that she 
found the short dress too unconventional and never wore it, although it was carefully stored away 
and later donated to the San Diego Historical Society by a relative (Image 1.1).30 Yet Gunn’s 
writings show that the meaning of the bloomer costume varied depending on the intentions of the 
woman wearing it; it could be a fashion, a component of social reform, a functional outfit for 
maneuvering dirty streets, or a work garment. Elizabeth Le Brenton Gunn was not the only 
woman who saw the many uses of the bloomer. While the bloomer costume symbolized social 
liberation for the women's rights movement, throughout 1851 many women viewed it as a fad, 
devoid of political connection.  
 
                                                
28 Anna Lee Marston, Preface, Records of a California family; journals and letters of Lewis C. and Elizabeth Le 
Breton Gunn, ed. Anna Lee Marston (San Diego: Anna Lee Marston, 1928), 87; Susan Lee Johnson, Roaring Camp: 
The Social World of the California Gold Rush (New York: W.W. Norton and Company, 2000), 282. 
29 Elizabeth Le Breton Gunn to Mother, Hannah, and Molly, undated, 150.  
30 According to a 1992 report written by Edward Maeder, the former curator of costumes at the Los Angeles County 
Museum of Art, Elizabeth Le Brenton Gunn’s bloomer costume was altered from a long dress by shortening the skirt 
and using the material that was removed to make the bloomer trousers. Each leg of the pants was constructed as 
separate pieces joined at the waist by a seam and a three-button closure at center front. The upper part of the 
bloomer trousers are constructed of glazed cotton while the lower part, which would have shown below the skirt, 
was made of cotton and lined with the portion of green taffeta silk. The ankles were cinched in the harem style. The 
taffeta portion of the bloomer pants retained marks from its previous construction as a skirt. Tammie Bennett, 
archivist San Diego Historical Society, email message to author, August 8, 2013. 
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Gender, Class, and Women’s Fashion  
 The bloomer trend coincided with the spread of fashionable clothing to the middle class. 
As industrialization gave rise to garment factories, mass-production resulted in increased 
availability of fashionable clothing at lower prices.31 An entire industry developed around the 
manufacture and sale of ready to wear clothing. In Manhattan, for example, Alexander Stewart’s 
department store, the Marble Palace, opened in 1848 and allowed customers the novel 
opportunity to buy clothing off the rack and to browse before purchasing. 32 At the same time, 
advances in print technology allowed for a wider array of illustrated newspapers and magazines, 
including publications devoted entirely to fashion, to be printed for a more diverse audience.33  
Fashion became a popular theme in both periodicals geared toward women and those intended 
                                                
31 Karen Halttunen, Confidence Men and Painted Women: A Study of Middle-Class Culture in America, 1830-1870 
(New Haven: Yale University Press, 1982), 61-62; Valerie Steele, Fashion and Eroticism (New York: Oxford 
University Press, 1985), 82. 
32 The 1850 census was the first time that clothing production appeared in the economic statistics. The states with 
the largest number of clothing manufactures were New York (976) and Pennsylvania (930). Massachusetts, 
Maryland, and Ohio all had over 200 clothing manufactures. These numbers indicate that clothing manufactures 
were typically in the Eastern United States and near waterways. In regards to department stores, Antebellum 
Shopping was an urban leisure activity centered in cities such as Boston, Philadelphia, Washington, D.C., and New 
York City. See Michael Zakim, Ready Made Democracy: A History of Men’s Dress in the American Republic, 
1760-1860 (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 2003), 42; Ann Buermann Wass and Michelle Webb 
Fandrich, Clothing Through American History: The Federal Era Through Antebellum, 1786-1860 (Westport: 
Greenwood Publishing Group, 2010), 275. 
33 The increase in periodicals during the nineteenth-century was linked to the invention of the steam-powered 
printing press. This machine could produce pages at a faster rate and did not require constant manual labor. By 1820 
publishers were reaching national audiences for the first time and in the 1840s river and ocean transportation and 
railroads had created publishing centers in New York City, Philadelphia and Boston. As a result, the U.S. census 
shows that during the 1840s the number of periodicals (excluding newspapers) increased. This increase was also 
linked to rising literacy rates. Increased opportunities for education among white men and women meant during the 
first half of the nineteenth-century 90 percent of the adult white population was literate. By 1850 there were 
approximately 686 periodicals (excluding newspapers) published in the United States, although by 1860 this number 
had decreased to 575 as a result of the Panic of 1857. It is important to note, however, that this decline is reflective 
of the costs to publish and not a waning interest in magazines. Magazine circulations actually increased between 
1850 and 1865. It is estimated that in 1860 the average circulation of quarterlies was 3,370, monthlies were 12,000; 
and weeklies, including newspapers, circulated around 2,400 issues. Although no circulation numbers for periodicals 
geared specifically toward women have been located, it is worth noting that in 1861 there were over 100 different 
women’s magazines circulating in the United States. See Frank L. Mott, A History of American Magazines, Vol. II: 
1850-1865, (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1938), 4, 10; Mary Ellen Zuckerman, A History of Popular 
Women’s Magazines in the United States, 1792-1995 (Westport: Greenwood Press, 1998), 1; Mary Kelley, Private 
Women, Public Stage: Literary Domesticity in Nineteenth-Century America (Chapel Hill: The University of North 
Carolina Press, 2002), 7-8, 10.  
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for men. Women’s magazines included discussions of trends and fashion plates to inform ladies 
of the current styles in clothing, while periodicals directed toward a male audience either 
satirized or sexualized fashion. For example, in 1842 a typical image published in the New York 
weekly men’s sporting magazine, Weekly Rake, showed a man staring underneath the upturned 
skirt of a disheveled woman who had fallen in the street, rather than attempting to help her.34  
Periodicals communicated that social status and the opportunity for social mobility was 
tied to external appearance, but the religious revivals of the Second Great Awakening also 
created a greater self-consciousness about appearance. Revivalist ministers pointed to 
urbanization as the cause of sin and women’s preoccupation with beauty a symptom. Yet in 
popular belief, physical beauty was a sign of a virtuous spirit. The uncertainty this disagreement 
engendered—whether attractiveness should be praised or criticized—is evident in the leading 
fashion magazine of the time, Godey’s Ladies Book. The editor Sarah Josepha Hale published 
articles arguing that it was a woman’s goodness rather than her beauty that mattered; yet the 
same issues carried fashion plates advertising the latest styles. 35   
Godey’s Ladies Book was typical in its treatment of beauty as a mark of virtue. Women’s 
magazines asked readers to look beyond the superficial, while at the same time fashion plates 
conveyed the idea that women’s “worth” was elevated through clothing. Although in some ways 
this may have reflected conflicts within Sarah Josepha Hale, a businesswoman who advocated 
women’s education while also contending that women’s proper place was in the home, it also 
reveals the socially constructed nature of the feminine ideal of beauty. The images in Godey’s 
Lady’s Book depicted what historian Lois Banner calls the “steel-engraving lady,” or the 
dominant ideal of beauty during the 1850s. According to descriptions of this model of Victorian 
                                                
34 “A Street View,” Weekly Rake, July 1842, 1. 
35 Halttunen, Confidence Men and Painted Women, 62-65. 
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womanhood, the steel-engraving lady was delicate, with small hands and feet. Her skin was pale 
and her face oval with a small red mouth. Her body was small, but rounded with a full bust and a 
tiny waist enveloped by voluminous clothing.36 In scenes depicting motherhood, these women 
stood with their impeccably dressed children in gardens or parlors, or they shyly admired their 
reflections in mirrors. They wore full skirts and achieved the proper silhouette with corsets. 
Although these women were modeling current clothing trends, the scene exhibited larger social 
constructs of the relationship between women and children. There was no doubt that the fashion 
plates depicted the link between virtue and beauty, and part of their a woman’s virtue resided in 
fulfilling her feminine role as mother.37 For readers of fashion magazines the images were more 
important than the text. Women often removed these fashion plates and displayed them as art in 
their parlors; here they served as models of idealized femininity.38  
The impracticality of dresses that emphasized tiny waists and sloping shoulders offset by 
a wide skirt suggested that the wearer “was a woman of leisure, requiring servants to assist her.” 
Yet the hold that fashion and gender ideals had on all white women can be seen in the fact that 
on their day off servants wore similar garments.39  Still, details in fashion plates, such as the 
depictions of light colored hems, reinforced the notion that the ideal woman did not work. These 
hems signaled the difference between ladies with servants to do their errands and women who 
ran their own errands; the latter saw the hem of their dresses quickly become stained by dirt or 
grime. To alleviate their problem, women often sewed braids of horsehair along the hems to 
                                                
36 Lois Banner, American Beauty: A Social History Throughout Two Centuries of the American Idea, Ideal, and 
Image of the Beautiful Woman (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1983), 45-51. 
37 For examples see Godey’s Lady’s Book (February 1851): 146; “Dresses for Children and Morning Dress,” 
Godey’s Lady’s Book (July 1851): 1; “Fashions for September,” Godey’s Lady’s Book (September 1851): 129. 
38 Isabelle Lehuu, Carnival on the Page: Popular Print Media in Antebellum America (Chapel Hill: University of 
North Carolina Press, 2000), 105-108. 
39 Jennifer Ladd Nelson, “Dress Reform and the Bloomer,” Journal of American and Comparative Cultures 23, 
Issue 1 (2000): 22.  
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protect the fabric. 40 Similarly, tightly corseted waists were intended to indicate a disciplined 
female body. In reality most antebellum women lived physically taxing lives. These women may 
have worn a corset daily, but not cinched tightly. Fulfilling the ideals of fashion presented a 
problem for any woman when she confronted the practical aspects of her life. The adoption of 
the bloomer costume was meant to remedy these problems. Ironically, that costume’s design was 
not new; dress reformers had simply adapted a fashion popular with the American and British 
elite, the Turkish trouser.  
 
The Turkish Trouser and Fashion  
 The image of the Turkish trouser was first widely circulated throughout Europe during the 
sixteenth-century when images and descriptions of Ottoman dress began to appear in the travel 
accounts of British diplomats. The novelty of Middle Eastern clothing became a popular theme 
among European painters and printmakers who depicted both the male and female dress in 
images based on these written descriptions. By the eighteenth-century it was fashionable for 
European travellers to sit for portraits wearing the Ottoman clothing they had brought back with 
them to England. This fashion, referred to as “The Turk,” became popular within art, music and, 
theater.41 In 1714 a fashion called Turquerie appeared in France after the ambassador to Istanbul 
commissioned an illustrated book featuring Ottoman clothing. Later, in 1757, the paintings of 
Turkish dress by Dutch artist Jean Baptiste were reprinted in an album called Collection of the 
Dresses of Different Nations. These publications were so admired by the English elite that they 
began wearing clothing “à la Turque” to masquerades, fancy balls and other forms of 
                                                
40 Sally Helvenston Gray, “Searching for Mother Hubbard: Function and Fashion in Nineteenth-Century Dress,” 
Winterthur Portfolio 48 (2014): 49. 
41 Charlotte Jurousek, “Ottoman Influences in Western Dress,” in Ottoman Costumes: From Textiles to Identity, eds. 





 By the early nineteenth-century the Turquerie was an established fashion in the royal court. 
While Turkish trousers were worn mostly at masquerade balls, other aspects of Turkish dress, 
especially silk turbans, were worn casually in Great Britain. These turbans were advertised in 
fashion magazines and by 1825 the English women’s magazine La Belle Assemblee, or Court 
and Fashionable Magazine described the turban as “imitative of the Asiatic Turk” and indicative 
of “the stamp of high fashion.”43 In the United States silk turbans were the signature style of first 
lady Dolley Madison and many American women copied her appearance.44 The meaning of the 
Turkish trouser would change, however, when women’s rights advocates began wearing it as a 
functional alternative to fashionable clothing.45 
 
Dress Reform and The Press 
 The Turkish trouser became popularly referred to as the bloomer costume after journalist 
and temperance reformer Amelia Bloomer endorsed it for daily wear in her newspaper, The Lily. 
Bloomer first began to write about inequalities in women’s dress in 1849 when newspapers 
reported that British actress Fanny Kemble led a parade of women wearing men’s clothing 
through the streets of Lenox, Massachusetts. These accounts were exaggerated and, as Bloomer 
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pointed out, Kemble had neither led a procession of women nor wore men’s clothing; she wore 
the Turkish trouser. Bloomer argued that Kemble’s clothing was not the real issue; the real issue 
was why men felt justified in dictating acceptable clothing for women. 46  This point was again 
raised in 1851 after Bloomer adopted the version of the Turkish trouser worn by fellow reformer 
Elizabeth Smith Miller. For Bloomer it simply made sense that a woman should wear clothing 
that was not only practical but also easily kept clean. "We shall no longer have our dresses 
dribbled in the mud or half the depth of them wet with snow,” she wrote in The Lily in February 
1851. “In getting in and out of carriages we need have no fears of the wheels, and we can even 
sit down in a puddle of tobacco-juice without endangering our Sunday suit.” In the April 1851 
issue of The Lily, Bloomer published a wood engraving of herself wearing the Turkish Trouser 
(Image 1.2). “We do not say that we shall wear this dress and no other,” she told her readers, 
“but we shall wear it for a common dress; and we hope it may become so fashionable that we 
may wear it at all times, and in all places, without being too singular.” Her new garment was so 
comfortable, Bloomer noted, that she now hated to put on long dresses. 47   
 Amelia Bloomer’s support of the Turkish trouser was based initially on its comfort. She 
had no idea that her endorsement would inspire other women or that she would become directly 
identified with dress reform. Within a few months, however, The Lily’s subscriptions increased 
from the hundreds to the thousands.48  What had been a small women's temperance newspaper 
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with 500 subscribers in 1850 was selling 4,000 issues annually by 1853 and 6,000 by 1854.49  
Many of Amelia Bloomer’s articles on dress reform were also reprinted in other newspapers. 
Suddenly the bloomer costume was being discussed in periodicals across the country and 
featured in popular entertainment. Nevertheless, Amelia Bloomer’s clothing change might have 
gone unnoticed by the broader public had it not been for the New York Daily Tribune. The 
founder and editor of the Tribune, Horace Greeley, was a well-known supporter of women’s 
rights. He advocated their equal employment, property and inheritance rights. Although he 
opposed woman’s suffrage, Greeley argued that women should be free to express their opinions 
on a wide range of political topics. To show his support, he published writings by women in his 
newspaper. 50 Throughout the spring and summer of 1851, the Tribune published a series of 
letters to the editor promoting the bloomer, along with articles written by Amelia Bloomer, 
herself. While women's rights advocates referred to their garments as the "freedom dress," the 
"short dress" or the "reform dress," it was the Tribune in conjunction with other influential 
newspapers that began referring to it as the "bloomer."  Despite reformers' efforts to challenge 
the name, “bloomer” stuck.51 
The Tribune's role in naming the bloomer might suggest some sort of underlying 
mockery, but Horace Greeley’s support was genuine and it was integral to spreading the fame of 
the bloomer costume. An article published in the Tribune prompted a woman to write to The Lily 
that it “met with my most joyful acquiescence” because she too objected to fashionable clothing. 
“I never heard of you before, nor saw the paper of which you are editor” the reader confessed, 
“but I already love you and can bid you God speed.” The Tribune also published a series entitled 
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“Favorable Notices of the Press,” which included blurbs from newspapers around the country 
praising the bloomer costume. Yet Greeley’s support went beyond simply publishing articles that 
discussed the bloomer costume. When other newspapers criticized dress reformers Greeley came 
to their defense. For example, when the Portland Argus claimed that the bloomer costume 
indicated that women’s rights advocates have “determined to be women no longer,” Greeley 
responded. “The sneer is undeserved,” he wrote, “and by no means credible to the candor of the 
writer.” 52   
 Horace Greeley’s defense of the bloomer costume as well as his endorsement brought 
attention to the garment that The Lily alone could not give it. Not all of this attention was 
positive, however. In October 1853 the comic magazine Yankee Notions published a cartoon of 
Horace Greeley walking down the street with two women wearing bloomer costumes on its 
cover (Image 1.3). In the image the women are young and pretty. They wear wide brimmed 
bonnets with ribbons and flowers and Greeley has offered them each an arm. The other men and 
women walking down the street turn to stare, but the character of Greeley appears oblivious as 
he exchanges a smile with one of the bloomer wearers. A sign in the background is partially 
obscured by Greeley’s and the women’s bodies, but appears to read, “woman’s rights Horace.” 
The caption below the image clarifies its meaning for the audience: “Well, I’ll swew, ef there 
ain’t that Greeley chap – that Horris- a fillanderin’ down the street with two of the puttiest 
Bloomer gals I ever see!”  The caption continued by declaring that Greeley “ain’t a goin’ to be 
stuck up with them Old Foggys, when them persuadin’ petticoats is flying abeout. So trop em’ 
around Horris- go it while yer young, Horra! petticoats and pantaloons- Horace and the 
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Bloomers! He’s the right kind of chap to write about Wimin’s Rights.” 53 This image was an 
obvious attempt to damage Greeley’s credibility because of his support for dress reform. Its 
implication was that Greeley’s motive for supporting the bloomer costume was not to encourage 
the women’s rights movement, but his interest in the women. Greeley did not buckle. Men 
laughed at the bloomer costume, he argued, because they had no answers for women who 
questioned why their gender made them inferior.54  
 Greeley had linked the bloomer costume to the political agenda of women’s rights, but 
other periodicals did not go that far. They focused solely on the convenience of dress reform, 
with no reference to its political purpose. Amelia Bloomer capitalized on these articles and the 
letters supporting them as she had those published by the Tribune, by reprinting them in The Lily. 
A typical letter, originally published in the Kenosha (WI) Telegraph, praised women’s bravery in 
practicing dress reform. "We admire the independence of the ladies who dare do as they please- 
what business is it to the carping and carking crowd, if the ladies in this city are tired of using 
their dresses to sweep the crossings and sidewalks?"55 Similarly a May 1851 letter published in a 
Syracuse, New York newspaper observed that after a heavy rainstorm women who had worn 
long dresses were forced to drag their skirts through wet and muddy streets. They looked, it 
declared, "as uncomfortable as a brood of young chickens in wet grass."  The women who had 
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adopted the reform dress, however, were able to avoid puddles and arrived at their destinations 
clean and dry. 56  
 The contrast between impractical fashion and the sensible bloomer costume approached 
dress apolitically: it simply made more sense to wear clothing that was versatile in all kinds of 
weather and did not hinder movement. This observation spoke to The Lily's primary readership, 
many of whom lived in the countryside and regularly faced the inconvenience of walking in long 
skirts through mud or standing water. Rural women wrote to periodicals praising the bloomer 
costume as a work dress. An Illinois woman recounted to The Water Cure Journal that she found 
the bloomer costume served her needs well when it came time to "scrub, churn, milk, and feed 
pigs" and a woman from Fort Madison, Iowa, wrote to The Lily that the bloomer costume 
allowed her to study natural science by making it easier to “scale that five rail fence, cross that 
ravine, ford that stream, climb that hill, walk yonder prairie, or ramble through those old 
woods.”57 Soon testimonials for the bloomer costume were appearing in agricultural 
periodicals.58 In a letter written to the Chicago weekly newspaper the Prairie Farmer, a woman 
wrote that she was pleased to have a healthy clothing alternative that also made housework 
easier. “Now, sisters,” the correspondent added, “let us adopt this new dress for working in. It is 
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our right and privilege; and when the lords of creation see that we use and not abuse the rights 
that we have – when they see we stand up for our rights, I think they will confess that we do 
know and can do something; but if we persist in the dirty job of sweeping the streets [with our 
skirts], they will regard us as inferiors.”59 This letter perfectly encapsulated the dress reform 
agenda – promote healthy garments, improve work clothing, and advance the fight for equality. 
Yet the question remains, was the bloomer costume as popular as these periodicals implied?  
  
Was the Bloomer Costume Popular? 
It is unclear if non-reform women reading articles about the bloomer saw the political 
connotations of their costume or if they simply viewed it as a passing fad. Even reformers 
initially spoke only about the convenience of the bloomer costume. Throughout 1851, however, 
one thing was clear: in print culture, there was a “bloomer mania.”60   
The ambiguity of the bloomer costume’s message can be seen in the images published in 
women’s and family magazines, which represented the bloomer as a fashion rather than a symbol 
of reform. The July 1851 issue of Harper's New Monthly included a wood engraving titled 
"Summer Fashions: Turkish Costume." (Image 1.4) "There appears to be a decided and growing 
tendency on the part of our country women, to wear the trowsers. [sic],” the description read. “If 
properly done, we certainly can not object." Harper's, known for publishing literature and 
political and social commentary, presumably included this image of the Turkish Trousers as a 
report on popular culture. The image, however, was much more feminine and fashionable than 
the costume worn by Amelia Bloomer. Harper’s figure was a woman wearing a tight, off-the-
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shoulder bodice, with sleeves that flared at the elbow, and a wide skirt. Her narrow waist and 
exposed neckline were reminiscent of the fashionable dresses that the bloomer costume was 
designed to replace. The figure was further adorned with a veil, a jeweled headpiece, and a long 
necklace, accessories worn by Ottoman women. The warning that women should be cautious 
about how they wore trousers did not discourage women from adopting the costume for summer, 
however. 61  
 The illustrated weekly Gleason's Pictorial Drawing-Room Companion and the women’s 
periodical Peterson’s Magazine also published images of bloomer-like garments in 1851. 
(Images 1.5 and 1.6) Captioned “Appearance of a Lady in the New Bloomer Costume,” one 
engraving published in Gleason’s closely resembled the bloomer costume endorsed by Amelia 
Bloomer, yet neither the caption nor an accompanying article carried a political commentary. In 
the image the garment fully covered the woman’s torso from neck to wrists and was loose at the 
waist. Underneath her shortened dress, the woman wore harem pants and slippers. A wide 
brimmed hat, similar to those worn by dress reformers, framed her delicate, smiling face. The 
accuracy of this illustration implies the artist had either seen a bloomer costume or studied the 
images published in The Lily.62  
 Like Gleason’s, the fashion plate of the bloomer costume published in Peterson’s 
Magazine in 1851 was a flattering depiction. There were marked differences, however, in the 
two drawings. In Peterson’s two women are shown side by side. The woman on the left, 
identified as modeling a bloomer evening dress, wore a lace trimmed bloomer dress over harem 
pants. She held a handkerchief in one hand and looked to her companion. The woman on the 
right was in a bloomer walking dress, and although it was cut similarly the dress of her 
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companion, her bodice imitated the style of a man’s waistcoat and included a small cravat. While 
it was not uncommon during the nineteenth century for women’s clothing to include accents that 
evoked male styles, these details were more indicative of fashion than dress reform. The figure 
also wore a hat that, unlike the broad-brimmed one portrayed in Gleason’s, was not part of the 
dress reform movement. It was described as a “hat of grey beaver with a rich plume,” but it is 
difficult to determine from the sketch whether the hat imitated a man’s bowler hat or was simply 
a stylized woman’s hat. It added a detail that contrasted with the other woman’s ultra-feminine 
bloomer costume.63  The main difference between the figures in Gleason’s Pictorial Drawing 
Room Companion and Peterson’s Magazine, however, was the size of the respective models’ 
waists. Gleason’s showed a woman wearing a loose waisted garment while the figures in 
Peterson’s were obviously wearing corsets. The difference probably reflected the different 
agendas of these periodicals. As an illustrated news periodical, Gleason’s used images to report 
on current events while Peterson’s format simply presented current fashions to its female 
readership. In Gleason’s the image was intended as a report on social trends; in Peterson’s, it 
was an advertisement for a new fashion. 
There is limited information available on how readers reacted to these images of the 
bloomer costume in popular periodicals. However, there is evidence that the public was curious. 
Both Amelia Bloomer and fellow dress reformer Elizabeth Cady Stanton described being 
approached by crowds eager to inspect their clothing. In a letter to Elizabeth Smith Miller, 
Stanton recounted being greeted by a crowd who had heard that she was wearing the bloomer. “I 
expected to be insulted,” she wrote Miller, “but not one word was said. The people had 
evidentially been impelled by an honest curiosity to see – nothing more.” Similarly readers of the 
youth magazine The Golden Age requested that an image of the bloomer costume be included in 
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one of the issues. In August 1851 the magazine complied. (Image 1.7)  The illustration was 
similar to the image published in Gleason’s. The woman wore harem pants and slippers, and her 
bloomer dress included a jacket, but the cut was modest and the waist loose. Again, the figure 
wore a wide brimmed hat. The accompanying article proclaimed the bloomer superior to other 
dresses but was skeptical that it would ever gain popularity. The bloomer, the article suggested, 
was best suited for children.64   
This bloomer costume resembled the long pantalets and shortened skirts typically worn 
by little girls so it is reasonable that the writer in The Golden Age connected the two. The 
children’s magazine Woodworth's Youth Cabinet made a similar correlation when it published an 
image of the bloomer costume in 1852. (Image 1.8) Unlike those in magazines geared toward an 
adult audience, this illustration did not include fashionable embellishments. In it two women 
faced one another wearing dresses that fully covered their upper bodies, shortened skirts, and 
hats. The inclusion of a piano and portrait in the background suggests they are in a parlor and the 
women appear to be in conversation. In the accompanying article, presumably written by 
Woodworth’s editor Reverend Francis C. Woodworth, it was explained to the juvenile readership 
that the bloomer might look curious, but that all new fashions seem strange in the beginning. 
Woodworth, a temperance supporter, revealed his sympathy to the women’s rights movement in 
the final part of the article when he noted that men should not have control over women’s 
clothing. 65   
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How widely circulated were these images in the magazines and newspapers of the day?  
It is difficult to say. The Youth’s Companion, published in Boston, was a regional magazine in 
1851 with a circulation of perhaps 7,000. 66 Harper’s New Monthly Magazine, published in New 
York City, was larger with approximately 50,000 subscriptions in 1851. The size of this 
subscription base suggests that, at least for middle class readers on the east cost and for 
subscribers of Harper’s nationwide, the bloomer costume would have been familiar. Readers’ 
understanding of the bloomer costume’s significance, however, is harder to understand. 
In images published in family magazines the bloomer costume was depicted as a fashion, 
but the accompanying articles generally acknowledged its reform purpose. Therefore it is 
difficult to say if readers would have grasped the nuances of the women’s rights argument for 
dress reform or simply seen the bloomer as a trend. In cases where there was only an image and 
no explanatory caption, it is likely that the bloomer was interpreted as a novelty rather than a 
serious reform. Examples of such bloomer images are those published on the covers of sheet 
music.  
Sheet music was widely popular as home entertainment during the nineteenth century in 
both the United States and England. Musical instruments were a staple in the middle class parlor 
and publishers regularly included lithographed and engraved illustrations on sheet music covers 
as a method of advertising each piece.67 Interpreting the cultural importance of published music 
is challenging, however, because it is difficult to know the intended audience. What is known is 
that the image adorning sheet music was often as important to the commercial success of a 
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musical piece as the score. Therefore it would have been insignificant to publishers and artists if 
audiences understood that the bloomer costume was part of a movement to reform dress. 68  
Rather than show clothing that was utilitarian, the covers of illustrated compositions 
featured images of the idealized woman wearing elaborate bloomer costumes. 69 The “New 
Costume Polka,” composed by German immigrant Matthias Keller, was dedicated to Amelia 
Bloomer. (Image 1.9) The cover illustration, designed by Philadelphia lithographer P.S. Duval, 
showed a street scene outside a music store. The central figure was a woman wearing the typical 
bloomer costume, with shortened skirt and harem pants as well as a wide brimmed hat with a 
ribbon. Dress reform advocates recommended this style of hat over bonnets that obscured 
women’s peripheral vision, but this artists’ rendition enhanced the beauty of that hat rather than 
its function. Furthermore the woman held a parasol in one hand and a handkerchief in the other, 
both common signs of femininity. Her slender waist was corseted and her dress adorned with 
embroidery and an elaborate sash. In the background a woman wearing a bloomer costume 
walked into the store, which was conveniently labeled with the name of the composer. A couple 
also walked down the street, the woman dressed in a bloomer costume, the man in a suit and top 
hat. A single man looked at the store. The ordinariness of the scene suggested that the bloomer 
costume was as representative of female beauty as long dresses. On the cover of “The Bloomer 
Polka’s Promenade and the Home,” (Image 1.10) published in London, four women sat together 
in a parlor wearing brightly colored bloomer costumes.70  The “Camilla or Bloomer Polka,” 
(Image 1.11) a lithograph by B.W. Thayer and Company of Boston, Massachusetts, showed a 
woman with an exaggeratedly wide skirt and puffy bloomers standing next to a fountain in a lush 
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garden.71 In all three illustrations the bloomer costume was an acceptable expression of 
femininity and had no political connotations.  
Sheet music also allowed audiences to enjoy concert music, popularized by their favorite 
artists, in their homes. 72 One of the most popular pieces was “I want to be a Bloomer,” which 
had been performed by actress and singer Rebecca Isaacs at London’s Adelphi Theater in 1851. 
The song was marketed by printing a lithograph of Isaacs as her character, the fictional “bloomer 
girl,” wearing a bloomer costume on the cover of the sheet music. This lithograph proved to be 
so popular that English porcelain makers in Staffordshire created figurines based on Isaacs’s 
character.73 (Image 1.12) Although the theme of the song “I want to be a Bloomer” is unknown 
because lyrics have not been located, the visual representation of the bloomer girl suggests that 
neither the song nor the Staffordshire figurine were representations of Amelia Bloomer. They 
were also not advertisements for reform dress. If this is indeed the case “I want to be a Bloomer,” 
was intended purely for entertainment as were other examples of bloomer-themed sheet music. 
The public, therefore, would have been more likely to see the bloomer costume as a fashion 
rather than a reform. This is confirmed by an 1852 newspaper article that complimented Amelia 
Bloomer’s clothing because it looked “quite like that which embellishes the ‘bloomer polka’” 
rather than give her credit for initiating the fad.74  
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Perhaps because of bloomer inspired musical compositions, themed balls, whose 
attendees dressed in bloomer costumes, also became a popular pastime during 1851 and 1852. 
Here, the bloomer costume made dancing to the waltzes and polkas that were all the rage easier. 
In this case, substituting the bloomer for fancy dress was fun and not political. 75  
The exceptions to this were bloomer balls held in Ohio, where it was reported that 
women not only wore the bloomers to dances, but also strolled the streets in them. A survey of 
local newspapers reveals that from July to September 1851 bloomer balls were held in Ravenna, 
Toledo, Fremont, and Akron—where 75 couples attended and over 60 women wore bloomer 
costumes. The prevalence of bloomer balls in Ohio likely reflects the significant population of 
abolitionists living in the state. Anti-slavery women were also often linked to the bloomer 
costume. 76  
Not all bloomer balls were located in regions known for reform and accounts suggest that 
they were typically intended for fun rather than protest. In some cases, bloomer balls were 
simply masquerade parties, similar to those that had popularized the Turkish trouser. In author 
Frank Soule’s Annals of San Francisco, he identified the bloomer ball as part of the typical 
social life of San Francisco (Image 1.13). The image that Soule included with his description 
showed women wearing shortened dresses and long ruffled underwear, called pantalets, rather 
than the harem pants, which were typically worn with the bloomer costume. Perhaps this was the 
artist’s interpretation of the bloomer costume or maybe women adapted clothing they already 
owned for these balls, but this image combined with depictions of men wearing turbans lends to 
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the idea that the event shown was actually a costume ball rather than a serious dance. In 
Franklin, Louisiana, where there is no indication that bloomers were ever worn, the costume was 
nevertheless noteworthy. The local newspaper reprinted an article describing the bloomer 
costume as "all the rage" in Massachusetts where women were not admitted to fancy dress balls 
unless wearing "a la Turque." These examples show that for some the bloomer costume was 
simply a fashion they could adapt to their own tastes.  
 Although there are no extant examples of costumes worn at bloomer balls a surviving 
example of a stylized bloomer was owned by Homer, New York, resident Meriva Carpenter. 
Dated to around 1855 the elaborate handwork on Carpenter’s bloomer costume suggests that it 
was purchased from a professional seamstress rather than made at home. (Image 1.14) 
Carpenter’s husband was a successful miller and dyer, so the Carpenter family would have been 
able to commission such a piece. Meriva Carpenter’s attitude toward dress reform is unknown, 
but because she was a professional painter of miniatures, members of her community in Homer 
speculated that the bloomer costume appealed to her because she was “artistic.” 77  
Carpenter’s garment was more elaborate than most. The entire ensemble boasted silk 
appliqued and embroidered leaves. The cotton garment included a black jacket with long, turned 
cuff sleeves. The black skirt buttoned down the front and ended below the knees, approximately 
6 inches from the ankle. The waistband of the skirt was connected to the jacket by buttons, 
making the garment appear to be one piece rather than two. A blouse was probably worn under 
the jacket. The bloomer trousers were split leg and white with matching black cloth sewn from 
the knee to the ankle. They were cut straight, like men’s pants, rather than in the harem style 
popularized by Amelia Bloomer in 1851. This style of pant became common after 1851, in 
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particular in upstate New York. The outfit included matching black cloth slippers, with black 
bow on the toes, and a leather heel and sole.78   
This bloomer costume with its elaborate detail, would not have been worn on a daily 
basis. However, the cuffs of the trousers and the jacket both show wear and in places the lining is 
torn. It is unclear whether these tears are from use or age, but sloppy repairs on the hem of one of 
the trousers legs and on the jacket suggest that at some point attempts were made to fix flaws. 
The stitching on the ankle is in a lighter colored thread than the rest of the garment and the jacket 
has been mended with uneven, lumpy stitches. These repairs stand out in stark contrast to the 
flat, even stitches in black thread used in constructing the garment; the person who mended the 
garment probably did not construct it. Someone wrote “No. 1 by M.M. Carpenter, 1855” in ink 
on the waistband. Pillowcases owned by Meriva Carpenter were similarly marked, and it is likely 
that a family member careful labeled these textiles. Whether time or wear was responsible for the 
damage to Meriva Carpenter’s bloomer costume is unclear, but it is apparent that this bloomer 
was a cherished piece.79 
 As a resident of Homer, Carpenter would have been aware of the connection between 
women’s rights and dress reform. The color of the garment, black, suggests earnestness not 
present in the pastel bloomers depicted on sheet music.80  Yet the inclusion of the cinched waist 
and the cut of the skirt and jacket suggest that this garment was also meant to be fashionable. 
 The design of this bloomer costume shows that, even to women like Meriva Carpenter, 
who accounts suggest may have been open to dress reform, fashion was important. For non-
reform women their interest in the bloomer costume appears to have been related to its novelty. 
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In 1856 Elizabeth Smith Miller became a source of fascination to the Washington political wives 
when she accompanied her father, Congressman Gerrit Smith, to state dinners wearing the 
reform dress.81 That same year, Virginia Clay, an Alabama native whose husband Clement 
Claiborne Clay was a senator, commented in a letter that in Washington, D.C. the bloomer 
costume was "most as plenty as blackberries."82 Visual representations that showed the bloomer 
as a trend challenged dress reformer’s view that convenience should trump fashion. As more and 
more reformers adopted the bloomer costume they argued that it was the antithesis of fashion. 
Rather than indicate gentility, they declared, the bloomer had a role to play in women’s daily 
lives ranging from health to work  
 
The Bloomer as Work Clothes 
Among the most important of the bloomer costume’s benefits for reformers was its 
functionality. Elizabeth Cady Stanton described being able to take walks in every kind of 
weather and garden easily while wearing the bloomer. Amelia Bloomer also described its 
comfort.83  Part of the dress reform agenda was to challenge the role that fashion played in 
women’s lives by offering them a garment that would simplify all daily routines.  
Bloomer, herself, saw this benefit, not only to middle class women but also to 
workingwomen. She argued that the mobility made possible by dress reform would be especially 
beneficial to factory workers. In an 1853 issue of The Lily Bloomer published a poem on the 
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plight of working women writing that, “No class in community suffer [sic] greater oppression 
than seam-stresses and employees in the Factories.”84  
The health reform paper The Water Cure Journal also attested to the bloomer’s value as 
work wear. It reported that factory girls in South Adams, Massachusetts had adopted the bloomer 
because it was easier to move between the tightly packed looms of the factory.85 To some extent 
employers also saw the value of allowing women to wear comfortable clothing. In Lowell, 
Massachusetts, an agent of one of the textile mills offered a “handsome dinner” to any woman 
who adopted the bloomer costume by July 4, 1851.86   
The Lowell factory women’s adoption of the bloomer costume was unique because it was 
the employers and not the workers themselves who recommended the change. At a meeting held 
at Mechanics Hall in Lowell on June 20, 1851, approximately 200 people, two-thirds of them 
women, attended a meeting about the bloomer costume. The meeting voted that women would 
join the Fourth of July parade wearing the bloomer costume and present Engine Company No. 11 
with a banner. On Independence Day, 400-500 women actually marched in the parade wearing 
bloomers.87 Afterward the women presented the banner saying, “Accept this from those whose 
duties to themselves and to others demand a change from an injurious to a healthful costume.”88  
The Lowell women’s mass adoption of the bloomer costume on July 4th made national 
and international news, but no further articles suggest that these women wore the costume 
regularly. Perhaps the women were motivated by the offer of a meal. A speaker at the celebratory 
dinner following the parade reminded the women of the clear distinction between workers and 
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middle class dress reformers. “For though they dress like the Editor of The Lily, yet they are not 
lilies because they toil and they spin.”   
This statement demonstrates that working class women were not recipients of the same 
compliments about femininity as middle-class women. A letter written by a woman known only 
as Ann supported this notion. Ann, presumably a middle class white woman, wrote to her family 
from the factory town of Lawrence, Massachusetts, asking if “the new costume for dresses has 
reached your town yet?”  She claimed that, “It is raging greatly among the lower & less sensible 
class.”89 Ann’s insistence that the bloomer costume was “raging” among workingwomen was 
surely exaggerated, for after July 4, 1851 nothing further was reported about the Lowell factory 
women wearing the bloomer. The only other recorded effort to adopt the bloomer in Lowell 
came from a middle class group of women who called themselves the Lowell Bloomer 
Institute.90  
Dress reformers did not view the bloomer as a “raging” fad. They embraced the bloomer 
as a profound liberation of the body. Workingwomen, however, disagreed. In New York City a 
manufacturer of painted window shades instructed his female employees that they must wear the 
bloomer costume after the women’s wide hoop skirts rubbed against the fresh paint. The women 
refused and were subsequently fired.91  For laboring women there was no empowerment in the 
bloomer costume. To them fashion represented social mobility. Thus they were not interested in 
wearing garments that rejected popular styles. This was particularly true of immigrant 
workingwomen. During the 1850s mass-produced ready-to-wear clothing was new and 
inexpensive enough for working-class women to afford fashionable garments for the first time in 
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their lives. For these women the opportunity to wear corsets and wide skirts was a symbol of 
their accomplishments. In part reformers’ dismissal of the perceptions of workingwomen was 
due to class privilege, but it also reflected middle class prejudice against immigrants. Reformers 
Elizabeth Cady Stanton and Mary Livermore were particularly critical of the Irish. Livermore 
claimed that immigrant servants were “ignorant, thriftless, wasteful, insubordinate, unteachable,” 
while Stanton blamed her Irish servants for housekeeping errors. 92 Amelia Bloomer was more 
sympathetic. She argued that creating a bloomer costume from an old dress was an economical 
way to participate in reform. Reformers in general, however, had little idea of what constituted 
the wardrobe of a working class woman. They did not realize that lower class women owned 
only one dress and, if they owned more, they would have been reluctant to adopt a reform that 
would make them even more fashion outcasts. Working women believed the reformers ignored 
their situations; and they were unwilling to sacrifice for a political movement that gave them no 
voice. 
Although the bloomer failed to be seriously adopted by factory women, dress reformers 
found another group far more responsive to their movement: women emigrating west. Frontier 
women’s adaptation of a variety of clothing styles for the sake of practicality shows that the 
adoption of the bloomer costume in the west was situational, based on conditions and necessity, 
and not reform. On the overland trails and in gold rush California, women were frequently asked 
to perform labor usually assigned to men. As a result, their approach to clothing was driven by 
practical considerations. 
Women’s adoption of the bloomer costume on the westward journey was thus rarely a 
political statement. Instead it reflected the personal taste of the wearer and her family’s ability to 
afford travel clothing. Those families who emigrated west typically had some money although 
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they were not wealthy. Prosperous families living in the East had no incentive to travel west for 
land or gold. In 1851 newly arrived European immigrants and the impoverished were also not 
typically among travelers because they could not afford passage west. The journey was 
expensive, especially on the overland trail where people often had to purchase livestock and a 
wagon before beginning their trek. A majority of families who travelled west in 1851 had already 
emigrated once in their lifetime and were leaving the Midwest to escape a multi-year drought 
that had devastated farm prices. In order to afford the cost of the journey west families sold 
property or businesses. 93  
The income level of westward emigrants is important because these women could afford 
to own a variety of dresses. Thus creating a bloomer costume would not have involved 
destroying one of the few pieces of clothing a woman owned. Yet there is no pattern to indicate 
whether the bloomer costume was particularly popular with one group of women over another. 
For example, records do not indicate that women from a particular state were more likely to wear 
bloomers. Instead, the decision reflected an individual choice. Furthermore, while letters to The 
Lily reveal that many Midwestern women wore the bloomer on their farms, emigrant diaries 
suggest that women adopted the bloomer largely for the purpose of the trip west. For both these 
groups the bloomer costume remained work wear; it was not a symbol of women’s 
emancipation. 
Even when they were laughed at, these women were confident the bloomer made sense 
on their journey west. In 1852 Marietta Foster Cummings adopted the bloomer costume while 
travelling to California. “Got up and put on a suit of short clothes to avoid the mud,” Cummings 
wrote on April 17th, “ [I] find [bloomers] much more convenient for travelling than a [long 
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dress]. 94 When a woman emerged from her home and seemed to be laughing at Cummings, 
Cummings dismissed the woman’s reaction. Although she was unsure if it was her clothing or 
her clumsiness on the terrain that prompted the laughter, Cummings made clear that she was 
more interested in her clothing being useful than popular.95   
 Others also noted the practicality of the bloomer costume. One emigrant claimed that 
“Bloomerism has done wonders for Oregon,” and that “all women emigrants who cross the 
plains dress in that style.”96 Ezra Meeker, also bound for Oregon, remembered that women of all 
ages began their journey in long skirts but quickly shifted to the bloomer costume. Meeker 
claimed that it was understood that the bloomer made travel easier and women were not 
ridiculed.97  California emigrant Frances Sawyer wore long skirts while travelling from 
Kentucky but after seeing a woman wearing a short skirt, bloomers, and red top boots she noted 
that “So many ladies are wearing [a short skirt] that I almost wish that I was attired so myself.”98  
 In San Francisco a Mrs. Cole owned the store that sold ready-made bloomer costumes. 
Mrs. Cole’s shop was notorious in San Francisco because she displayed a mannequin, a new 
method of advertising at the time, wearing the bloomer costume in her shop window. She also 
marketed her inventory by wearing her bloomer costume both in the store and on the street.99 
Mrs. Cole’s store became a topic of discussion in San Francisco newspapers and across the 
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country when these articles were reprinted. In August 1851, the New York Tribune reprinted an 
article from the California Courier describing spectators standing in front of Mrs. Cole’s store 
window to catch of a glimpse of the mannequin. “We see by the other San Francisco newspapers 
that the new costume is coming into general use,” the article concluded.100 
Yet many women were torn between ridiculing bloomer-like clothing and admiring its 
functionality. California resident Mrs. Louise Amelia Knapp Smith Clappe was a decided critic 
of the bloomer costume and noted with distaste throughout 1851 and 1852 that women seemed to 
have relinquished their femininity in exchange for “horrid bloomers.”  However, much as Clappe 
hated bloomers, she admitted that they were the only costume that made sense for the overland 
trail.101 Emigrant Mary E. Parkhurst Warner was similarly conflicted. When the women in her 
emigrant party adopted bloomers, she followed suit. As soon as the women began walking in 
their new garments to get the feel for trousers, however, Warner quickly returned to her long 
dresses. “Just think of it,” Warner wrote in her diary, “brave enough to cross the plains but not 
brave enough to wear the bloomers.”102  
Warner’s hesitancy to wear the bloomer costume in public appears to have been a 
common reaction once women were settled in the West – and with good reason. In 1852 traveller 
Thaddeus Dean wrote to his wife describing a group of bloomer wearing women as “squizzlers” 
because their bodies were improperly covered in short dresses, trousers, and boots. Emigrant 
John B. Haas similarly noted seeing a group of bloomer clad women. These women wore 
revolvers holstered on their hips, suggesting to Haas and his companions that their clothing was 
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part of an attempt to repel men. Other men were shocked to see women wearing bloomers and 
made derogatory comments about their bodies, declaring that one woman looked like a “cotton 
bale” and another a “hermaphrodite.”103 An article in The New York Times similarly reported that 
a very large wagon train passing through Nevada Territory had been nicknamed “the Bloomer 
train” because there were at least fifty bloomer wearing women in the company, armed with 
bowie knives and revolvers.104 Clearly, many men saw the bloomer costume as either a ludicrous 
trend or a threat to established gender roles. 
 The similarity of the bloomer to the clothing of Chinese women, prostitutes and dance hall 
girls was also a factor in arousing opposition from western women. It meant that “respectable” 
women avoided wearing the bloomer in public.105   San Francisco was perhaps the exception; 
there journalists published articles claiming that the climate was perfect for the bloomer costume 
and they described women enjoying fair weather by walking in bloomers. 106  These accounts 
may have had a civic purpose, however. The local newspaper also pointed out that if the street 
commissioner would do something about mud, women not have to wear bloomers every time it 
rained.107   
Despite the ambivalence the bloomer provoked it was more common in California than 
historians have previously believed.108  A period lithograph shows a mining scene that supports 
this view. In this survey of the types of people found in mining camps, a female miner wearing a 
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bloomer costume is front center. Clearly the artist felt this was common enough to be 
represented.109 (Image 1.15) National newspapers also reported that the bloomer costume was 
“coming into general use in that city.” 110 This did not mean that Californians supported adopting 
the bloomer as their daily dress, however.  
The physical difficulties of travelling west and the initial labor necessary to settle 
homesteads were the greatest factor in the popular adoption of the bloomer. But for a few women 
its appeal lay in its display of autonomy. After observing a bloomer-wearing woman drive an ox 
cart like a “Spartan mither [sic] with her chariot” one man noted that she was a “fair illustration” 
of women’s capabilities. 111 Reformer Eliza W. Farnham similarly demanded respect when she 
moved to California in the 1850s. She journeyed to California with her two young sons to claim 
a farm her deceased husband had homesteaded. With no male support and labor scarce, Farnham 
put on her gymnasium costume to clear land and erect a home and barn. Although Farnham’s 
experience slightly pre-dates the advent of the bloomer costume she described in her published 
account that her gymnasium outfit was very similar to the former outfit. Farnham, unlike Frances 
Sawyer, Helen Carpenter and other women who seemed to find the bloomer costume an 
appropriate temporary solution, adopted her clothes permanently, claiming that it was so 
comfortable she could not imagine wearing anything else.112 When she and her friend Georgiana 
Bruce Kirby wore bloomers into town, they were undeterred by the disapproval and shock that 
greeted them.  
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Farnham and Kirby were unusual in their desire to continue wearing the bloomer costume 
once they were settled into their new homes. Ultimately, women gained few new opportunities in 
western settlements, including the right to break with fashion, because they did not view 
unsettled western society as the right setting in which to challenge accepted social norms. 
Women were often home sick; they made every effort to recreate their lives in the East. They 
took care of children and maintained the home, and they were prepared to do it while wearing 
corsets and long dresses.113 There was, however, a complicated dynamic in the west –emigrating 
families attempted to transplant the traditional home but the skewed gender ratio in many 
western communities meant that women took on physical labor and men cared for the 
households. Flexibility was key to succeeding in the West. 
  In 1848, three years before the bloomer costume’s public introduction, Keturah Belknap 
travelled to Oregon by wagon with her husband. Eight and a half months pregnant, Belknap 
adopted trousers for comfort.114 Other women, who did not own bloomer costumes, improvised 
on the trip west, but some of these creations failed. For example, Helen Carpenter’s sister and 
aunt pinned rocks in the hems of their skirts, hoping to weight them down against the wind. The 
experiment failed. The skirts continued to blow and the rocks bruised their shins.115 Lavinia 
Porter abandoned her long skirts for her “wash dresses.” While longer than the skirt of a bloomer 
costume, these were shortened so that the wearer would not drag the hem of a full-length dress 
through puddles of water when washing clothes by hand.116 As Cora Agatz observed some 
women donned “gymnasium suits,” outfits similar to the bloomer costume, but intended to be 
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worn for calisthenics.117 Nineteenth century English explorer Isabella Bird wore a Hawaiian 
Riding Costume, which she copied from a design worn by Native women in Hawaii.118  Many 
rural women simply slimmed their skirts and shortened them to make them functional; historian 
Sally Helvenston calls these modified dresses “reform dress sans pantaloons.” Work dresses such 
as these were likely viewed as less threatening to women’s propriety than donning the trousers of 
the bloomer costume. 119 In other cases women wore the Mother Hubbard or the “prairie dress,” 
which was a loose, shapeless garment that was much easier to move in than a fashionable 
dress.120   
Still, the bloomer had value on the frontier. A stereograph of an unidentified Wisconsin 
family from approximately 1866 shows a woman wearing a bloomer costume and carrying a 
bucket. Behind her are a child and a man holding a pitchfork. The ground is covered with snow. 
This stereograph is titled “American Farm Yard in Winter,” but there is no provenance to this 
photograph so historians can only speculate about the woman’s life. It is likely, however, that 
physical labor and a cold weather climate motivated this woman to abandon long skirts.121 
(Image 1.16) 
It seemed logical to dress reformers that women emigrating west would want to adopt the 
bloomer for convenience. For non-reform women, however, adopting the bloomer costume was a 
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much more complicated decision than simply changing their dress. The condemnation of 
bloomer wearers by other women in the West regulated gender roles through clothing. 122 
The bloomer costume neither revolutionized women’s fashion nor changed the social 
norms of western communities as reformers had hoped. Yet from its presence on the frontier, 
combined with articles and fashion plates in periodicals and sheet music covers, we can assume 
that most white middle-class Americans were aware of the bloomer costume. Its cultural 
meaning is harder to decipher, because there was no single use for the bloomer costume. During 
1851 and 1852 it was the uniform of the women’s rights movement, functional work wear, and a 
short-lived fashion. For some women it was all three. Yet it is unlikely that the bloomer costume 
would have achieved any level of fame without the influence of print and the popular press. The 
press, however, would not remain a friend to dress reform for long. As dress reformers’ support 
for the bloomer costume evolved beyond arguments for its functionality and instead claimed that 
dress reform symbolized women’s equality, the press, in particular comic periodicals, satirized 
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Image 1.1 – Elizabeth Gunn Bloomer, 1851. 
























Image 1.4 “Summer Fashions: Turkish Costume,” 






































































Image 1.12 -Staffordshire Portrait Figure in the possession of Winterthur Museum, Library and 
Garden Image of figure next to sheet music is from P.D. Gordon Pugh, 































Image 1.15 – Kellogg and Comstock, “California Gold Diggers, Mining Operations on the 
Western Shore of the Sacramento River,” (Ensigh & Thayer, between 1849 and 1852)  






















Image 1.16 – Wisconsin Historical Society, 








                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               
Chapter 2: “What is Physical Freedom Compared with Mental Bondage”:  
The Bloomer Costume Abandoned  
 
In 1854, on an ordinary afternoon in New York, woman’s rights reformers Susan 
B. Anthony and Lucy Stone walked to the post office. 123 It was around noon and the 
streets were busy, but the women presumably walked with ease because instead of long 
skirts with multiple layers of petticoats they wore bloomer costumes. However, upon 
arriving at their destination, Anthony and Stone were surrounded by a crowd eager to 
catch a peek at women wearing pants. Encircling the two, the people pointed and jeered 
at their clothing. Unable to escape, the women froze until a policeman arrived to disperse 
the mob. While the teasing crowd did not physically injure Anthony or Stone, Anthony 
was emotionally shaken. 124 The bloomer costume was intended to serve as a symbol of 
women’s equality, but instead its wearers were mocked in the press, during speaking 
engagements, and on the streets. The constant ridicule unraveled the regularly calm 
Anthony.  
Shortly thereafter Susan B. Anthony broke down while attending the 1854 
Woman’s Rights Convection in Albany, New York. Her anxieties about the bloomer 
costume had not subsided and were made worse by men calling, “There goes my 
bloomer,” as she finished errands in Albany. In a letter received during the convention 
Lucy Stone reassured Anthony that the bloomer costume was not the key to the success 
of their movement. “Now, Susan,” Stone wrote, “it is all fudge for anybody to pretend 
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that a cause which deserves to live is impeded by the length of your skirt.” Stone’s 
correspondence moved Anthony to tears. “Your letter caused a bursting of the floods, 
long pent up,” she wrote Stone, “and after a good cry I went straight to Mrs. Stanton and 
read [your letter] to her.” As a woman who had also suffered the emotional strain of 
wearing the bloomer costume in public, Elizabeth Cady Stanton was alarmed to learn that 
her formidable friend was so distressed. “Let the hem out of your dress today, before to-
morrow night’s meeting,” she urged Anthony. 125 Susan B. Anthony did not give up the 
bloomer costume that day, but within a year she would once again be wearing long 
dresses. For Anthony, and other members of the woman’s rights leadership, the 
harassment directed at dress reformers led to questions about the importance of dress 
reform.  
The bloomer costume was initially viewed as a political statement and a protest 
tool by woman’s rights advocates. Susan B. Anthony, Lucy Stone, and Elizabeth Cady 
Stanton had embraced the bloomer costume as a means of protesting New York 
temperance reformers’ exclusion of women from meetings. As a challenge to the male 
temperance leaders Stanton went to the January 1852 Women’s State Temperance 
Society meeting wearing an “aggressively masculine” black satin bloomer, which 
mimicked clerical garments. This gesture created such a sensation that at the fall 
temperance meeting Amelia Bloomer and Susan B. Anthony appeared wearing black 
bloomers. Inspired, Lucy Stone also wore black bloomers to an 1852 New York 
antislavery meeting. Amelia Bloomer covered these actions in her newspaper, The Lily, 
helping to add a political dimension to the symbolism of the bloomer costume. Instead of 
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representing a whimsical trend or a utilitarian fashion, reformers’ actions defined the 
garment as symbolic of gender equality.126 But as an emblem the bloomer proved to be a 
failure. The popular press attacked this strategy, making woman’s rights and the bloomer 
costume the butt of public jokes and contributing to the fear among political activists that 
the bloomer costume was detracting from the suffrage movement.  
Mixed Reactions 
Contemporaries and historians disagree whether the bloomer costume was simply 
political or if it was also a fashion. Scholar Linda Scott argues that the color of the bloomer 
costume provides a clue: reformers wore dark colored bloomers while brightly colored bloomers 
were associated with sheet music covers and fashion plates. 127 Yet critics of the bloomer 
costume usually focused only on the extremism of women wearing trousers and illustrators 
capitalized on the bloomer as a selling point for comic images. Fashion had long been a popular 
subject of satire, but the prevalence of the bloomer costume in cartoons not only reflected its 
notoriety but the ways in which printed images had become part of middle-class American 
culture.  
During the nineteenth-century newspapers and magazines became more widely available 
to the reading public. By the mid-1850s the telegraph had made the news quickly available to 
everyone, instead of different regions learning about current events at varying speeds. When 
New York based national weeklies began publishing illustrated periodicals this further changed 
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the way that the public received news. Images could be used to tell stories, but the point of the 
piece—whether to evoke a feeling, communicate an opinion, or convey a moral lesson—was 
filtered through the artists’ interpretation.128 Comic images, in particular, provided readers with 
social and political commentary on American life. 
  While many aspects of U.S. society, politics, and culture were the focus of these comic 
images and periodicals, “strong-minded women” and the bloomer costume became particularly 
popular targets. As historian Gary L. Bunker writes, the bloomer costume "whetted [the press’s] 
appetites." Publishers built on what was already a tradition of mocking women in print media 
and added a new dose of derision, showing open contempt for woman’s rights.129 More sedate 
popular periodicals also condemned the bloomer costume. In August 1851 Harper’s New 
Monthly Magazine, which had originally suggested that the bloomer was a future fashion, 
reprinted an image from the London satirical weekly Punch, or the London Charivari captioned 
"Women's Emancipation." The women depicted wore garish bloomers and exaggeratedly short 
skirts. They crossed their legs, walked with canes, smoked, lifted boxes, and wore the sort of 
stove pipe hats associated with hyper masculine sporting men.130 (Image 2.1) In the 
accompanying letter a mock reformer named "Theodosia Eudoxia Bang” explained that, in order 
to emancipate themselves from gender conventions, American women had discarded skirts and 
adopted not only men’s clothing but men’s roles, specifically "that part of it which invests the 
lower extremities."131   
Commercial comic valentines also provided a vehicle for derisive humor. These centered 
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on showing women as gossips and nags, but they were particularly focused on woman’s rights. 
Often these valentines contained mocking verses as captions for grotesque caricatures and used 
humor as a means to regulate women’s social behavior.132 One undated valentine titled simply 
“Women’s Rights” showed a woman at a podium lecturing to a man and woman in much smaller 
scale. The lecturer was hideous, her face was discolored, her features ere grotesquely extended, 
and her teeth protruded. (Image 2.2) Although the center figure wore clothing typical of a 
Quaker—a reference to prominent Quaker social reformers such as the Grimke sisters and 
Lucretia Mott—the caption linked her to dress reform by referring to women wearing trousers:  
“Peace! brainless babbler -- what's the use 
Of proving to mankind that you're a goose, 
By asking husbands -- so runs your speeches – 
To put on frocks, while you wear their breeches.133 
 
Another undated valentine showed an oversized woman with sharp teeth and a bloomer costume 
chasing a much smaller man. (Image 2.3) The included poem read: 
“That a woman’s rule is oftimes good 
This, firm experience teaches, 
But it really seems to reach extremes 
When she tries to wear the breeches.” 134 
 
Women depicted in these images were not simply over bearing in size but they were also 
menacing. They overwhelmed their scant audiences, attacked men, and violated the limits of 
their gender by wearing trousers. This message seeped into public awareness through ephemera 
such as greeting cards. For example, a homemade valentine from 1852 depicted a woman 
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proposing to a man who sat in a rocking chair holding a woman’s fan. His gender was 
distinguishable by a beard. The man wore checked pants and rested his feet on a stool. The 
woman knelt before him wearing trousers and a short, voluminous skirt. The bodice of her dress 
was fitted and the neckline high. A wide brimmed hat, typical of those depicted in sketches of 
the bloomer costume, lays discarded behind her.135 (Image 2.4) These valentines made no 
attempt to distinguish between reformers who wore bloomers and those who did not. All 
woman’s rights advocates were portrayed as trouser-wearing fanatics, and this served to establish 
that trousers were unnatural. They carried the message that women did not belong in the public 
sphere.  
 
The Bloomer at the Crystal Palace 
Print media’s attack on the bloomer became particularly aggressive in the summer and 
fall of 1851 during the World’s Exhibition at the Crystal Palace in London. This six-month 
event, the first World’s Fair, was an exhibition of culture and industry. Three months before the 
event Amelia Bloomer boasted in The Lily that “The attention of the World’s Fair, soon to be 
held in London, is to be called to the subject of the improvement in the attire of females.”136 
Bloomer did not offer specific details on how this was to be done, although there was an 
implication that British and American dress reformers would be allying to form a transatlantic 
dress reform movement. Yet fair records show that, although there were various displays of 
textiles, the bloomer costume was not part of any exhibit.137 Instead American and British 
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women organized lectures in London and attended the World’s Exhibition wearing their bloomer 
costumes. 
 In late September 1851 Mrs. Caroline H. Dexter, hosted two such successful lectures in 
London, but on the third night a mob prevented her from speaking. 138  An article from the 
London Morning Chronicle, reprinted in the American abolitionist newspaper The Liberator, 
described the scene. Mrs. Dexter's speech on transatlantic dress reform was scheduled to begin at 
8:00 pm, reported the Chronicle, but more than an hour before the lecture started a crowd of 
hundreds had gathered outside the building. When the doors opened the crowd swarmed into the 
hall so quickly that the majority of people did not pay the admission fee. The hall, which held 
between 1200 and 1500 people, was filled. Most of the spectators were men who sat making 
jokes and "coarse remarks" while they waited for the program to begin. When Mrs. Dexter did 
not appear at the appointed time and had still not taken the stage at 9:30 pm the crowd became 
more rowdy. A mannequin wearing bloomers was strung up outside a window and members of 
the audience were injured when people stampeded across the hall to look.139   
 Mrs. Dexter never appeared and the crowd concluded that the entire event had been a 
hoax. They questioned whether the speaker actually existed. But it is likely that Dexter did not 
appear that evening because she feared for her own safety. 140  In her correspondence with the 
London Times, Dexter identified herself as the leader of the dress reform movement in England, 
although other reformers did not confirm this. Unlike the women in the American movement, 
who focused on dress as a means to achieve political equality, Dexter linked the purpose of dress 
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reform exclusively to increased mobility and well-being. She argued that if a woman could 
exercise she would be healthier. Despite the boast of transatlantic cooperation, Dexter denied any 
association with the United States movement or with woman’s rights. Her one concession to the 
American movement was an admission that she admired the innovation shown in creating a 
functional dress option.141 But Caroline H. Dexter's assertion that British Dress Reform was not 
related to American Dress Reform and its political connection did not shield her from Punch's 
scorn. Referring to Dexter and her husband as "Dexter and Dextra," masculine and feminine 
incarnations of the bloomer, Punch concluded that bloomer wearers should be called "Dextrum." 
142 With this pun Punch incorporated both the Latin “neuter” adjective used to classify things as 
neither male nor female and the biological term for asexual.  
 Caroline Dexter's lectures on dress reform were not the only activities that came under 
the scrutiny of Punch in London during the fall of 1851. The magazine also noticed when a 
group of approximately twenty women participated in a three-day lecture series in October at 
Miss Kelly's Theater on Dean Street in Soho. During the mid-nineteenth-century Soho, in the 
West End of London, was one of the most densely populated areas in London. It was home to 
prostitutes, small theaters and music halls. In short, Soho residents were known to be working 
class and rowdy.143 It was not surprising, therefore, that crowds mocked and jeered as the 
bloomer-clad women entered the theater. 144 These women represented a range of ages and wore 
"every variety of the new attire," including different colors, different bodices, and different 
lengths of skirts. It is unclear from newspaper reports if there was one speaker or several, but 
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over the course of the event pro-bloomer arguments were made ranging from the health benefits 
of dress reform to the costume’s role in the emancipation of women. 145  
 By the final day of the lecture series an American woman had begun to openly argue with 
the crowd’s hecklers. 146 When the audience laughed at her description of the Fourth of July 
dinner held for the Lowell factory women in honor of dress reform, the speaker retorted that 
there was no disgrace in working. The women in Lowell, she argued, were ladies with active 
minds. When she spoke of the inequalities facing women and of her own college education, the 
audience cried, “Shame!” Playing off this reaction the speaker replied that yes, it was a shame 
women should be so “degraded.” This bantering continued for the duration of the lecture. When 
she finally summarized her points and stepped off the stage, the audience broke into such 
applause that the speaker was recalled. On her return, she met with “a more stunning, deafening 
round of applause, by unanimous acclamation than had been indulged in during the lecture.” 
Nevertheless, the applause did not necessarily indicate support. London newspaper reports made 
clear that the crowd’s reaction expressed amusement. “They had come for a lark to see a 
‘Bloomer’ talk about “Bloomerism,” The London Times reported, and “to prove their enjoyment 
of the spectacle cheered and laughed at every full stop.”147  
Newspapers reported that on the last day attendance at Miss Kelly’s was sparse and 
disproportionately male. These spectators took the final lecture no more seriously than they had 
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the first, despite the speakers’ attempts to recruit English women to the dress reform movement. 
In its report on the lectures Punch ignored the event’s political agenda and focused on the variety 
of costumes present, which it called confusing. "Which is the bloomer?" Punch questioned, 
openly mocking what reformers must have thought was a presentation of the versatility of the 
reform dress. The magazine dismissed the whole affair by suggesting that even its proponents 
did not know what a bloomer costume looked like.148 The failed lecture series at Miss Kelly's 
Theater succeeded in capturing attention in the United States and London as well as in the 
Parisian Press, but only to the extent that they reported that dress reformers had been laughed 
at.149 
 The crowd at Miss Kelly's Theater was typical of attendees at bloomer lectures both in 
America and in Great Britain. Audiences were usually made up of men eager for a chance to jeer 
at the speakers. In London, lecturers relied on word of mouth and flyers to advertise their 
gatherings and so it was impossible to distinguish attendees who had genuine interest in dress 
reform and those who saw it as a joke. British women acknowledged that hecklers were a 
predictably unpleasant aspect of campaigning for dress reform. Those who stood outside the 
Crystal Palace handing out printed bills for dress reform lectures took the precaution of being 
chaperoned by men.150 Women without escorts found themselves overwhelmed by curious 
people. In one particular incident three women wearing bloomer costumes were escorted from 
the Crystal Palace by police because the crowds surrounding them made it impossible for other 
spectators to view the exhibitions. 151  
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 The public’s reaction to women wearing bloomers in London may have been less a sign 
of hostility than a response to novelty. On October 3rd The London Times reported that 31,951 
people were admitted into the Crystal Palace, but noted only one woman wearing the bloomer 
costume.152 This suggests that despite American reformers hopes that they could utilize the 
World’s Exhibition to convert British women to the cause of dress reform, few people actually 
donned the garment. Clearly, people in Great Britain viewed dress reform as a strictly American 
cause. Newspapers reported that in Ireland and Scotland women were seen wearing bloomers, 
but insisted that these must have been American visitors. British women, the articles implied, 
had better taste. 153 Another English journalist wrote that "With regard to the 'Bloomer costume' 
we occasionally hear of its breaking out, as used to be said of the cholera, in certain parts of our 
country."154 
Englishwoman Lucy Draper also described British women’s dismissal of the short dress 
in a letter to her sister, Sophia White, who was living in the United States. According to Draper, 
she knew of only one woman who was expected to adopt the bloomer costume, and this woman 
was “prominent in all reforms.” Otherwise, Draper doubted people would be interested enough 
in dress reform to adopt the costume. “It seems ridiculous to us over the water,” Draper wrote, 
warning White against sacrificing her vanity for the bloomer. If White was interested in dress 
reform she should not spend the money to purchase one because, she quipped, her husband’s 
pants were hanging in the closet “waiting for a customer.”155  
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Punch’s certainty of English rejection of dress reform as unfeminine can be seen in the 
cartoon “Bloomerism-An American Custom” by John Leech. 156 Here two women wearing 
bloomers passed in front of a department store where men and women were shopping. The 
fashionably dressed women turned and stared at them with raised eyebrows. A gentleman also 
turned to look, his pipe frozen in his hand. The bloomer wearers held cigars, and one blew a 
cloud of smoke as a group of children laughed and watched. A mischievous street urchin took his 
hat off to the “women.” (Image 2.5). 
This cartoon drew on reoccurring themes in John Leech’s illustrations for Punch. In 
many of his cartoons lower class street children caused problems for an adult by destroying 
something or playing a prank. But, in this instance, the boy engaged in a gendered social 
commentary, he raised his hat thus mocking the practice of a “gentleman” removing his hat for a 
“lady.” He, of course, was not a gentlemen and a woman wearing trousers could not be a lady. 
 During the 1851 World’s Exhibition, when “Bloomerism-An American Custom” was 
published, much of Leech’s commentary in Punch mocked foreign visitors to the fair.157  Leech’s 
political satire captured England’s mid-century xenophobia, in particular, its anti-
Americanism.158 As a result, the presence of the bloomer costume at the 1851 World’s 
Exhibition failed to create an international dress reform movement. Instead it opened woman’s 
rights reformers up to ridicule by the press in both the United States and Great Britain. 
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The Ugly Bloomer and Ridicule by the Press 
Although it is clear from accounts of lectures on the bloomer during the World’s 
Exhibition that to some extent both American and British reformers were wearing the garment, 
the British press continued to assert that this was a decidedly American reform. The American 
press did not refute this claim. This may be due to Amelia Bloomer. Scholar Carol Mattingly 
links the visualization of dress reform to the wood engraving that Bloomer published of herself 
in The Lily in 1851. During the 1850s few individual women were pictured in illustrated 
newspapers, with the exception of entertainers, artists, writers, and criminals, or the wives of 
famous men. Bloomer’s illustration, however, was reprinted in both the United States and 
England in a variety of newspapers with different readerships.  In America this ranged from the 
reform periodical The Water Cure Journal to the comic newspaper The New York Picayune. In 
England Bloomer’s image was reprinted in the weekly and respectable Illustrated London News. 
As Mattingly explains, the notoriety of that image made Amelia Bloomer a household name. For 
decades her name appeared in newspapers in the United States and abroad creating not just a link 
between dress reform and Americanism, but a shared transatlantic anti-bloomer image among 
periodicals. 159 
While Punch published the largest number of anti-bloomer images, it clearly did not have 
the monopoly on bloomer ridicule. Popular illustrations, such as those created by the leading 
British cartoonist and illustrator of the time George Cruikshank, offered evidence that women 
were wearing bloomers in England, but also perpetuated the idea that these women were 
masculine. Cruikshank’s 1852 etching The “Bloomers” in Hyde Park, or an Extraordinary 
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Exhibition for 1852 (Image 2.6), published in London's Comic Almanack, depicted bloomer-
wearing women as monstrosities. In his illustration, he dressed these women in ridiculous 
bloomer costumes, with bottoms that included voluminous harem pants, ruffled pantalets, and 
male inspired trousers. Short, ballooning skirts offset tiny waists. Two of the most visible women 
in the image were grossly overweight. Others took on male physical characteristics by crossing 
their legs. One woman read a book while the woman beside her sewed, a contradiction that 
suggested that bloomer-wearing women were confused about their roles. The men in the image 
were equally ridiculous. A man in front wore a kilt, as if a skirt was necessary to counterbalance 
women’s pants. Other men were portrayed as classic London “fops” and wore ridiculously large 
hats, wide ties, and smoke long pipes. Little girls wearing bloomer costumes dotted the crowd. 
160 
 British comic art about the bloomer in both Punch and the Comic Almanack relied on 
these gendered stereotypes about women. An American comic newspaper, the New York 
Picayune, participated in the same stereotypes when it illustrated the 1852 Woman’s Rights 
Convention in Ohio. It focused on the activists’ poor taste—portraying women in mismatched 
bloomer costumes with polka dots or plaid—and on large noses and masculine jaw lines. The 
artist amplified this ugliness by having the women frown. Banners read “Female Emancipation,” 
“We are greater than men because we are their mothers,” and “We are equal to men because we 
are their wives.” (Image 2.7) Both these statements would have sounded preposterous to the 
Picayune’s readers in 1852. While the focus of the 1852 Woman’s Rights Convention was not 
dress reform, the image published by the Picayune linked the bloomer costume to activism and 
the activists’ sexually unattractive and transgressive behavior. 
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The comic press dismissed any functional attributes of dress reform, likely because their 
readerships were largely male. While women’s magazines presented the bloomer costume as 
either a trend, a practical garment, or ignored it entirely, men’s magazines treated the bloomer 
solely as a visual symbol of the radicalism of woman’s rights. The message here was to conform 
to the dictates of society. Women must wear fashionable dress. In these cartoons attention to 
fashion also demonstrated that a woman accepted a patriarchal society.161   
If scholars are correct that clothing is a visual language, in the case of nineteenth-century 
fashion what one wore was an immediate signifier of politics as well as class. The rejection of 
fashion and the bloomer costume was thus an act of defiance by woman’s rights advocates.162 To 
the popular press, it was a serious violation of gender norms.  
The press in general was ruthless in its assertion that women who wore the bloomer were 
either subverting authority or simply confused. In July 1851 the Boston Evening Transcript, a 
penny paper known for printing literary and poetic works, printed an article describing an 
episode in the life of the "Bloomer Family:" 
The Bloomers were out yesterday in force. Mrs. Bloomer in blue, long, 
flowing ringlets, gypsey [sic] hat, rouged cheeks, gaiter boots, Miss 
Bloomer, do. do. do. do.; the little Bloomers, all do. Mr. Bloomer made 
his appearance for the first time in Washington street yesterday 
afternoon, attracting the notice of all, entirely eclipsing the female 
members of his family, who were in the street at the same time. His 
suit was a black hat jauntily worn on the left of perpendicular, light 
summer cravat, standing dickey, dark checkered Marseilles vest, frock 
coatee, skirt very short, Turkish pants, large check, gathered with 
pleats, very full in the legs, gathered around the ankle to a close fit, 
gaiter boots, small walking stick, with the top in his mouth. It was 
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acknowledged by all that he was the man, and he was congratulated 
accordingly.163 
 
It was clear that this “Bloomer family” was suffering from gender confusion. The ridiculous 
scene suggested to the reader that any one who chose to wear the bloomer was a fool.  
These critics also pressed their attack by publishing scathing descriptions that 
defeminized specific reformers. The New York Sun bluntly called certain dress reformers 
hermaphrodites and described Susan B. Anthony’s figure as “ungainly. ”164 Few reformers 
escaped these attacks on their looks. Amelia Bloomer was one of them. Woman’s rights reformer 
Antoinette Brown Blackwell described Amelia Bloomer as petite and pretty so, although she was 
a favorite target of the press for her views, Bloomer’s physical appearance was not the subject of 
criticism. On the other hand, even reformers felt that the tall and angular Anthony was not 
attractive in the bloomer costume. When cartoonists portrayed thin, angry feminists, Anthony 
was their model.165  
It is unknown to what degree these texts deterred ordinary women from adopting the 
bloomer costume. But an 1858 exchange between two readers of the Illinois weekly agricultural 
newspaper Prairie Farmer: Devoted to Western Agriculture, Mechanics & Education is 
suggestive. One reader, identified as Kate K., wrote to the editor of the Prairie Farmer voicing 
her uncertainty about dress reform. Although she saw the costume as practical, Kate K. asked: 
“Has not the failure of the bloomer theory been mainly owing to the fact, that most of those who 
adopted it were ugly?"166 A bloomer convert, “Fanny,” responded to Kate K. by acknowledging 
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that yes, she was "ill-looking" in the bloomer costume. But its convenience far outweighed this 
consideration. Housework, Fanny assured Kate K., was much easier to complete in the bloomer 
costume. 167 Women rarely detailed what it was about the bloomer costume that made wearers 
“ugly,” but Kate K.’s letter indicates that this was an important concern. Pro-bloomer articles, 
such as those published in The Water Cure Journal and The Lily, challenged this assumption by 
emphasizing ways to make the garment pretty.  
Clearly, beauty mattered. It was critical to a woman’s identity. Middle class family 
magazines reinforced the importance of beauty either by taking a stand against the bloomer 
costume or ignoring it entirely. Harper’s New Monthly Magazine had associated itself with 
Punch, reprinting its cartoons. Godey’s Lady’s Book, while not as rigid about domesticity as 
some historians have claimed, nevertheless characterized the bloomer costume as a “freakish” 
fashion. 168  Godey’s editors, the magazine reported, would respectfully wait for the bloomer’s 
popularity to fade. Yet Godey’s made its true opinion known when it published a short story 
called “ A Bloomer Among Us.” In it, the narrator claimed that “it would be hard to say whether 
indignation or horror were the predominant feeling” of townspeople after seeing a woman in 
bloomers. 169  
Other magazines questioned the bloomer’s significance. In October 1851 the editor of 
Peterson’s Magazine, Charles J. Peterson, ended his silence on the bloomer issue. He wrote that 
he thought women should be able to wear what they wished. Peterson’s interest in the bloomer 
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appears, however, to have been motivated by selling magazines rather than supporting reform. In 
December, Peterson wrote that he planned to publish fashion plates of the bloomer costume, but 
by January had retracted this promise because he no longer saw the bloomer costume as a 
fashion; according to Peterson, he had not seen women wearing the bloomer in Philadelphia, 
Boston, or New York for several months.170 Godey’s Lady’s Book agreed: “Even those who 
paraded the streets at night have given it up. The thing is dead.”171 Punch declared the bloomer 
fad over in 1852 when it published an image of “Old Tom Rum” covering a bloomerite with a 
stein.172 (Image 2.8) The bloomer, these publications all agreed, was a failure because it had 
made no impact on fashion. In reality, these periodicals had played a role in preventing the 
bloomer from becoming fashionable.  
The assessment that the movement was over by 1852 was premature. In that year the 
Lowell Journal and Courier reported that a "nest of bloomers from Boston" had been observed 
in the White Mountains. These fifteen to twenty women had rented a summer home and wore 
bloomers while they hunted and fished. The article communicated shock; its use of the word 
“nest” conveyed a sense that the women were a threat. The heath reform magazine The Water 
Cure Journal printed a reply to this article that declared women should be able to enjoy hunting 
and fishing vacations just as men did.173 Yet the reformers could not counter accusations that the 
bloomer was inappropriate for public wear. The New York Evening Post reported that when 
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women in Easthampton, Massachusetts, wore the bloomer to church they were warned by their 
pastor that they would not be welcome at services if they continued to wear short skirts.174  
 Although the bloomer movement was much smaller in Great Britain, American 
magazines published accounts of its rejection in England. According to an 1852 letter in Godey’s 
Lady’s Book, a bloomer was burned in effigy in London on Guy Fawkes Day. 175 Such reports 
gave the impression that the bloomer was more popular in Great Britain than it actually was. In 
part this is because long after the bloomer was abandoned, Punch continued to publish anti-
bloomer articles and pictures suggesting the costume was an imminent threat to English society. 
For example, in a series of fictional testimonials, similar to genuine testimonials published in The 
Lily, Punch claimed that the real appeal of dress reform was the opportunity to purchase new 
clothes. "The Good-Natured Papa" was credited with saying, "I don't care how my girls dress, as 
long as they dress decently; but I am sure—as sure as quarter-day—that they will hang on to the 
skirts of this new Bloomer costume—that is to say, if it has any skirts—if it is only for the sake 
of getting a new dress: for I never knew any girl of mine [to] let a new dress slip through her 
fingers when she had a chance of getting one." "The Mean Husband" took a different approach 
saying "I'm in favor of the new costume; because if my wife bothers me for a new dress, I shall 
refer her to the tailor, and I can make out a tailor's bill, and I know all his prices; whereas I defy 
any man to understand a milliner's."176 
 If the act of purchasing a bloomer costume placed women in the male sphere, then the act 
of wearing it also propelled women into other masculine arenas. The 1851 print The Great Prize 
Fight for the Champion Belt (Image 2.9) depicted a female boxer wearing bloomers and an 
exaggeratedly short, flesh colored dress. It was customary for male boxers of the era to be naked 
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from the waist up, but this print avoided complete impropriety by incorporating the gown. Still, 
the outlines of the female boxer’s breast were visible. Behind her a man held a championship 
belt while her similarly dressed opponent cowered on another man’s lap. Liquor bottles were 
both on the ground and in baskets while men smoked and observed from afar. 177 This lithograph 
simultaneously sexualized bloomer wearers while placing them in male situations for 
entertainment.  
 This 1851 print was distinct from the images published in family and comic magazines 
because of its sexualized nature. Its nudity and its theme, combined with a caption referring to 
American heavy weight bare-knuckle boxing champion Tom Hyer, showed that it was directed at 
a male audience. It was probably displayed in exclusively male domains like bars, clubs, or 
barbershops. The lithographer of this piece, Philadelphia printer J. L. Magee, was known for his 
sensationalized news-event prints and political cartoons. 178 In lithographs like this we can see a 
visual shift of the bloomer costume from a summertime fashion to erotic clothing worn by 
women who had ironically rejected femininity.  
The United States comic press often used images of the bloomer costume as a weapon to 
demean the cause of woman’s rights. But it was Punch more than any American publication that 
deployed this technique. In the 1851 illustration titled “One of the Delightful Results of 
Bloomerism – The Ladies will Pop the Question,” (Image 2.10) Punch depicted a woman 
wearing bloomers on bended knee, proposing to a man. This scene was comic, but the image of 
the man sitting in a chair with his ankles crossed properly while the woman knelt next to him 
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conveyed a “world turned upside down.”179 Although meant to be humorous, this image 
conveyed a fear of social upheaval. The man’s response in this cartoon—that she must ask his 
mother’s permission—transformed paternal power into maternal authority. Images such as this in 
humor magazines contributed to the fear that dress reform would create a total break down of 
gender lines.180  
 In 1853 Fischer’s Comic Almanac also captured this potential social anarchy with a 
cartoon titled “Bloomer-ism and Bloomer-Fus’em.” In it, a police officer questioned a man 
wearing a dress about his clothing. (Image 2.11) In this variation on the “world turned upside 
down” theme the man defended himself by claiming that his wife had adopted bloomers and 
therefore had taken all of his breeches for herself. He was left with no clothing options but her 
dresses, which had metaphorically castrated him.181 Like other comic periodicals this image 
would have been geared toward a male audience and its message, while humorous, 
communicated that if weak men allowed their unruly wives to steal their trousers gender roles 
would soon be reversed. In a broader sense, however, the publication and circulation of images 
such as this offered middle-class white men a way to express the sexual anxieties caused by 
woman’s rights and its disruption of traditional gender roles.182 
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Female reformers were aware of male critics’ fear that increased politicization would 
disrupt gender roles and while most reformers avoided any engagement with these derisive 
illustrations, abolitionist and woman’s rights advocate Francis D. Gage lashed out in an 1852 
letter written to The Lily. In it, she attacked the comic genre, specifically mentioning Punch’s 
depiction of women embracing disgusting male habits. "It is comical to me," Gage wrote "that 
men must always portray us practicing their own favorite follies when they want to make us look 
horrible. They cannot get up a picture of a Woman's Rights Meeting or anything of the sort, but 
they must put cigars and pipes in our mouths, make us sit cross-legged, or house our feet above 
their legitimate position—making us behave as nearly as possible as disgustingly and 
unbecomingly as themselves." Gage saw this pattern in both the comic press in the United States 
and Great Britain. "[Men]," she continued, "have so long claimed the exclusive privilege of 
being vulgar, and have so long associated their vulgar thoughts and feelings with their 
constitutional rights and privileges, that they seem to think them inseparable; and that if we are 
not kept good, clever, and modest by being kept ignorant, and under restraint, we shall take the 
largest liberty, and become just as bad as themselves; and so they get up awful caricatures, to 
scare us into our old places."183  
Gage was specifically attacking the assertion of women’s inferiority as a means of social 
control. The readership of The Lily no doubt shared her view. Elizabeth Cady Stanton also 
complained that newspapers did not give woman’s rights fair treatment, writing “As some of 
those [women] who advocated the right of suffrage, wore the dress and had been identified with 
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all the unpopular reforms, in the reports of our [woman’s rights] conventions, the press rung the 
charges on ‘strong-minded,’ ‘Bloomer,’ ‘free love,’ ‘easy divorce,’ ‘amalgamation.’”184   
 News sources also linked the bloomer costume to vice. For example, in October 1851 The 
New York Times reported that two women wearing bloomers were arrested in New York City for 
propositioning men. 185 The women were assumed to be prostitutes; their bloomer costumes were 
indications of their immorality. Other reports of prostitutes surfaced. In Boston it was reported 
prostitutes wore bloomers while staging burlesques.186 It is uncertain whether prostitutes actually 
adopted the bloomer or if drawers and bloomer trousers were similar enough in appearance that 
the comparison was made to discredit dress reformers. What is clear, however, is that the 
trousers were the most alarming part of the bloomer costume for critics. Historians have 
struggled to determine how scandalous seeing a woman’s leg would have been during the 
nineteenth-century. By some accounts the term  “leg” itself was considered sexual and some 
writers offered the euphemism “limb” as an alternative.187 However, costume historian Valerie 
Steele argues that the reliance on the word “limb” has been exaggerated and that many people 
found its use ridiculous.188 Women’s legs would not have been as mysterious as some sources 
suggest. Crinolines swung when women walked exposing their ankles and calves; winds would 
have lifted skirts; and women typically held up their skirts when crossing muddy streets. 
Although these exposures were situation-specific, popular costumes for middle class women 
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attending masquerade balls also revealed legs when women donned shortened skirts to portray 
characters such as fisherwomen, milkmaids, fairies, and butterflies.189   
Yet if fashion was a figurative lock and key for women’s bodies, then the distinction 
between glimpsing a woman’s leg as she moved and her showing it by choice was a measure of 
respectability. For example, in 1860 diarist Helen Clarke noted that while wearing her bloomer 
costume as she shopped in a general store in Illinois the employees stared. To Clarke, it seemed 
“the clerks never knew women had feet and they stared so at our bloomers…”190 More than ten 
years later Tennessee Claflin, co-editor of the Woodhull and Claflin Weekly, complained that 
social rules were inconsistent when it came to women’s clothing. Claflin and her sister, Victoria 
Woodhull, were not strangers to scandal. In addition to their newspaper, which featured articles 
on women’s suffrage and free love, the sisters were the first female stockbrokers on Wall Street, 
shortened their skirts, and in 1876 Victoria Woodhull ran for president. Yet even two decades 
after women began challenging fashion with the bloomer costume, Tennessee Claflin asked in 
one of her newspaper articles why was it appropriate to expose certain parts of a woman’s body 
and not others.191 Amelia Bloomer and her friends had asked the same question when promoting 
the bloomer costume: why was it acceptable for a woman to expose her neck and chest but not 
her ankles? Comic magazines presented the issue differently, contending that a woman should 
show her legs, but only if they were round and pretty. Yet the underlying point is that the 
definition of lewdness was unclear and struck at the heart of the debate about women’s legs and 
trousers: what made them threatening; who could wear them; and when could they be worn? 
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 The fear that the willing display of female legs would lead to lewdness coincided with 
laws prohibiting cross-dressing. Between 1848 and 1900 thirty-four cities in twenty-one states 
passed laws prohibiting cross-dressing. In an effort to limit homosexuality and prostitution they 
were especially harsh in California and New York where cross-dressing was defined as a 
“disguise” or “masquerade.” These laws also had the unintended consequence of targeting 
disabled beggars, Chinese immigrants and dress reformers. Despite the difference between 
wearing the opposite sex’s clothing because of a conscious identification with that sex and 
wearing a costume designed for women exclusively, many dress reformers were arrested and 
jailed for violating the laws. 192 
 Historian Clare Sears identifies these groups as “problem bodies,” or people targeted for 
regulation because they did not fit gender norms. If, as Sears contends, laws targeting problem 
bodies were linked to “boundaries of sex, race, citizenship, and city space,” then the bloomer 
costume, which combined aspects of male and female clothing, must have been confusing for 
lawmakers.193 As New York novelist and woman’s rights advocate Elizabeth Oakes Smith 
reported, women were being arrested for wearing reform dress in 1852. “Since the agitation of 
the Dress question in the country,” she wrote, “these laws have actually been put in force, 
manifestly unjust as the case must have been- for the dress adopted by the most bizarre women 
has not been a man’s dress, and therefore did not make her liable to the law. Women are 
ridiculed even by the friends of reform, for shrinking from the observation of the crowd while 
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wearing the reform dress; but when it is recollected that they are exposed to the warrant of a 
police-officer, it is not so much to be wondered at.”194 
 In 1866, the San Francisco Daily Alta California reported that a woman dressed as a man 
had been observed walking through the downtown area at night “leaning on the arm of what 
appeared to be a man although it might have been a woman.” A group of boys followed the pair 
shouting at them. The chaos was controlled by a policeman who “occasionally administered 
some heavy blows to the more forward of the crowd.” “The scene was a “tremendous sensation,” 
the Alta reported, adding the question: why had the woman not been arrested for violating cross-
dressing laws? The woman, dress reformer Eliza DeWolf, was in fact subsequently arrested and 
taken to court. Her ensuing trial brought to light questions about the values dress reformers 
specifically challenged. DeWolf’s defense attorney argued that she did not fit the description of 
cross-dressing because she had not worn men’s clothing or tried to hide her gender. Instead 
DeWolf had clearly worn the uniform of a female dress reformer. 195 
Ultimately, the charges against DeWolf were dismissed, but this in no way was a legal 
victory for dress reformers. They continued to be arrested as cross-dressers throughout the 
nineteenth-century, and just the threat of arrest made adopting bloomers a hazardous choice for 
women, at least in cities. Letters to woman’s rights newspapers written by rural women do not 
mention fear of arrest, suggesting that this was a problem faced only by urban dress reformers. 
Many of the arrests occurred in San Francisco and New York City where the strictest cross-
dressing laws and most vigorous enforcement existed.196 The arrest of dress reformer Ellen 
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Beard Harmon in New York City may have been typical. She was taken into custody for wearing 
trousers while walking down the street, despite her insistence that her short skirt indicated she 
was wearing women’s clothing rather than men’s. Enraged by the policeman, Harman questioned 
whether the sleeves of her dress were also indications of cross-dressing, since men’s shirts also 
included sleeves.197 Health reformer Mary Tillotson was also arrested while giving a speech on 
the steps of a private home and was physically carried to jail when she refused to voluntarily 
accompany police.198 Physician Dr. Mary Edwards Walker further pushed the boundaries of 
dress reform by wearing men’s suits, but claimed that she was not guilty of cross-dressing. “I do 
not wear men’s clothes,” she insisted, “ I wear my own clothes.”199 Arrested multiple times in 
New York City for her clothing, in some instances Walker was released, but in others 
incarcerated. Her legal problems deepened in 1866 when a judge ordered her to dress 
fashionably, an order with which she did not comply. In 1878 Walker was again charged with 
disorderly conduct for wearing masculine clothing in New York City, but this time the charges 
were dropped. It was concluded that her clothing was a “matter of taste” and not a “disguise” for 
“improper purposes.”200  
 Unlike the behavior parodied in comic images of the bloomer, the threat presented by 
cross-dressing was less about upsetting gender roles than sexual misconduct. In one San 
Francisco court case a judge ruled that the line between cross-dressing and dress reform was 
simple: bloomers were baggy, which made them legal for women to wear; pants were tight and 
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were therefore designed for men and illegal for women’s use. Rulings such as this and the 
dismissal of the Eliza DeWolf case demonstrate that the interpretation of cross-dressing laws 
were variable. Nevertheless in some cases these laws certainly had the effect of controlling and 
preventing women from adopting feminist dress reform.   
 The popular press had made a spectacle of what reformers saw as a legitimate female 
concern, and cross-dressing regulations set a precedent for lawfully punishing dress reformers. 
For many women, adopting the bloomer costume carried too many consequences. Even the most 
ardent dress reformers faced this dilemma. Some felt that dress reform was undermining the 
entire woman’s rights movement while others insisted that the bloomer should remain a symbol 
of their cause. Early in the bloomer movement supporters had naively hoped that politicizing 
dress would unify all women against fashion. Yet even in Amelia Bloomer and Elizabeth Cady 
Stanton’s hometown of Seneca Falls, the bloomer proved divisive.201 Antoinette Blackwell 
Brown wrote that she found women were more resistant to dress reform than men, another sign 
that fashion played a significant role in women’s identities.202  
 
 The Internal Debate Over the Bloomer 
The public ridicule faced by bloomerites, especially from the press, led ultimately to 
activists’ conclusion that dress reform was undermining the woman’s rights movement and that 
it should be abandoned. Among prominent male reformers only Gerrit Smith stood behind dress 
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reform. The attacks, the divisiveness, and the lack of support from male reformers led bloomer 
supporters to buckle under the pressure of ridicule and return to long skirts. 203  
Dress reformers might have refused to abandon the bloomer if more women had 
supported them. But many women who were sympathetic to social reform rejected the bloomer 
costume simply because they thought it was unattractive. Jane Grey Swisshelm, an outspoken 
abolitionist, journalist and woman's rights advocate, supported dress reform but rejected the 
bloomer. In her articles for the newspaper Saturday Visitor, Swisshelm argued that the bloomer 
was "quack medicine"— as ridiculous as fashion.204 Instead, she advised women that simple, 
well-made clothing was preferable to fashion.205  Swisshelm's argument was that women should 
not reject fashion for reasons of moral superiority or under a banner of equality, but because the 
ornamentation detracted from their natural beauty. Actress Fanny Kemble, Swisshelm wrote, 
surely had more sense than to have worn trousers in 1849 as it was rumored. Unlike Amelia 
Bloomer, who had hoped that Kemble would serve as an example for other women, Swisshelm 
considered the idea of Kemble in trousers to be "revolting."  Indeed, Swisshelm concluded that 
trousers were too ugly for any woman to wear.206  
 One of Jane Grey Swisshelm’s specific objections to the bloomer costume was that it did 
not adequately cover a woman when she bent over. This could be remedied, she suggested, if 
women wore underwear inside the trousers.207 Amelia Bloomer countered by claiming under 
garments were optional and the trousers could be designed "like men's pantaloons, open on the 
sides like children's drawers; and they might be supported by suspenders, buttoned to a waist, or 
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left to rest on."208  Extant bloomer costumes from the 1850s show that the trousers included in 
the bloomer costume were not sewn as one piece like modern women's pants; instead, the legs 
were separate and attached at the waistband, leaving a slit in the center similar to women’s 
drawers.209 Presumably the similarity in design to women’s underwear is what Swisshelm 
objected to. Bloomer, however, claimed that it was fashionable clothing that was indecent. "How 
strange, that Mrs. Swisshelm above all others; should have her modesty so shocked at the sight 
of a lady in short skirt and trowsers [sic]!” Bloomer wrote. “Strange, that she, who thinks a 
chemise, one muslin petticoat, a lawn dress and no drawers, sufficient clothing for a lady in the 
street, even when the wind blows, should have a 'propriety spasm' at the thought of a woman 
showing her underskirt and trowsers [sic] when stooping to pick up a thimble."210 
One month after Amelia Bloomer's scathing comment in The Lily, Jane Swisshelm 
retracted her criticism of the bloomer and claimed that reform dress was convenient for walking, 
especially for "young girls, and women who have not passed the prime of life, [who] may look 
very well in Turkish trowsers [sic]." Swisshelm was not done with her assault on bloomerites, 
however, and in 1854 she published an article in the Saturday Visitor, “Criticism of Lucy Stone.” 
Swisshelm claimed that a speech given by Stone had been a “complete failure” because she was 
not handsome and her skirts were too short.211 Historian Carol Mattingly argues that there may 
have been a hidden agenda behind the printed debate between Swisshelm and Bloomer since 
their feud caught the attention of readers and increased both their personal reputations and the 
newspaper coverage of their respective causes.212 It is hard to know if any of this altercation was 
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staged, but Amelia Bloomer was ruthless in her condemnation of Swisshelm’s emphasis on 
superficiality. Bloomer insisted that Swisshelm’s criticisms reflected the fear, shared by other 
reformers, that the bloomer would detract from the woman’s rights movement. 213 
The disagreement over how large a part the bloomer costume should play in the woman’s 
rights movement is further illustrated by a controversy over dress at the 1852 Woman’s rights 
Convention. Susan B. Anthony made it clear that dress reform was inseparable from woman’s 
rights when she objected to Elizabeth Oakes Smith’s nomination for president of the convention. 
Smith, who wore a low cut dress with short, flowing sleeves, was accused by Anthony—a 
Quaker—of being too fashionable to understand the plight of ordinary women. While it was 
pointed out that not all women dressed as plainly as those of The Society of Friends, Smith’s 
nomination was voted down and Lucretia Mott, also a Quaker, was elected President of the 
convention. 214 
Susan B. Anthony’s endorsement of Lucretia Mott over Elizabeth Oakes Smith sent the 
message that fashionable women could not be sincere advocates of equal rights. Elizabeth Cady 
Stanton wrote to Mott congratulating her on the election, noting, “I was greatly pleased too that a 
bloomer was a pet of the meeting. Depend upon it, Lucretia, that woman can never develop in 
her present drapery. She is a slave to her rags.”215 Abolitionist and woman’s rights supporter 
Paulina Wright Davis, who had worn a dress matching Oakes Smiths’ to the convention, 
disagreed with Stanton’s sentiment. 216 She argued that Elizabeth Oakes Smith was an asset to 
woman’s rights because her fashionable clothing would "give grace and elegance to our 
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movement.”217 This disagreement demonstrates how woman like Anthony used the bloomer 
costume as a litmus test to determine who was serious about women’s reform. They hoped that 
all woman’s rights reformers would adopt the bloomer costume as a non-verbal assertion of 
power and a  “weapon” in the war against the gender inequalities of society.218  
At the very least, the bloomer costume served as a uniform denoting political identity. 
Women could recognize shared political principles by their clothing, and come together to battle 
inequalities.219 The missing element, however, was a platform that all woman’s rights leaders 
could endorse. To counter disagreements about the significance of the bloomer in the woman’s 
rights movement, dress reform advocates looked to influential women to legitimize their effort. 
Former slaves and anti-slavery lecturers Sojourner Truth and Harriet Tubman were invited to 
wear the bloomer costume, but both refused. According to Truth, the bloomer costume looked 
too much like the clothing she had worn as a slave.220 Harriet Tubman also initially refused, but 
after tripping over her skirt, ripping it nearly off her body, and falling while helping runaway 
slaves escape she began wearing bloomers during her Underground Railroad trips. In her 
personal life, however, Tubman continued to wear long dresses.221 In 1852 rumors spread that 
the Grimke sisters were planning to “put on” the bloomer costume and reformers may have 
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looked to them to lead the movement.222 As seasoned abolitionists and lecturers, Angelina 
Grimke Weld and Sarah Grimke certainly had the authority within the reform movement to serve 
as figureheads for dress reform— but, in fact, neither was enthusiastic about the bloomer 
costume. Angelina Grimke Weld would change her clothing, she wrote to a friend, when 
something “more convenient” was designed.223 Sarah Grimke was more blunt, writing "the 
Reform dress offends my taste," but admitted that it made walking and household duties so much 
easier that she occasionally wore it.224 
Like the Grimke sisters, many reformers supported the need for dress reform but 
disagreed that it was a priority of the woman’s movement. Abolitionist and minister Antoinette 
Brown Blackwell was open to her sister-in-law Lucy Stone’s adoption of the bloomer, but chose 
to dress conservatively rather than adopt it herself. 225 Paulina Wright Davis felt similarly, 
writing to a friend: 
You have I suppose been written to about the Bloomer Festival in New 
York. Your name I know was announced as well as mine to speak at that 
time but I shall not go. Though the reform dress is important it is but a 
fragment of the great work and will I believe be the best promoted by 
unfettering the minds on the broad platform of our rights.226  
 
 
Davis saw her role as mediator between supporters of dress reform and suffrage. “And we must 
have the idealist as well as the utilitarian,” she wrote, “both are alike demanded or both would 
not have been brought to see the same need and it seems to me that my work is to stand midway 
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and harmonize these elements.”227 
For many dress reformers, however, there was no compromise. It was unfathomable to 
them that a reform-minded woman would not see the benefits of dress reform. Amelia Bloomer 
was dismayed when she met the abolitionist sisters Alice and Phoebe Cary and observed their 
long, flashy dresses and accompanying boas. Although Bloomer admitted that the Carys were 
probably just as bothered by the bloomer costume, her "estimation of the good sense of the Cary 
sisters sank accordingly.”228 This schism between reformers who believed in the importance of 
dress reform and those who thought it was unnecessary undermined any success that the bloomer 
might have achieved.  
Not surprisingly Amelia Bloomer blamed fashion for this failure. In an 1853 article on 
dress reform she referred to fashion as originating in the “corrupt Parisian Court.” According to 
Bloomer, the only thing keeping the reform dress from popularity was a fashion plate.229 She was 
certain that women’s desire to wear fashionable clothing was tied to conformity, not preference. 
Angelina Grimke Weld agreed with Bloomer. "If the  'Bloomer costume' had come from a Paris 
milliner,” Weld wrote, “it would have been welcomed in Boston, New York and 
Philadelphia."230An Ohio woman wrote to The Lily that she knew many girls who expressed 
interested in the bloomer, but they were deterred because it was not fashionable. Should the 
bloomer become popular, she suggested, many more women would wear it. 231 Health reformer 
Theodosia Gilbert defended her choice to support dress reform by arguing that it was fashion and 
not the reform dress that made women ugly. Corsets and heavy skirts severely altered women’s 
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walk, Gilbert claimed, creating an unattractive stoop. 232 Still, many reformers felt that their 
counterparts were wasting their time on dress reform and losing sight of more important causes.  
 
The Bloomer Abandoned 
As early as 1852 women who had initially been enamored of the costume's 
convenience had begun to question whether or not it was worth the aggravation. 
Elizabeth Cady Stanton wrote that after adopting bloomers she felt “like a captive set free 
from his ball and chain” yet only two years later she admitted to having abandoned the 
bloomer costume because public ridicule combined with the scorn of her family proved 
to be too much. Stanton’s husband, Henry Stanton, made fun of Elizabeth Smith Miller’s 
clothing, claiming that when women sat down bloomers would expose their legs above 
the knee allowing men to gauge whether women had “round and plump legs, or lean and 
scrawny ones.”233 When her husband ran for re-election in the New York State Senate in 
1851, Stanton’s radicalism was blamed for repelling voters. Some men claimed they 
would not vote for a candidate whose wife wore bloomers while others spread rumors 
that Stanton had bribed her pro-dress reform cousin Gerrit Smith to campaign against her 
husband. When it was erroneously reported that Henry Stanton lost the election men and 
boys shouted in the streets:  
Heigh! Ho! The carrion crow 
Mrs. Stanton’s all the go; 
Twenty tailors take the stitches 
Mrs. Stanton wears the breeches 
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At first these taunts fueled Stanton’s resolve never to return to long dresses. 234 But the 
refusal of her father and friends to welcome her into their homes wearing the short dress, 
and her husband’s mockery of the movement pressured her to lengthen her skirts. Even 
Stanton’s young son wrote and asked her not to visit him at school if she wore the 
bloomer costume.235 In her memoir Stanton suggested her husband’s attitude contributed 
to her abandoning the bloomer: “But no sooner did a few brave conscientious women 
adopt the bifurcated costume…,” Stanton remembered, “than the press at once turned its 
guns on ‘The Bloomer,’ and the same fathers, husbands, and brothers, with streaming 
eyes and pathetic tones, conjured the women of their households to cling to the prevailing 
fashions.” Susan B. Anthony made the same observation in a letter to Lucy Stone, writing 
that she felt sorry for Stanton who “stood all alone, without Father, Mother, Sister, 
Brother or Husband.”236  
Elizabeth Cady Stanton’s cousin Gerrit Smith was one of the few male reformers 
to support dress reform.237 Smith argued that women’s subjugation would be complete as 
long as they wore long dresses. He supported his daughter’s choice to wear short dresses, 
but he had no sway with Elizabeth Cady Stanton, Henry Stanton, or her father Daniel 
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Cady. In a letter to her husband in April 1851 Stanton reported that Smith had warned her 
about seeing her father:  
There is some uncertainty about my going to Johnstown, for 
Cousin Gerrit says that papa is so distressed about my dress. 
However, I have written to them that if my friends cannot see me 
in the short dress, they cannot see me at all, and it may be they 
will send me an urgent invitation to come. In that case, I shall go 
there next Saturday. But if they should not do this, I shall return 
home and I should be very glad to have you escort me. I hear 
nothing from the New Yorkers. I fear the short dress will cost me 
the loss of my kin.238 
 
Stanton eventually caved in to this family pressure. According to Susan B. Anthony, 
giving up the short dress would not bring Stanton peace. Without radical clothing on 
which to focus their ridicule, Anthony argued, Stanton’s critics would attack her 
opinions.239 
 Stanton’s anguish over the bloomer costume was apparent in an 1854 letter to 
Lucy Stone. Stanton begged her fellow reformer to lay aside the bloomer costume and 
save herself the mental anguish caused by public ridicule. “We put the dress on for 
greater freedom,” Stanton wrote, “but what is physical freedom compared with mental 
bondage?” 240 Susan B. Anthony, not yet fed up with the costume and anticipating 
Stanton’s appeal to Stone, wrote a letter beseeching Stone to remain steadfast in her 
conviction to dress reform.241 Stone had expressed surprise that bloomers had received so 
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much negative attention, especially from the pulpit. “I had constant, and hard meetings,” 
she wrote, “ but I bore it well, from the freedom & comfort of my dress. IT IS a GREAT 
DEAL the best for health.” 242  
Yet by 1853 Lucy Stone was already experiencing anxiety about wearing the 
bloomer costume while speaking publicly. She was invited by her sister-in-law, minister 
Antoinette Brown Blackwell, to speak at Blackwell’s church in South Butler, New York. 
Stone declined, fearing the congregation would find her clothing too radical, but 
Blackwell assured her that she had warned the people ahead of time. “They are all 
expecting you there; & they know besides that you wear bloomers and are an ‘infidel,’” 
Blackwell teased. Besides, Blackwell assured Stone, a leader in the congregation who 
had been integral to Blackwell’s appointment was the father of two daughters who wore 
bloomers. 243  In the end, despite her initial resolve, Stone also relented to pressure and 
abandoned the bloomer in 1854. “I know, from having tried through half the Union, that 
audiences listen and assent just as well to one who speaks truth in a short as in a long 
dress; but I am annoyed to death by people who recognize me by my clothes, and when I 
travel get a seat by me and bore me for a whole day with the stupidest stuff in the world,” 
Stone explained to Susan B. Anthony in 1854.244 Anthony was initially critical of Stone’s 
return to long skirts, but Antoinette Brown Blackwell comforted her by advising “don’t 
suffer martyrdom over a short dress or anything else that can be prevented.”245  
Although she became a staunch dress reform advocate, Susan B. Anthony 
originally resisted the short dress when Amelia Bloomer first advertised the bloomer 
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costume in The Lily. However, after six months of traveling the lecture circuit with skirts 
that dragged in mud and were torn on wagon wheels Anthony adopted the outfit. Despite 
Anthony’s initial hesitancy, she wore bloomers longer than many of her contemporaries. 
She complained “Everyone who drops the dress, makes the task a harder one for the few 
left.” 246 Anthony, who remained unmarried, felt that, despite the harassment she suffered 
while travelling, she was sheltered from the most brutal verbal attacks at home in 
Rochester, New York. Here “everyone knew my father and brother, and treated me 
accordingly.” 247  
Amelia Bloomer and Elizabeth Smith Miller are also credited with wearing the 
bloomer longer than many women—Bloomer until 1856 and Miller until 1859. Yet both 
of these women recognized the men in their families as key reasons that they remained 
devoted to dress reform. Elizabeth Cady Stanton claimed it was the “paternal nod of 
approval” that allowed Elizabeth Smith Miller to overlook the “vacant gaze, the vulgar 
laugh, and idle jeers, of ill-bred men, women and children” who made fun of her short 
skirt. Amelia Bloomer had similar support from her husband. She officially gave up the 
short dress after moving to Iowa and having her skirt blow over her head in the strong 
prairie winds. Furthermore, she argued, the invention of wire cage crinoline had made 
hoops light enough that it was no longer uncomfortable to wear fashionable clothing. 
Unofficially, however, Bloomer noted that it was difficult being the only woman in the 
community wearing the short dress. 248    
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While the correspondence of these women shows that they attempted to ignore 
criticisms and public harassment, it eventually became too much to bear. Gerrit Smith 
was furious. When he wrote his cousin Elizabeth Cady Stanton a scathing letter arguing 
that women would never achieve equality in long dresses. Stanton replied that women 
were more oppressed within marriage than by clothing. She later admitted, however, “I 
suppose no act of my life ever gave my cousin, Gerrit Smith, such deep sorrow as my 
abandonment of the ‘Bloomer Costume.’ 249 Reformer Frances D. Gage also felt 
compelled to write a reply to Smith’s letter to Stanton. "He has made the whole battle-
ground of the Woman's Rights Movement her dress," Gage declared. "Nothing brighter, 
nothing nobler than a few inches of calico or brocade added to or taken from her skirts, is 
to decide this great and glorious question - to give her freedom or to continue her a slave. 
This argument, had it come from one of less influence than Gerrit Smith, would have 
been simply ridiculous," Gage continued. Hurt that Smith had criticized these women, 
she insisted that the success of the woman’s rights movement should not be based on the 
failure of dress reform.250    
The debate between Stanton, Smith, and Gage caught the attention of other 
reformers who also responded with public letters. Sarah Grimke stressed that as work 
clothes she approved of the bloomer, but only for that purpose. "The next generation," 
Grimke wrote to Gerrit Smith "will produce women of high organization, of finer 
intellectual and moral development; they will not worship at the shrine of fashion, or 
allow themselves to be cheated of their common sense, their health, their convenience." 
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She disagreed, however, with Smith’s suggestion that the woman’s rights movement was 
dependent on dress reform. Clothing, she argued, would naturally change as women 
claimed equality.251  
Grimke's conclusion that clothing would evolve with gender roles marks an 
important transition in the tactics of woman’s rights. Instead of campaigning for all 
reforms at once, the movement began to focus on a particular agenda. Dress reform was 
no longer seen as a gateway to increased rights, but rather an inevitable result. The 
woman’s rights movement had more important causes.252  
Giving up the reform dress did not mean that women no longer believed in the 
cause. Elizabeth Cady Stanton gave up the bloomers because of ridicule, but continued to 
encourage women to step beyond prescribed fashion and reject being “the hopeless 
martyr to the inventions of some Parisian imp of fashion.” Like Lucy Stone, who argued 
that women should be in charge of their own lives, Stanton wrote that as long as fashion 
reigned “man prescribes [woman’s] sphere. She needs his aid at every turn. He must help 
her up stairs and down, in the carriage and out, up the hill, over the ditch and fence, and 
thus teach her the poetry of dependence.”253   
Each of these reformers made their own peace with the bloomer question. Lucy 
Stone continued to write about the benefits of dress reform and wore the bloomer 
costume at home. Stanton, Bloomer, Miller, and Anthony also continued to support the 
cause after returning to long skirts, while Amelia Bloomer declared that the wire cage 
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hoop was an adequate substitution for trousers. 254 Elizabeth Smith Miller admitted that 
she returned to long skirts because of her “love of beauty,” but adamantly refused to 
adhere to all of the layers of clothing that a proper woman wore.255 Her father Gerrit 
Smith was not consoled by her compromise. He lamented his daughter’s abandonment of 
the bloomer and became pessimistic that the suffrage movement would ever achieve 
success without dress reform.256Susan B. Anthony also continued to wear loose clothing 
after returning to long skirts. This compromise between adhering to fashion and 
embracing comfortable clothing suggests that while Anthony later referred to wearing the 
bloomer as “mental crucifixion” the political crusade to free women from restrictive 
clothing continued. 257  
The abandonment of the bloomer costume by its leaders was due largely to the 
emotional toll that familial disapproval and public harassment took. Comic images 
expressed and also fueled the negative public reaction and dress reformers disagreed 
about whether dress reform should be a primary or lesser issue in the battle for woman’s 
rights. Those reformers most concerned with suffrage worried that dress reform was 
detracting from the more important crusade to win the vote.258  The failure of the bloomer 
movement to organize beyond a few key figures was a significant reason for its undoing. 
Dress reform, Paulina Wright Davis observed in 1851, was “but a fragment of the great 
work."259 Angelina Grimke Weld similarly reflected that the bloomer costume was 
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simply “an approach” to the “larger goal.” In time, she argued, clothing would manage to 
be both comfortable and pretty.260  
The Bloomer Legacy 
Angelina Grimke Weld’s suggestion that dress reform was a long-term venture 
foreshadowed the appearance of later dress reform movements. Lucy Stone urged her 
fellow advocates not to be discouraged by the bloomer costume’s failure. Abba Gould 
Woolson, a dress reformer who would write about the bloomer costume retrospectively 
during the 1870s, also suggested that looking to the bloomer as an immediate solution 
was bound to lead to disappointment. Instead, these women argued, changes in dress 
would develop over time.261 The legacy of the bloomer costume cannot be evaluated by 
its effect on popular fashion as period writings suggest.262 Although comic image 
contributed to the bloomer’s abandonment by woman’s rights reformers it also made 
Amelia Bloomer’s name and the bloomer costume familiar to many Americans. The 
bloomer would never achieve large-scale popularity, but its ultimate significance was that 
it served as a basis for other dress reform movements. In the post-bloomer years health 
reformers adopted dress reform as part of their aim to free women from diseases 
commonly associated with fashionable clothing.  
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nineteenth-century dress reform philosophy had taken on a variety of forms with different costumes. See Fischer, 
Pantaloons and Power, 171. Carol Mattingly concludes that while the bloomer costume failed to change women’s 
popular clothing styles (she argues that women’s trousers would not become mainstreamed until the twentieth-
century), as a rhetorical strategy the bloomer was successful in challenging images of feminine weakness. See 














Image 2.2 “Woman’s Rights,” William H. Helfand Comic Valentine Collection, 







Image 2.3 “Wearing the Breeches,” William H. Helfand Comic Valentine Collection, 











Image 2.4  "Bloomer Valentine" John and Carolyn Grossman Collection, 































































































































Chapter 3:  
Stemming “the tide of prejudice and ignorance”:   
Dress Reform and the Health Reform Movement 
 
In February 1851, two months before Amelia Bloomer wrote about her adoption of the 
bloomer costume in The Lily, water-cure physician Rachel Brooks Gleason published an article 
titled “Woman’s Dress” in the monthly health periodical the Water-cure Journal. Water-cure, or 
hydropathy, was an offshoot of the broader antebellum movement to reform medical practices in 
the United States. It was one of the few branches of medicine that allowed females to become 
physicians. As the name suggests, the principles of water-cure revolved around the internal and 
external use of water to cure disease. The Water-cure Journal served as an instructional guide for 
those interested in hydropathy and offered general recommendations for improving one’s 
health.263 The subject of Gleason’s article in the February issue was the physical and social 
opportunities that would become available to women if they adopted practical clothing. Fashion 
contributed to gender stereotypes, Gleason argued, and, if a woman’s clothing were more 
sensible her intelligence would be recognized and “the appellations of ‘weaker sex,’[and] ‘softer 
sex’ would be far less appropriate than now.” The problem was that there were no alternative 
clothing options available for women who placed convenience over style. Gleason proposed a 
solution: the short dress. “How much better some simple dress, fitted to the form, but so loosely 
as to allow of freedom of inspiration and motion, of a material of sufficient warmth as to not 
                                                
263 Water-cure publications, including the Water-Cure Journal, were unique among health manuals of the 
 time because they discussed taboo issues such as pregnancy and menstruation. A few decades earlier health advice 
had largely come from almanacs, which were geared toward a general readership of different classes and education 
levels and also included farming tips, advertisements, and calendars. Some almanacs, such as The Lady’s Almanac, 
were geared specifically toward a female audience, but the for medical information included was limited, 
specifically excluding any information on childbirth. Health reform periodicals also openly criticized the theatrics of 
doctors who, in order to deliver a baby, required great numbers of assistants, distinct clothing, and the barring of 
husbands from the room. Thomas A. Horrocks, Popular Print and Popular Medicine: Almanacs and Health Advice 
in Early America (Amherst: University of Massachusetts Press, 2008), 4-12. For a description on hydropathic 
prenatal care see Jane Donegan, Hydropathic Highway to Health: Women and Water-Cure in Antebellum America 
(New York: Greenwood Press, 1986), 70-73, 95-100.  
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require a shawl; a skirt short, so that the limbs can move freely, on the feet good boots, such as a 
man would wear on a similar walk, the limbs protected by a garment that we will call pants.” Yet 
Gleason wondered if referring to “pants” was too bold and “if the sensitive reader will not be 
shocked by calling any portion of a lady’s apparel by that name.”264 She was not, however, the 
only woman who thought trousers should be a viable option for women.  
That same February Amelia Bloomer published an article in The Lily entitled “Female 
Attire,” which suggested that women adopt clothing that was comfortable, convenient, and 
healthy. Bloomer also read Gleason’s article in the Water-cure Journal and in the March issue of 
The Lily reprinted “Woman’s Dress.” The following month Bloomer printed the image of herself 
wearing the bloomer dress and trousers. This time it was the editors of the Water-cure Journal 
who took notice. In their July issue they reproduced Bloomer’s image next to a fashion plate to 
illustrate the difference between the two garments for readers. (Image 3.1) The editors of the 
Water-cure Journal had made an important change to Bloomer’s image, however; they labeled 
the garment “The American Costume.”   
Although Rachel Brooks Gleason did not indicate so in her February article, she and her 
colleagues in water-cure had been writing about the benefits of the alternative clothing since 
1849. By 1851 they had begun calling the short dress and trousers worn by female practitioners 
and water-cure patients staying at sanitariums the American costume.265 Their success was 
                                                
264 Rachel Brooks Gleason, “Woman’s Dress,” Water-cure Journal, (February 11, 1851): 30-31. 
265 The exact origins of the term “American Costume” are unclear. Historian Jane Donegan notes that the Syracuse 
Journal credited the creation of the American Costume to Harriet Austin while biographical information on 
suffragist and dress reformer Susan Pecker Fowler claimed that she created the American Costume in 1851 after 
reading about Turkish Trousers in the newspapers. Fowler’s design included a calf-length mandarin coat over 
tapered trousers. This style of jacket was based on garments worn by Mandarins in Imperial China and had a 
standing collar, buttons down the front, and was fitted though the torso and flared at the waist. According to 
biographers Charlotte Perry-Dickerson and Joyce Bator-Rabinoff, Fowler called her garment the “American 
Costume” based on writings of James C. Jackson and Harriet N. Austin published in their health reform newspaper 
The Laws of Life. This timeline is confusing, however, because Austin and Jackson did not begin publishing this 
newspaper until 1857. Yet a photograph of Austin from 1863 shows her wearing the style of jacket credited to 
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limited, however, because the American costume was typically worn in private rather than on 
public streets or on the lecture circuit. The popularization of the bloomer costume publicized 
dress reform in a way that hydropathy had failed to do. Yet once woman’s rights advocates 
abandoned the bloomer costume health reformers were faced with the challenge of promoting a 
movement that had become linked to radicalism. In order to distance themselves from the 
bloomer movement health reformers focused on the physical benefits of the American costume 
over its political significance and argued that if women wanted more rights they must first 
cultivate healthy bodies. To do this, however, reformers believed they must challenge orthodox 
medical practices.  
 
The Origins of Health Reform 
During the 1830s the health reform movement organized as a backlash against orthodox 
medicine. It was not required during this time that physicians be formally trained or licensed and, 
even in the case of university-trained doctors, male physicians commonly began their practices 
without having witnessed routine procedures such as childbirth. 266 Furthermore medical 
                                                                                                                                                       
Fowler (see figure 30), suggesting that there was an exchange of ideas between the two women. See Jane Donegan, 
Hydropathic Highway to Health, 137 and Charlotte Perry-Dickerson and Joyce Bator-Rabinoff, “Susan Pecker 
Fowler,” in Past and Promise: Lives of New Jersey Women, ed. Joan N. Burstyn (Syracuse: Syracuse University 
Press, 1997), 138. The original source used by Perry-Dickerson and Bater-Rabinoff was Mary Tillotson, Woman’s 
Way Out (1876), but this book has not been located.  
266 Although the Philadelphia Hospital was founded in 1751 and the University of Pennsylvania, Harvard University, 
and Columbia University had all established medical schools as part of their colleges by 1780, historically medicine 
in America could be practiced by anyone. By the start of the American Revolution there were 3,500 to 4,000 
physicians in the colonies. Of these, 400 had formal medical training, and half had medical degrees. In general 
medical treatment was reflective of social class. Many people living in rural areas preferred lay physicians while in 
urban centers it was an indication of social status to employ a more expensive university-trained physician.  During 
the Jacksonian period challenges to elitism and professionalism resulted in a growing mistrust of trained physicians. 
As a result during the 1830s most states eliminated medical licensing laws and those physicians who did not attend 
university received their education at for profit medical schools where educational standards were low and clinical 
training unavailable. The spread of these programs meant that university-affiliated colleges of medicine had to lower 
their educational standards to compete for students. While the American Medical Association and the New York 
Academy of Medicine were both founded in 1846 to regulate the profession, these organizations had little impact on 
medicine until the late nineteenth-century. See Susan E. Cayleff, Wash and Be Healed: The Water Cure Movement 
and Women’s Health (Philadelphia: Temple University Press, 1987), 8-9; Paul Star, The Social Transformation of 
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treatments were deemed invasive and ineffective. Until 1850 mainstream physicians typically 
practiced “heroic medicine,” which was based on the understanding that disease reflected an 
imbalance within the body. This could be corrected by draining bodily fluids. Treatments 
involved blistering the skin of patients to induce sweating, bloodletting, often to the point of 
unconsciousness, and administering emetics and laxatives so that the stomach and bowels would 
be emptied. These drugs had unintended side effects; calomel, also known as mercurous 
chloride, caused hair loss and tooth decay, while cathartics, such as the opium derivative 
laudanum, were highly addictive.267 The harshness of these treatments and high mortality rates 
resulted in challenges to heroic medicine by physicians who offered alternatives in the form of 
homeopathic and hydropathic treatments.  
 The rise of alternative medicine coincided with advances in anatomical research 
conducted in Europe. Between 1800 and 1830 physicians in France began to use pathology, 
anatomy, and autopsy to differentiate between diseases and assign specific functions to 
individual organs. The invention of the stethoscope in 1816 further allowed physicians to 
examine patients rather than simply observe. During this time young American men with the 
financial means commonly received their medical training in Paris and upon returning to the 
United States incorporated these scientific advances into their practices. These advances 
challenged heroic medicine, which was still being practiced by lay physicians, and changed the 
field of medicine in two ways; it allowed for medical specialization and assigned importance to 
preventative hygiene. While it would be decades before germ theory was developed, these 
                                                                                                                                                       
American Medicine: The Rise of a Sovereign Profession and the Making of a Vast Industry (New York: Basic 
Books, 1982), 39-40; Regina Markell Morantz-Sanchez, Sympathy and Science: Women Physicians in American 
Medicine (New York: Oxford University Press, 1985), 30-31. 
267 Heroic medicine in America based was popularized by physician Benjamin Rush, a founding father and leading 
physician in Philadelphia, who beginning in 1780s began promoting the idea that all disease was the result of 
overstimulation and that the body must be depleted through either bleeding or purging in order to restore balance.  
See Starr, The Social Transformation of American Medicine, 42. 
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physicians linked sickness to social conditions and promoted hygiene as a means of preventing 
disease. 268  
 Health reformers also embraced cleanliness, in particular as a way to combat diseases 
associated with overcrowded cities. As one health reformer explained, “we inhale poisons in 
filthy streets and unventilated buildings, and these poisons are kept in the system; and the skin – 
the great purifying organ of the body- is weakened by a neglect of personal cleanliness…”269 
Daily bathing became a key component of the health reform program, but it was understood that 
the body must become cleansed inside as well as out. To do this reformers argued that fattening 
foods and stimulants must be eliminated. No diet reform was more popular than the bread diet 
recommended by the Reverend Sylvester Graham.  
 Sylvester Graham began his career as a temperance lecturer, but by 1837 had begun 
promoting diet reform. Graham argued that poor eating was a leading cause of disease and that a 
diet of bread and vegetables was necessary to maintain balance within the body.270 Graham also 
contended that consuming meat or stimulants such as opium, tea, coffee or tobacco dulled the 
mind and left a person susceptible to vice; this unhealthy food and drink was a violation of God’s 
“natural laws.”  Graham’s student Mary Gove Nichols explained that “Men cram themselves 
with the impure flesh and fat of diseased animals, heating [peppery] condiments and spices, 
spirituous drinks, and the poisonous narcotics, as opium, tea, coffee, and tobacco – injuring their 
                                                
268 Starr, The Social Transformation of American Medicine, 54.  
269 Mary Gove Nichols, Experiences in Water Cure: A Familiar Exposition of the Principles and Results of Water 
Treatment in the Cure of Acute and Chronic Diseases, Illustrated by Numerous Cases in the Practice of the Author, 
etc. (New York: Fowler and Wells, 1849), 8. 
270 In his 1837 book Treatise on Bread and Breadmaking Evangelical minister Sylvester Graham proposed that a 
vegetarian and bread based diet would cure illness, especially bowel and stomach complaints. Graham also linked 
poor diet to increased masturbation, which he deemed dangerous to the health of young men because it damaged the 
reproductive organs. See Sylvester Graham, Treatise on Bread and Breadmaking (Boston: Light and Stearns, 1837), 
52-58; Sylvester Graham, Graham’s Lectures on Chastity, James Coats, PhD, ed., (Glasgow: Royalty Buildings, 
publication date unknown), 9; Kyla Wazana Tompkins, “Sylvester Graham’s Imperial Dietics,” Gastronomica 19 
(Winter 2009): 51-52. 
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digestive powers, and filling their systems with poisonous matter.” A plain diet, however, would 
allow man to develop his “intellectual and moral powers.”271   
 Although Sylvester Graham retired in 1839, his lectures and writings were the 
cornerstone of an organized health reform movement that merged demands for humane medical 
treatment, self-help, public hygiene, dietary reform, temperance, hydrotherapy, and physiological 
instruction into one crusade. 272 “Disease is the result of any disorder of the natural functions,” 
Mary Gove Nichols wrote in 1842. “It hinders development, mars beauty, impairs vigor, and 
destroys happiness. It is characterized by indolence, weakness, pain and misery; and it brings a 
wretched life to a premature and painful death.”273 These arguments were widely accepted by 
social reformers and thus health reform overlapped with temperance, abolition and woman’s 
rights.  Health reform boarding houses were opened to appeal to abolitionists on the lecture 
circuit and many woman’s rights advocates adopted vegetarianism. In 1835 Oberlin College, 
which boasted a large number of graduates involved in the abolition and woman’s rights 
movements, adopted a vegetarian only dining room. Oberlin’s president stressed that diet reform, 
temperance, and dress reform were chief among the college’s agendas.274 As health reform grew 
in popularity, that faction of reformers established the water cure movement. It incorporated 
                                                
271 Sanchez, Sympathy and Science, 28-31; Nichols, Experiences in Water Cure, 8; Sylvester Graham, Lectures on 
the Science of Human Life (Battle Creek: The Office of the Health Reformer, 1872), 75-77. 
272 William Andrus Alcott was the other significant contributor to health reform ideologies. Alcott had received an 
M.D. from Yale Medical College during the mid-1820s, and like many of his contemporaries became disillusioned 
with orthodox medicine. Similarly to Graham, Alcott promoted vegetarianism and warned his patients to avoid 
stimulants such as coffee, tea, and alcohol, but he also argued for educational reforms, advised mothers on child 
rearing, and stressed the link between health and morality. Although sometimes at odds with one another Graham 
and Alcott founded the American Physiological Society in 1837. Health reformers eventually divided between 
Grahamites, who built their diets around bran bread, and those who followed the Alcott’s more diverse teachings. 
Most hydropaths appear to have been followers of Sylvester Graham. See Ronald G. Walters, American Reformers, 
1815-1860, Revised Edition (New York: Hill and Wang, 1997), 154.  
273 Tomkins, “Sylvester Graham’s Imperial Diet,” 52; Mary Sergeant Gove Nichols, Experiences in Water-Cure, 7, 
90. 
274 Sanchez, Sympathy and Science, 32. 
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principles of hygienic living and diet reform into a therapeutic movement designed to improve 
society by eradicating disease with water.  
 
Water Cure 
 There were several popular water cure treatments, including: the pouring bath (cold water 
was poured over the patient); the sitz bath (the patient sat in a bath of tepid water with their feet 
remaining outside); and the wet sheet pack (the patient was wrapped in a cold, wet sheet 
followed by four blankets). These cures were directed at restoring circulation and were reputed 
to heal everything from fevers to tumors.275 In addition patients were instructed to breathe fresh 
air, exercise, and to always wear loose clothing. 
 These hydropathic therapeutics were not original. Their origins lay in Central Europe 
where a farmer, Vincent Priessnitz, developed the systematic practice of using water as a 
mechanism for healing after breaking his ribs in a wagon accident in 1816. Priessnitz 
successfully treated his injury and then publicized his use of water therapy. The practice grew to 
include “baths,” or soaks for localized complaints and the “wet sheet,” which was used to cover 
the entire body when it was unclear where the ailment was located. In 1826 Priessnitz opened the 
first hydropathic college, Gafenberg, nicknamed “Water University,” in his home country of 
Silesia, in modern day Poland, Czech Republic, and Germany. By 1840 more that fifteen 
hundred people a year were being treated at Gafenberg and water-cure had attracted the attention 
of American health reformers.276 
                                                
275 Nichols, Experiences in Water-Cure, 8; Cayleff, Wash and Be Healed, 36-39, 76. 
276 Donegan, Hydropathic Highway to Health, 5-6, Cayleff, Wash and Be Healed, 20-21. There was also a British 
water-cure movement developing at the same time and while leaders in the American and British movements 
followed Priessnitz’s teachings and read one another’s publications the two movements do not appear to have been 
in collaboration. See Jane M. Adams, Healing with Water: English Spas and the Water-cure, 1840-1969 
(Manchester: Manchester University Press, 2015); James Bradley and Marguerite Dupree, “A Shadow of 
Orthodoxy?: An Epistemology of British Hydropathy, 1840-1858,” Medical History 47 (2003): 173-194; Hilary 
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 The spread of water-cure in America is credited to three people: Joel Shew, Russell Trall, 
and Mary Gove Nichols. All three had turned to alternative medicine after experiencing the 
failures of orthodox treatments.277 Shew and Trall had both been trained as physicians but 
became disillusioned with their profession’s inability to cure disease and prevent death. How 
Shew and Trall came to know about water-cure is unclear, but in 1843 Shew opened a small 
water-cure treatment center in his New York City home and in 1844 became the first editor of 
the Water-Cure Journal. 278 Shew’s wife, Marie Louise Shew was a disciple of Sylvester 
Graham and together the two began applying hydropathic treatments to midwifery cases. Many 
middle and upper class New York City women had abandoned their midwives by the 1840s but 
remained suspicious about the application of heroic medicine to childbirth. These women were 
drawn to the Shews’ water cure and their practice grew. In 1844 Joel Shew published 
Hydropathy; or, The Water Cure; Its Principles, Modes of Treatments etc. which was both an 
instruction manual on the practice of water-cure and a series of case studies.279 The Shews’ 
successful water-cure practice established them as experts in the field and it was their teachings, 
specifically those on midwifery, that most water cure establishments followed.280 The Shew’s 
                                                                                                                                                       
Marland and Jane Adams, “Hydropathy at Home: The Water-cure and Domestic Healing in Mid-Nineteenth-
Century Britain,” Bull. Hist. Med., 83 (2009): 499-529. 
277 As a young man Joel Shew spent fifteen years working in a Philadelphia daguerreotype shop, but exposure to 
chemicals damaged his health. Frustrated by physicians who failed to provide relief, Shew became a doctor, himself, 
attending medical school between 1840 and 1843. It is unclear when precisely Shew turned against orthodox 
medicine, but by 1843 he had discovered the Priessnitz system. Russell Trall had also been inspired to pursue 
medicine by poor personal health. In 1835 he received an M.D. at the Albany Medical College and practiced for a 
decade before abandoning orthodox medicine. See Donegan, Hydropathic Highway to Health, 19-21, 24, 27-28. 
Personal details about Joel Shew are also available in his obituary published as R.T. Trall, “Death of Dr. Shew,” 
Water Cure Journal 20, (November 1855): 150. 
278 Presumably Joel Shew read about water treatments in Europe. His obituary indicates that he learned about water 
cure while in the United States, but does not specify how. See Ibid., 150. 
279 Shew’s entire book is made up of instructions for administering water cure and case studies based on his patients. 
See Joel Shew, Hydropathy; or, The Water Cure; Its Principles, Modes of Treatments etc. (New York: Wiley and 
Putnam, 1845.  
280 See Marie Louise Shew, Water Cure for Ladies: A Popular Work on the Health, Diet, and Regimine of Females 
and Children and the Prevention and Cure of Diseases with a Full Account of the Processes of Water-Cure (New 
York: Wiley and Putnam, 1844), 16; Donegan, Hydropathic Highway to Health, 19-21. 
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colleague Russell Trall would further influence the field of hydropathy when he opened a water 
cure establishment in New York City in 1844. 
 Like Shew, Trall was a disillusioned medical doctor. He was credited with combining 
principles of medical science and hydropathy into a uniquely American brand of water-cure, 
which he called the Philosophy of Medical Science and the system of Hygienic Medication. Trall 
believed that the key to improving Americans’ health was to publicly educate them. He 
encouraged the formation of local health associations through which members could discuss their 
individual ailments and attend medical lectures. In 1849 he took over editing the Water Cure 
Journal from Joel Shew, and that year the newspaper reached an annual circulation of 10,000. 
The popularity of water-cure resulted in establishments being founded across the United States. 
281 
 By 1849 there were thirty water-cure facilities in nine states. At the height of the water 
cure movement there were more than two hundred facilities between Maine and San Francisco 
that based their practices on the work of Joel and Marie Louise Shew and Russell Trall. 282 Their 
publications were responsible for Mary Gove Nichol’s involvement with water cure.  
 Mary Gove Nichols began researching health-reform during the 1830s after suffering 
multiple miscarriages and stillbirths. Nichols discovered and adopted the dietary teachings of 
Sylvester Graham; later she embraced water-cure. When she began exhibiting symptoms of 
tuberculosis after her divorce from her first husband in the 1840s, she checked herself into a 
water-cure facility. At the time of her arrival, Nichols wrote, her lungs were diseased and her 
body bent from wearing tight dresses. 283 Within months of adopting water cure and wearing the 
                                                
281 Donegan, Hydropathic Highway to Health, 24-27; Ronald G. Walters, American Reformers,156. 
282 Cayleff, Wash and Be Healed, 25, 76. 
283 Nichols, Experiences in Water-Cure, 20. 
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prescribed loose dresses, however, Nichols claimed that she had been cured of all ailments.284 In 
1845 she joined the staff as a water-cure physician at the New Lebanon Springs Water Cure in 
New York State, the most recent hospital opened by Joel Shew. Shew, himself, was the acting 
physician and general advisor to the patients. 285  
 Although Mary Gove Nichols’s tenure at New Lebanon Springs was cut short by her own 
ill health, her association with Shew led to her writing frequent articles for the Water Cure 
Journal. Nichols’ authority as a water-cure physician speaks to the broad appeal of hydropathy 
for women. For women uninterested in orthodox medical treatments, water cure was gentler and 
could be practiced at home by anyone with access to water.286 By administering to their families 
women were fulfilling their roles as caretakers of the home. But it was the movement’s 
acceptance of female physicians that appealed to many reformers.  
 Unlike Marie Louise Shew, who had consistently been overshadowed by her husband, 
Mary Gove Nichols did not let anyone curtail her independence.287 Even after her marriage to 
Thomas Low Nichols in 1847, she made both house calls and saw patients in her home, 
continued writing for the Water Cure Journal, lectured on anatomy and physiology, and 
mentored women interested in becoming hydropathic physicians. For these women, Nichols was 
a role-model as Rachel Brooks Gleason noted after visiting Nichols in her home in 1850. “We 
can form some faint idea of the obstacles and opposition which she must have encountered and 
overcome, when we remember that sixteen years since, it was universally considered the height 
                                                
284 Ibid., 8 
285 Donegan, Hydropathic Highway to Health, 21. 
286 Nichols, Experiences in Water-Cure, 45. 
287 Jean L Silver-Isenstadt, Shameless: The Visionary Life of Mary Gove Nichols (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins 
University Press, 2002), 77. 
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of folly, impropriety, and absurdity, for a woman to think of preparing herself to treat the sick 
scientifically.”288   
By the 1850s male hydropaths were encouraging women to become doctors because female 
patients were more likely to seek treatment if their doctor was a woman. Thus, for women who 
were otherwise barred from medical education, water-cure offered a rare career opportunity since 
the movement’s leadership opened hydropathic medical schools to both men women.  
Thomas Low and Mary Gove Nichols opened the first of these schools, the American 
Hydropathic Institute, in New York City in 1851. The initial class of twenty graduates included 
nine women. By 1853 the popularity of hydropathy was spreading and Trall opened the 
coeducational New York Hygeio-Theraputic College, also in New York City. This school 
offered a superior faculty and broader course offerings than the Nichols’ school. In 1857 Trall 
received a charter from the New York State Legislature to grant his graduates the title of M.D. 
Although the water-cure leadership remained small during the mid-nineteenth-century, the 
number of followers grew steadily as elite and middle-class Americans who suffered from 
chronic illnesses, such as complications from childbirth, hysteria, and in the case of male 
patients, sexual dysfunction, sought treatments at sanitariums.289 The Water Cure Journal 
remained the major publication of the movement and by 1851 female physicians were directly 
addressing the need for a reform dress to complement hydropathic therapies within its pages. 
While hydropathy as taught by Shew, Trall, and Nichols had always encouraged patients to wear 
loose clothing, the generation of female physicians trained by these three challenged women to 
take control of their individual health outside of the privacy of water-cure sanitariums by 
adopting dress reform permanently.  
                                                
288 Mrs. R.B. Gleason, “A Visit to the American Water Cure Establishments,” Water Cure Journal, (January 1850): 
13.  




Water-cure and Dress Reform 
 The movement to establish dress reform among hydropaths coincided with the bloomer 
movement orchestrated by woman’s rights, but the two differed in philosophy and strategy. As 
part of their crusade for gender equality the woman’s rights movement called for society to 
change its views on gender and demanded legislation to guarantee equal rights for women. 
Supporters of water cure also wanted to see women gain rights, but they dismissed the 
importance of legislation and specifically the vote. “The greatest sorrows from which women 
suffer to-day [sic], are those physical, moral, and mental ones, that are caused by the unhygienic 
manner of dressing! The want of the ballot is but a toy in comparison!” dress reformer and 
physician Mary Edwards Walker argued in 1871.290 Societal change, hydropaths argued, would 
originate with individual betterment and not legislation. Clothing reform was a vital component 
of personal improvement because loose clothing allowed the body to take its natural shape unlike 
the corsets and wide skirts that molded the body into an abnormal silhouette. These tenets had 
both a practical purpose and a deeper theoretical meaning. Hydropaths believed that forcing the 
body into a particular shape was a violation of natural laws and left women dependent. 
According to dress reformer Mary E. Tillotson “While bodies are caged in the petticoat badge of 
dependence and inferiority, minds and souls are subject to evil, psychologizing wills and cannot 
command themselves; whereas crowns of strength and joy and sufficiency, with choice of place 
and in exercise of power await the Unbound Woman.”291 In other words, while the woman’s 
                                                
290 Mary Edwards Walker, Hit (New York: The American News Company, 1871), 50.  
291 Mary Edwards Walker, Unmasked: or the Science of Immorality to Gentlemen (Philadelphia: Wm. H. Boyd, 
1878), 98. This book is a medical and sex manual directed at men. Walker was the author of the text but she 
included undated excerpts written by supporters of health and dress reform, including the Tillotson quote. Although 
this book was published decades after the origins of water-cure and dress reform, Walker’s philosophies are based 
on her earlier experiences with these movements.  
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rights movement viewed fashion as a symbol of women’s bondage, hydropaths saw it as the 
cause of women’s inferiority.292  
 Nineteenth-century physicians commonly agreed that there was a link between women’s 
fashion and poor health, but most writing on this topic appeared in medical publications and 
were thus not available to the general public. Hydropaths, on the other hand, published books 
and periodicals aimed at a lay audience. They discussed the hazards of fashionable dress as one 
part of the large argument that health was a natural right that all men and women deserved.293 
“The fashion of our clothes should be in harmony with the laws of health, consistent with 
ennobling and sustaining industry and as graceful and beautiful as the taste and genius of the 
wearer can devise,” Mary Gove Nichols wrote in the Water Cure Journal in 1851.294 Nichols, 
who had chronicled her transition from tight clothing to loose dresses in her writings, adopted the 
bloomer costume in 1852.295 “Every week that I wear my improved dress, gives me new health 
and courage,” Nichols wrote in the Water-cure Journal. “When I first put on the short dress, I 
was almost afraid of my shadow, at least I was afraid of the boys and rude women in the street, 
and used to beg my husband to go with me wherever he could.” Nichols’ husband criticized 
clothing that required a chaperone, but Nichols rebuked him saying that “all transitions were 
painful.”296 Nichols’ decision that wearing the short dress was worthwhile despite its drawbacks 
set her apart from women like Elizabeth Cady Stanton who was deterred by taunts and felt that 
the true priorities of woman’s reform lay elsewhere.  
 Mary Gove Nichols was dedicated to changing women’s dress, but she saw the 
weaknesses in the bloomer costume’s design. “I do not consider [the bloomer dress] the best 
                                                
292 Donegan, Hydropathic Highway to Health, 143. 
293 Ibid., 135-136. 
294 Mary Gove Nichols, “A Lecture on Woman’s Dresses,” Water-Cure Journal, (August 1851): 35. 
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dress that can be worn, by any means, and I have seen so many ugly [versions] that they made 
me shudder, but this dress has more advantages and fewer evils than any that the women of this 
day can be allowed to wear.”297 For Nichols, dress reform was a process and the bloomer 
costume one step to freeing women from restrictive fashion. Withstanding abuse from the public 
was another phase. In New York City Nichols suffered verbal harassment and in Connecticut she 
was hit in the head by a stone while wearing the bloomer costume.298 Yet unlike Elizabeth Cady 
Stanton, Susan B. Anthony, and Lucy Stone, Nichols viewed these trials as part of the dress 
reform process. In part it may have been easier for Nichols to withstand conflict over dress 
reform because water-cure and dress reform were so closely linked in purpose, while in the 
woman’s rights movement many adherents feared that dress reform was taking attention away 
from suffrage.  
In order to clarify their objections to fashionable dress hydropaths assigned a set of rules for 
reform dress based on the principles of hydropathy. First, clothing must allow a woman freedom 
of motion and in no way restrict circulation. Secondly, clothing should evenly cover the body. If 
worn correctly clothing should not allow the wearer to become chilled or overheated. The feet, in 
particular, should be kept warm and dry.299  
This ideal garment was exhibited in a typical fashion plate from the August 1851 issue of 
the Water Cure Journal. The scene showed a woman with a long, fashionable dress, cinched 
waist, and cape who was contrasted with three women who wore different interpretations of a 
short dress and trousers. (Image 3.2) The women stood together looking at the fashionable 
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woman, and each wore a skirt approximately knee length with harem-style trousers. The bodices 
of each woman’s dress varied in cut and how the waist was accentuated, but it was clear that 
none of the three wore a corset as the fashionable woman did. Of the three, the woman on the far 
left wore short sleeves, the next long sleeves that fanned out at the wrists, and the last, long, tight 
sleeves with a ruffle at the shoulders. Their necklines similarly varied between a wide oval with 
dropped shoulders and a more modest round collar. The women’s hairstyles were also different, 
ranging from a low bun with wings over the ears, to pipe curls, to a more standard bun, high on 
the head. Each wore a different hat. The third woman held the hand of a little girl who wore a 
short dress in a similar style to the women and pantalets. Her wide brimmed hat matched that 
worn by one of the women. In the background a fourth woman wore the reform dress, perhaps 
indicating an environment where such clothing was typical and fashionable clothing abnormal.300    
This image offered readers of the Water Cure Journal several messages. First, it showed 
that the reform dress was variable and could be modified to suit the taste of the wearer. The 
many layers worn by the fashionable woman also communicated the complexity of fashion as 
opposed to the simplicity of the short dress. While the fashionable women coldly turned her nose 
up at the reformers, the other woman stood closely together, two with their arms around one 
another. The presence of the little girl connects the third woman to maternity and femininity. 
Unaffected by the harshness of fashion, the reform women together with the child formed a 
community while the fashionable woman was isolated.301 
 Comparisons between fashionable dress and reform clothing were a repeated theme in the 
Water Cure Journal during 1851 and 1852. In the January 1852 issue of The Water-Cure Journal 
the editors published a series of fashion plates comparing stylish dress to reform dress. The 
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women on either end wore short dresses and trousers labeled as the American Costume, while 
the center women wore a fashionable dress captioned “French costume.”302 (Image 3.3) Together 
these images further emphasize the rigidity of fashion and the versatility of reform dress, but 
they also were indicative of the relationship between water cure and the woman’s rights 
movement.303 In the same month that this image appeared in The Water Cure Journal, a fashion 
plate with the same two women in reform dress was published in The Lily. Elizabeth Cady 
Stanton’s children later identified the image on the right as Stanton.304  
It is unclear if Amelia Bloomer and the editors of The Water Cure Journal were sharing 
images, but because Elizabeth Cady Stanton self-identified as a bloomer wearer in her writings 
and never mentioned the American costume or water-cure it is likely that the images originated 
with The Lily. To some extent during this period the woman’s rights advocates and health 
reformers adopted the rhetoric of one another, and the editors of The Lily and the Water Cure 
Journal reprinted each other’s articles. The discrepancy in the costume’s name, however, 
indicates hydropaths’ desire to distinguish their movement from the political movement’s 
bloomer costume. “Dress reform to us is synonymous with health reform,” hydropathic physician 
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Lydia Sayer Hasbrouck wrote in 1860. Yet despite the assertion that health was the most 
important reform, female health reformers generally showed an interest in woman’s rights. But 
many hydropaths wanted their dress reform movement to be seen as serious as opposed to the 
much ridiculed bloomer costume. Throughout the 1850s, this growing relationship between 
hydropathic dress reformer and the agendas of woman’s rights caused tension within the water-
cure movement.305 
 
The National Dress Reform Association 
 By the mid-1850s it became clear to the hydropathic dress reformers that the woman’s 
rights movement had abandoned the bloomer costume. By this time the Water-Cure Journal had 
also largely stopped publishing articles on dress reform. In 1855 hydropathic physician Dr. 
James C. Jackson and his protégé Dr. Harriet N. Austin sponsored a dress reform convention, 
which resulted in the creation of the National Dress Reform Association (NDRA).306 As Austin 
explained, the purpose of the NDRA was partially social. By creating an organization dedicated 
to dress reform, supporters had the opportunity to meet one another and to offer moral support to 
those whose support wavered. In addition, the proposed agenda of the NDRA involved 
circulating writings, organizing lectures, and appointing secretaries to correspond with potential 
dress reformers.307 The first officers of the NDRA were well-known dress reformers Harriet N. 
Austin, Mary Edwards Walker, Lydia Sayer Hasbrouck, and Ellen Beard Harmon, all of who had 
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medical degrees from either Russell Trall’s or the Nichols’ hydropathic medical colleges. Yet 
despite this female leadership, James C. Jackson remained a prominent figure within the NDRA. 
Under his guidance hydropathic dress reform became divorced from the challenges to gender and 
power instigated by the woman’s rights movement and instead became an ideological reform 
situated within the privacy of water-cure sanitariums.308   309 
   James C. Jackson had a colorful history within the water-cure movement. Early in his 
career Jackson was a physician at the Glen Haven Water-Cure in Glen Haven, New York but in 
1858 took over management of the hydropathic establishment “Our Home on the Hillside” in 
Dansville, New York. The Dansville establishment boasted such illustrious patients as Clara 
Barton and Horace Greeley.310 Jackson, the son of a physician and a devoutly religious woman, 
spent his early adulthood working for temperance and abolition. In 1846, faced with ailing 
health, Jackson became a patient of water-cure physician Dr. Silas O. Gleason. He was so 
impressed with Gleason’s work and his own improved condition that he completed a medical 
degree and partnered with Gleason and Theodosia Gilbert to open the water-cure resort at Glen 
Haven.311  
 It was while working at Glen Haven that James C. Jackson claimed to have first been 
introduced to the idea of reforming women’s dress after seeing Elizabeth Cady Stanton and 
Amelia Bloomer wearing the bloomer costume at the Glen Haven Water-cure Festival in 1851.312 
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According to his account, Jackson then introduced the idea to Gilbert. After Gilbert adopted the 
bloomer she found her health remarkably improved and dress reform was officially adopted as a 
platform within the water-cure movement. 313  
In reality, Jackson’s association with Silas Gleason suggests that he would have come across 
Gleason’s wife, Rachel Brooks Gleason, and her design for the short dress prior to the Glen 
Haven festival, but Jackson’s version of events lent legitimacy to his and Austin’s role within the 
NDRA. They had met at Glen Haven.  
 Harriet N. Austin was a recent graduate from a hydropathic college in New York City 
when she was hired as staff at the Glen Haven Water-Cure. There she met James C. Jackson and 
became a surrogate daughter to him as well as his business partner when he founded the water-
cure establishment in Dansville, New York. Jackson and Austin’s establishment of the NDRA 
was a continuation of their work at Dansville, but they were much more focused on dress reform 
than their counterparts in water-cure. “The evil we combat is dress,” Harriet N. Austin wrote in 
the 1855 “Tracts of the National Dress Reform Association.” This statement made it clear that, 
although there were other worthy reforms being fought for in America at the time, the goals of 
the NDRA would not overlap with other movements.314   
 Although they never recommended changes to men’s clothing, Austin and Jackson did 
not consider dress reform to be an exclusively female reform. They encouraged both men and 
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women to join the NDRA and the typical membership consisted of white, middle class, rural 
Americans, many of whom would have worn reform dress for work. In her 1868 instructional 
book, The American costume, or Women’s Right to Good Health, Austin encouraged women to 
adopt dress they could move in. “[A woman’s walk] has to be accommodated to her style of 
dress; for lamentable as it is, it is nevertheless undeniable, that while the dress of man is fitted to 
his necessities and the demands of his activities, woman is obliged to accommodate herself and 
her activities to the necessities and demands of her dress.”315 By adopting reform dress, Austin 
promised, women would be one step closer to equality.316  
 While Austin’s emphasis on equality was central to the mission of the NDRA, its 
meaning was decidedly different from that of the woman’s rights movement. Equality for 
hydropaths was physical and spiritual rather than legal, and while Austin published widely on the 
merits of dress reform, her ideas were based on those of her mentor James C. Jackson, not on the 
leaders of the woman’s movement. Like many male reformers, Jackson was not interested in 
challenging gender roles and his promotion of dress reform dismissed the link between clothing 
and gender identity.317 
 To James C. Jackson health was only one reason women should adopt dress reform. He 
believed that the human form was beautiful because it had been divinely created. It was wrong, 
he wrote, to dress in clothing that hid or manipulated one’s natural shape. Jackson theorized that 
if people would embrace their bodies it would be possible for men and women to dress alike 
because voices, facial hair, and physique would distinguish the genders, not their clothing. 
Unlike woman’s rights advocates, however, Jackson did not argue that alternative clothing 
should necessarily be plain. “It is a matter of regret to me that many persons who are earnest in 
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the advocacy of change in woman’s costume, are so strenuous in urging simpleness in dress. To 
wear short skirts and pantaloons, is with them the acme of reformation. This is a mistake. Failing 
to show delicacy and refinement in the arrangement of clothing, the Dress-Reformer fails to 
convince, and owing to the state of public opinion, can scarcely fail to outrage others.” Jackson’s 
final point appeared to be directed at the woman’s rights movement when he wrote “dress-
reformers should not mistake simpleness which is weakness, or at best, want of power, for 
simplicity which is strength, or at least a means whereas to develop it.” 318  
 Harriet A. Austin adopted Jackson’s philosophy that reform dress should emphasize 
simplicity, but not plainness. Her writings also stressed that there was no uniform pattern for 
reform dress. The wearer was encouraged to design a garment that fit her personal tastes and 
represented her individualism. Austin embodied this premise in an 1863 photograph in which she 
wore the version of the American Costume designed by dress reformer Susan Pecker Fowler.319 
(Image 3.4) This garment included a mandarin jacket (similar to those worn by Mandarins in 
Imperial China) with buttons, long sleeves, a fitted torso, and a flared bottom. Underneath the 
jacket Austin wore tapered trousers and unadorned shoes.320 It is important to note that the 
embroidery and cinched waists typical of fashionable clothing were absent and that Austin’s 
overall appearance was neat and clean, which were in line with her role as a hydropathic 
physician. In the image Austin’s hair was short, likely because long hair was considered by 
activists to be a distractingly labor-intensive requirement of fashion. Long hair was also assumed 
to cause headaches and could become moldy if not dried properly after washing.321 Even the 
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background included in the photograph was carefully constructed to denote Austin’s role within 
the water cure movement. Austin sat on a rock and behind her was a replicated wooded scene, 
reinforcing the connection between nature and the natural state of her physical appearance. 
Unlike images of the bloomer costume, in which the woman’s clothing was the focal point of the 
image, Austin’s photograph encompassed her lifestyle. 
 This particular photograph of Harriet N. Austin was likely staged as an advertisement for 
hydropathy, but in other images she wore more elaborate clothing. By Austin’s own admission 
the version of the American Costume preferred by women staying at Our Home on the Hillside 
was a flared skirt shortened to two inches below the knee and trousers in the style of men’s 
pantaloons which, despite her claims, closely resembled the bloomer costume.322 Austin also 
wore this style.  
 In an undated print Austin is shown wearing the more typical reform dress style of 
shortened skirt and trousers.323 The background of the image once again communicated Austin’s 
role as a hydropathic physician. She was shown standing in front of bookshelves and next to a 
writing desk complete with paper, an ink well, and pens. Behind Austin an open curtain revealed 
the Dansville Water Cure property. A leafy vine sat on the windowsill. These details were nods 
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to both Austin’s education and the importance of nature to hydropathy, but it was Austin’s 
clothing that caught the viewer’s eye. She wore straight cut trousers and dark shoes under a 
voluminous two-tiered skirt. In lieu of a bodice Austin wore a blouse underneath a jacket, which 
along with the watch and fob pinned to her jacket were male styles of clothing that became 
fashionable for women during the 1860s. Austin’s skirt also mimicked women’s dress styles 
making her ensemble a combination of women’s fashions and alternative dress, thereby 
suggesting that a women’s clothing could be both attractive and functional.324 (Image 3.5)   
 A collection of photographs taken in 1863 at “Our Home on the Hillside’” also 
exemplified the diversity of styles worn by female patients.325 Photographs of patients Mary 
Little (Image 3.6) and Florence P. Barry (Image 3.7) showed simple dresses, shortened to just 
below the knee over the characteristic straight-legged trousers. Both women wore heavy shoes 
rather than slippers or high heels. Hester Allen (Image 3.8) chose a checkered pattern for her 
reform garment. Rather than a dress, Allen’s garment was a skirt and blouse with a jacket. Her 
trousers were more reminiscent of harem pants, but were tucked into the ankles of her boots. A 
photograph of a woman identified as Mrs. William Orr and an unidentified woman further show 
individuals’ different interpretations of the American costume. (Image 3.9). Mrs. Orr, who also 
had short hair, wore a knee-length skirt and jacket combination over straight-legged trousers. Her 
clothing was embellished with wavy ruffles. Her companion wore a similar garment. The hem of 
that woman’s skirt was decorated with stripes. By encouraging women to adhere to their 
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personal tastes, hydropathic dress reformers remedied the major complaint about the bloomer 
costume; women wanted to be attractive as well as practical. 326 
The Dansville photographs show that Jackson and Austin’s efforts to popularize dress 
reform at their water-cure establishment were at least partially successful, although there is no 
proof that these women wore the reform dress outside the privacy of the sanitarium. Still Jackson 
and Austin were convinced that dress reform under their organization was superior to the 
bloomer movement. In her writings Austin claimed that the American costume was healthier 
than the Bloomer costume because the trousers were straight instead of gathered at the ankle, 
which exposed the leg to cool air and disrupted the circulation. Turkish Trousers were no better, 
Austin argued, because they were so loose that they disrupted mobility and were reminiscent of 
“Turkish manners and morality.”327  She also attacked the leaders of the bloomer movement 
claiming that “Those who adopted [the bloomer costume] because they thought it to be more 
convenient than the old dress, found that it was much more convenient to dress uncomfortably 
and be in the world’s favor, than to dress comfortably and be outcasts and they disregarded it.” 
By discrediting the reform efforts of the woman’s rights movement she hoped to show the 
superiority of the NDRA, which Austin claimed had salvaged dress reform from the damage 
done by other dress reformers. Their effort, Austin implied, had been frivolous, but under the 
guidance of the NDRA dress reform had become a permanent reform.328  
Harriet Austin’s insistence that the American Costume and the NDRA had no 
relationship to the bloomer movement dismissed both the fact that many dress reformers had 
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learned about the movement through bloomer satire and the significance of clothing reform to 
woman’s rights. 329 “We are not advocating the cause of Woman,” Austin insisted in 1855, “but 
we are advocating the cause of the human race.”330 Austin made it clear that the NDRA was not 
an offshoot of the woman’s rights movement, and she and her counterparts emphasized that 
while the vote was important women would never achieve equality if they were suffering from 
poor health. Moreover the leadership of the NDRA was distancing themselves from the negative 
portrayals of dress reformers linked to the bloomer movement. Wearing trousers as a political 
statement may have been threatening to the status quo, but wearing them to treat health issues 
was admitting to feminine weakness and was therefore acceptable. The NDRA further 
maneuvered around the lines of acceptability by keeping the most radical of their philosophies 
hidden within private sanitariums. While their group remained an offshoot of the water-cure 
movement, the NDRA made it clear that they were not interested in appealing to other 
movements as the broader health reform movement had. 331  
The NDRA’s rejection of the abolition movement was proof that the leadership saw their 
cause as separate from national politics. By 1859 the NDRA had begun making comparisons 
between southern slavery and “slavery to fashion.” Although this rhetoric was not uncommon for 
the time, the NDRA moved beyond the symbolism used by other groups and explicitly argued 
that women were being subjugated. Unlike the woman’s rights movement, in which many 
reformers were also abolitionists, health reform borrowed language directly from the anti-slavery 
movement without distinguishing between chattel slavery and the metaphor of slavery. Slavery 
was a curse, hydropathic physician Lydia Sayer Hasbrouck wrote in response to a claim made by 
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the Memphis Avalanche that Frederick Douglass’ daughter was for sale in the city. But 
Hasbrouck diminished the horrors of slavery, writing “White men, no matter how vulgar are 
freemen, rulers, and lawmakers; but women, either white or black, and men of olive hue, are 
slaves to their sway.” 332 This assumption that race divided men’s experiences but not women’s 
was a common theme within NDRA writings as was the idea that women’s suffering was on par 
with that of African-American slaves. In an 1859 letter written for the annual NDRA convention, 
president Dr. Lydia A. Stobridge emphasized women’s “slavery” in her salutation. “With a firm 
confidence in the success of our reform in some future time, and the final triumph of good over 
evil, and with a strong and sincere desire for your welfare and triumph in your labors for the 
emancipation of the race from sickness and disease, and for elevating all to an intelligent 
understanding of the obligations they are under to regard all the laws of their being as sacred, 
physical as well as spiritual, I am your coworker for reforms.”333 The awkward combination of 
dress reform and anti-slavery rhetoric suggested that, although abolition was important, dress 
reform should be at the forefront of politics. The Middletown Press, the local paper of 
Middletown, New York, where Lydia Sayer Hasbrouck lived, proved sympathetic to these same 
ideologies when it published an article stating “This placing women of intelligence and worth 
below the scale of ‘niggers’ cannot outlive the present generation.” 334 
 Letters and articles comparing white women to slaves also depicted fashion as a 
compulsion that left women powerless. Writers pleaded with presumably sick, tired, and pained 
American women that if they would only adopt the American costume they could be free, but 
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they denied that most women embraced fashion and even felt empowered by it.335 Ironically, 
despite a number of its members who openly supported suffrage, the NDRA continued to dismiss 
woman’s rights.336 This tension is particularly evident when it came to reformers’ opposition to 
the word “bloomer.” The National Dress Reform Association distinguished its members from 
bloomer supporters by referring to the latter as “the woman’s rights women.” Members of the 
NDRA were simply dress reformers.337  
 Confusingly, health reform periodicals referred to the American costume as the bloomer 
costume, likely because its notoriety meant that the name “bloomer” was more familiar to the 
general public. 338 One reader, calling herself “Working Woman,” wrote to The Woman’s 
Journal asking for an explanation of the American costume. “We wish to know if there is such a 
costume,” she wrote, “because we have never heard of it before? The idea conjures up to our 
mental vision, dusky forms arrayed in animal’s skins, glass beads, and the like, for it certainly 
cannot mean pale forms dressed in costumes which are very Frenchy.”339 The popular press may 
have created a stigma surrounding the bloomer costume, but they also caused its name to become 
a common part of the nation’s vernacular. Despite attempts to sever any ties to the bloomer 
costume, woman’s rights inexorably leaked into the agenda of the NDRA, making it necessary 
for leaders not only to acknowledge women’s issues, but to adopt them. While James Jackson 
and Harriet Austin continued their crusade to distinguish the purpose of dress reform from other 
reforms, their colleague Lydia Sayer Hasbrouck used her newspaper The Sibyl to support both 
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dress reform and woman’s rights and in doing so pushed hydropathic dress reform out of the 
privacy of water-cure institutions and back into the public arena.340   
 
The Dress Reform Press: Lydia Sayer Hasbrouck  
 Although the initial platform of the National Dress Reform Association dismissed 
woman’s rights, in 1859 the organization amended its constitution to include woman’s rights in 
its platform.341 The agenda of the NDRA remained firmly tied to the role that clothing played in 
women’s lives, but by acknowledging woman’s rights the NDRA also accepted that the vote was 
necessary to elevate women’s legal status. Although it is unclear why this change occurred, it is 
likely that it can largely be attributed to Lydia Sayer Hasbrouck’s influence within her 
newspaper The Sibyl, which served as the publication of the NDRA.  
 Born and raised in Warwick, New York, Lydia Sayer Hasbrouck was well educated, 
attending both high school and college. In 1849 she adopted a garment similar to the bloomer 
costume. (Image 3.10) How Hasbrouck came to know about the garment two years before 
Amelia Bloomer popularized it is unclear; perhaps she was influenced by water-cure, although 
this is not explicitly stated in any of her writings. Hasbrouck’s later decision to join the water-
cure movement, however, supports the idea that health reform inspired her alternative clothing. 
Nevertheless, by the time that she was twenty-two years old Lydia Sayer Hasbrouck had become 
a dress reformer and was exclusively wearing the short dress and trousers. It was this road that 
would lead her to woman’s rights.  
 Sometime around 1850 Hasbrouck applied for and was denied admission to the Seward 
Seminary in Florida, New York, because of her clothing. Although she appealed the decision, the 
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admissions committee was firm: a woman wearing trousers was too radical for its institution. 
Years later Hasbrouck explained that her rejection was a shock because up to that point she had 
never been stigmatized because of her gender. She remembered that, “This treatment anchored 
me into the ranks of woman’s rights advocates, and as I left [the Seward Seminary] I registered a 
vow that I would stand or fall in the battle of women’s physical, political, and educational 
freedom and equality.” Hasbrouck subsequently enrolled at Russell Trall’s Hygeio-Theraputic 
College in New York City to become a water-cure physician. 342 
  Through water-cure Lydia Sayer Hasbrouck began lecturing. She settled in Middletown, 
New York, where she began writing for the Middletown Whig Press, and in 1856 married the 
editor, John Hasbrouck. The bride wore a white bloomer reform costume. That same year John 
and Lydia Sayer Hasbrouck founded The Sibyl, a newspaper dedicated to dress reform. It soon 
became the official publication of the recently formed National Dress Reform Association.343  
 The Lily ceased publication in 1856 after Amelia Bloomer moved to Iowa and The Sibyl 
filled the gap by printing articles discussing issues surrounding dress reform, temperance, 
suffrage, and the anti-smoking movement.344 In the first issue of The Sibyl Lydia Sayer 
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Hasbrouck reported that she had circulated two thousand copies nationally, but she did not 
subsequently print subscription numbers or leave records indicating how many readers 
subscribed annually.345 In later issues, Hasbrouck published The Sibyl only once a month instead 
of biweekly, suggesting that subscriptions were diminishing.346 It is likely that the publication’s 
primary emphasis on dress reform narrowed its appeal, but Hasbrouck offered her subscribers the 
incentive to “club it” with other magazines. This meant that readers could subscribe for one year 
to The Sibyl and another commercial magazine such as Harper’s, Putnam’s, Graham’s, The 
Knickerbocker, or Godey’s Lady’s Book for the combined cost of three dollars, a price that was a 
discount on the mainstream publications. 347 Ironically many of these magazines advertised the 
fashionable garments that Hasbrouck attacked in her articles, but “clubbing it” was an important 
sales strategy and Hasbrouck was able to respect the objectives of other publications. “Godey’s 
Lady’s Book is a splendid thing of its kind,” Hasbrouck wrote in one issue, “Its mission is 
directly opposite our own, yet it is true to its avowed principles, and we like it for being so.”348  
Like other women’s magazines of the era, The Sibyl included recipes and household 
remedies. These tips were published alongside articles on dress reform.349 As a result, The Sybil 
offered an interesting variety of topics that might interest female readers. She also frequently 
wrote about women’s suffrage and education. For Hasbrouck woman’s rights and dress reform 
were inseparable. Unlike James C. Jackson, whose support of dress reform did not require a 
personal wardrobe change, as a woman Hasbrouck’s decision to wear reform dress full time was 
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automatically political.350 As a result she was unsympathetic toward women who had adopted 
and then abandoned the bloomer costume and made a particular point of targeting Lucy Stone. In 
an 1857 article published by The Sibyl a reader complained to Hasbrouck “If females cannot 
stem the tide of prejudice and ignorance and overcome the opposition to the short dress, it is 
hardly to be expected that they can use the right of suffrage creditably to themselves and their 
brothers.351” Hasbrouck agreed, writing that the weaknesses of these women should be exposed. 
According to Hasbrouck, the issue was not that the bloomer costume was blocking other reforms 
or creating conflict for its wearers as woman’s rights advocates claimed, but that women had 
deserted the movement because it was unpopular. Hasbrouck lambasted Stone, claiming that she 
had abandoned the bloomer costume to please her husband. Stone had justified her return to long 
skirts by arguing that the benefits of dress reform were not enough to balance its “obstacles.” 
This polite reference to the harassment Stone suffered did little to satisfy Hasbrouck, who 
implied that Lucy Stone’s decision to discontinue wearing the reform dress made her a fickle 
reformer who was not truly devoted to woman’s rights. 352  
The Sibyl strengthened many women’s resolve by creating a nationwide dress reform 
community to which they could turn for information and moral support. The newspaper 
advertised the annual meetings of the National Dress Reform Convention and published 
summaries of the lectures given for the benefit of those who could not attend. The Sibyl also 
provided a forum for women to compare notes on their experiences wearing the short dress in 
public.  For example, The Sibyl inspired Julia Archibald Holmes to adopt the American Costume, 
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which she wore when she and her husband decided to climb Pike’s Peak in 1858.353 Holmes also 
chose to correspond with The Sibyl during her journey, writing “I think an account of my recent 
trip will be received with some interest by my sisters in reform, the readers of The Sibyl  - if not 
by the rest of mankind – since I am, perhaps, the first woman who has worn the “American 
costume” across that prairie sea which divides the great frontier of the states from the Rocky 
Mountains.”354 Like her counterparts who wore the bloomer costume to cross the prairie to 
California, Holmes found herself a curiosity. Stopping at a place called Cottonwood Creek, she 
unpacked the cooking stove to prepare provisions only to find herself surrounded by men staring 
at her clothing. “I wore a calico dress, reaching a little below the knee,” Holmes wrote to 
Hasbrouck, “pants of the same, Indian moccasins on my feet, and on my head a hat.” Another 
female traveler advised Holmes to return to long dresses or she would be gossiped about the 
entire trip, but Holmes would not be swayed. “I then endeavored to explain to her the many 
advantages which the reform dress possesses over the fashionable one but failed to make her 
appreciate my views.”355 Sayer published Holmes’s letters to provide encouragement to other 
readers.  
Women writing to The Sibyl expressed their gratitude to Hasbrouck for including 
correspondence from women like Julia Archibald Holmes who withstood the social disapproval 
of dress reform. Many dress reformers felt isolated within their communities and looked forward 
to reading the essays and editorials published in The Sibyl. One woman noted, “Was it not for the 
encouragement I get from reading of others that are alone in this reform, I do not know but I 
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would get discouraged; and as I like to hear from others, I thought others would like to hear from 
me.”356  
Although Lydia Sayer Hasbrouck was the primary author of the articles in The Sibyl, she 
published speeches and writings by male members of the National Dress Reform Association, 
including Gerrit Smith. Together these guest authors created a network of shared experiences in 
the pages of The Sibyl. An Ohio woman wrote,” In The Sibyl I find society and encouragements. 
I learn that I am not alone in the world; that I have brothers and sisters of kindred sentiments and 
feelings with my own, scattered here and there over the country; and it does my soul good to 
read their communications through our precious little medium.”357 Even in areas where there 
were strong reform communities, dress reformers found themselves isolated for being too 
radical. Dr. Lydia Hammond Stobridge, a hydropathic physician and later president of the 
NDRA, was unaware when she adopted dress reform that she would be so cruelly teased. If not 
for The Sibyl, she recounted, she would not have been able to withstand the ridicule.358 A woman 
from Illinois described being rejected by the other activists in her community because 
“temperance, anti-slavery, moral reform and education receive due attention, yet if a woman sees 
fit to dress herself in a healthful cleanly manner, she is ‘stepping out of her sphere.’ ”359 The 
pressure to compromise could be overwhelming for most women. A woman from Newburgh, 
New York, reported to The Sibyl that, to attempt to combat criticism, her community of women 
adopted “fashionable bloomers” that included ribbons and embroidery. According to the writer, 
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these feminine details made the American Costume popular among women and admired by 
men.360  
Men were generally not supportive of dress reform, and therefore The Sibyl appealed to a 
largely female readership. Those men who were sympathetic, however, also relied on health 
reform journals for support. Throughout 1855, the Water-Cure Journal offered a series of 
marriage advertisements written by men seeking wives sympathetic to dress reform. These 
writers requested partners who they could relate to intellectually. “I am very fond of reading, 
temperate, industrious, and thorough in all my undertakings.” a Mr. Landers wrote, “I wish to 
unite myself with a lady whose tastes will assimilate with mine; one who has a good education 
and conversational powers; one who is capable of loving INTENSELY and whose heart is 
always warm.”361 Perhaps most importantly, these advertisements specified the desire for a 
spouse with a similar moral code, including dedication to vegetarianism, anti-slavery, anti-
tobacco, and dress reform. One man described his perfect mate as a “Vegetarian, Hydropath, 
Progressionist [sic], and Phrenologist; a believer in spiritual affinities, and nothing else; is 
tolerably intelligent, and more than ‘indifferently honest’ [who] likes Bloomers very well.”362   
This inclusion of marriage advertisements in reform newspapers was another reflection of 
the intense sense of isolation among reformers. Overall, the American public and the press 
rejected the American costume just as it had the bloomer costume. In 1860 the New York comic 
periodical Comic Monthly published a cartoon spread by Frank Bellew on “Woman’s rights and 
Dress Reform.” (Image 3.11) Women in the image are shown wearing variations on the bloomer 
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costume while competing for the opportunity to cast a vote for a female candidate on the 
Democratic ballot, sailing, racing horses, smoking, fist fighting, testifying in court, and boxing. 
One woman stood while a boy shined her shoes and little girls were shown mimicking the 
actions of the adult women – physically fighting and smoking. Urban humor publications such as 
Comic Monthly were directed at male readerships and therefore were purposely titillating. 
Although the heyday of bloomer humor had passed, dress reform remained a standard joke in 
images ridiculing woman’s rights, making the community created by dress reform publications 
even more important.363 This ridicule goes far to explain why certain members of the NDRA 
were adamant that dress reform and woman’s rights were seen as separate movements. It was 
this tension over the role that woman’s rights would play in the dress reform movement, 
however, that led to the organization’s dissolution. 364 
 
Gender Tensions Within the NDRA 
At the last formal meeting of the NDRA in June 1865, Lydia Sayer Hasbrouck and James 
C. Jackson openly argued over who would control the meeting. Dr. Mary Edwards Walker, the 
president of the NDRA in 1865, was absent from the meeting probably because she had just 
finished her duties as an acting assistant surgeon for the Union Army. Hasbrouck had served as 
the NDRA president during 1863 and 1864 and made a reasonable assumption that in Walker’s 
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absence she should lead the meeting, but Jackson disagreed. The local newspapers reported that 
eight hundred men and women attended the convention and many of the women wore the 
American Costume. The atmosphere was already tense because a group of young men were 
heckling speakers and Jackson, who unlike his female colleagues was unaccustomed to the 
interruption, threatened to have them arrested. When the young men continued to create a scene, 
Jackson refused to speak and adjourned the meeting. For female dress reformers, Jackson’s 
refusal to continue the meeting through the interruptions, as women typically did, reinforced the 
conviction that men might be sympathetic, but could never understand the experience of wearing 
the American costume. Jackson’s reaction also showed that he was unwilling to be the subject of 
ridicule for the sake of dress reform. 365   
Perhaps based on this disastrous convention, which was covered extensively in Rochester 
newspapers, the short-lived humor magazine Mrs. Grundy366 used the radicalism of Jackson and 
Hasbrouck to undermine dress reform. “Some strong-minded women with short hair and weak-
minded men with long hair, have been holding a ‘Convention’ again on the subject of Short 
Petticoats and ‘women’s right’ to wear them,” the author sarcastically wrote. “Mrs. Hasbrouck, 
the President, having arrived, took the stand, and made a very spirited and eloquent speech. If 
any sensible person entertained a doubt as to the utter imbecility of these epicene Agitators, the 
reported proceedings of the ‘Convention’ would at once remove it.” According to the author, 
Lydia Sayer Hasbrouck had suggested during the convention that women who wore short skirts 
were purer than other women. James C. Jackson, whom the writer referred to as a “vocal 
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Imbecile,” became so moved during several of the speeches that he broke into song. “The theory 
that woman’s Purity of Morals bears an inverse ratio to the length of her petticoats appears to be 
popular among these Emasculated Prigs,” the author wrote. The only saving grace was the 
presence of Frederick Douglass who, when asked his opinion of dress reform, confessed to 
knowing nothing about clothing and suggested the subject be changed. 367   
Although he meant his article to entertain, this author’s obvious aggravation with dress 
reform and with Lydia Sayer Hasbrouck, and James C. Jackson specifically, reflected a 
continued mainstream intolerance for dress reformers, even though the NDRA had attempted to 
distance their movement from the bloomer costume. Dress reformers were radical even within 
reform circles and the promotion of dress reform in health reform periodicals diminished after 
1854. In part, members’ focus on individualism as a catalyst for change over political rights 
increased the isolation suffered by dress reformers. While the Sibyl offered reformers the chance 
to form a community outside of water-cure institutions, the NDRA was ultimately undone 
because male members discounted the importance of woman’s rights to dress reform.368 Yet the 
actual end to the NDRA appears to have resulted from tensions between James C. Jackson and 
Lydia Sayer Hasbrouck. For Jackson, dress reform was one part of a larger mission to link the 
physical body to an abstract understanding of nature. Hasbrouck believed, however, that dress 
reform was a crucial symbol of women’s political and social equality. While women presided 
over NDRA meetings and all of the organization’s presidents were women, James C. Jackson 
also saw himself as a controlling member and dominated the discussion at meetings. He 
dismissed suffrage as meaningless, arguing instead that if the sexes wore androgynous clothing 
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they would be equal. 369  He further emphasized that dress reform would be most successful if 
the genders worked together. These idealistic arguments angered the female members of the 
executive committee who realized that simply donning asexual clothing placed women no closer 
to equal rights than had fashionable clothing. Ultimately many women left the NDRA because of 
the bickering between Jackson and the executive committee. The membership who remained 
became alienated over the NDRA’s official position on the Civil War.370  
When the Civil War began in 1861 the NDRA executive committee announced that 
conventions would continue to focus exclusively on dress. Members were discouraged from 
discussing the war. Those in the NDRA who wished to participate in the war effort would not be 
kicked out for doing so, but it was made clear that these activities were not representing the 
interests of dress reform. Records from NDRA meetings during the Civil War reveal that its 
executive committee disregarded any effect that the war might have on women’s personal lives 
or the availability of clothing and instead continued to encourage members to adopt the 
American costume full time.371 As a result membership and subscription numbers for the NDRA 
and The Sibyl dropped. By the end of the Civil War both had folded. 
 
The Failures and Successes of Hydropathic Dress Reform.  
The Sibyl ceased publication in 1864 because Lydia Sayer Hasbrouck was suffering from 
exhaustion and because diminishing circulation of the newspaper meant that she simply could no 
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longer afford to publish without raising subscription prices. 372 The NDRA disbanded one year 
later, largely due to conflicts within the leadership.  
Hydropathic dress reform had been an attempt by water curists to pursue the work that 
the bloomer movement failed to do. Unlike bloomer supporters, hydropathic dress reformers 
dismissed the link between women’s clothing and woman’s rights. For the male leadership, 
specifically James C. Jackson, dress reform was an ideological commitment and only one part of 
a larger crusade to improve women’s health; first women would adopt the American costume 
within the privacy of sanitariums and then at home. For female hydropaths, however, adopting 
dress reform full time inevitably politicized their bodies and propelled the dress reform 
movement into the public sphere. These women had learned from observing the failure of the 
bloomer movement, however, and were better prepared for public scrutiny than their sister dress 
reformers. The Sibyl, in particular, offered a community to those who felt isolated by dress 
reform. In the end, however, the hydropathic dress reform movement’s undoing was the tension 
between those who viewed it as an isolated reform and those who believed that dress was linked 
to gender equality. 
The demise of the NDRA and the Sibyl also reflected the decline of water-cure. In the 
aftermath of the Civil War, the fervor for social reform dissipated. When the Fifteenth-
Amendment was ratified granting black men the right to vote but excluding women, the 
woman’s rights movement split into two factions, one supporting the amendment and the other 
opposing it. Moving forward both groups centered their focus on women’s suffrage. Meanwhile 
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hydropaths were forced to admit that diet changes and hygiene alone did not necessarily 
guarantee long life or good health. The invention of leisure activities further undermined the 
popularity of water-cure as families began taking vacations at grand hotels instead of arranging 
for stays at sanitariums. Elite spas at mineral springs drew on the legacy of hydropathy, but 
patrons were far more concerned with relaxation than personal betterment and dress reform.373  
Yet, while the notion that water-cure was a panacea for physical illness may have become 
outdated, hydropathic dress reformers succeeded in one area where the bloomer movement 
failed: they linked alternative dress to good health and in doing so popularized the idea that 
women’s dress needed to be reformed for convenience. The popularity of water-cure sanitariums 
combined with the widespread circulation of health reform writings to emphasize that clothing 
should contribute to good hygiene and allow for increased mobility. Thus, as these ideas became 
mainstreamed, a new version of dress reform developed, one that applied the principles of 
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Image 3.1: "The American and French Fashions Contrasted"  





















































Image 3.4: Harriet Austin 
Albert J. Leffingwell Papers, Atwater Collection,  









Image 3.5: Harriet N. Austin, undated.  















Image 3.6: Mary Little, Dansville, NY July 1863 
Albert J. Leffingwell Papers, Atwater Collection,  







Image 3.7: Florence P. Barry of Boston, Massachusetts 
Albert J. Leffingwell Papers, Atwater Collection,  








Image 3.8: Hester Allen, 1863  
Albert J. Leffingwell Papers, Atwater Collection,  






Image 3.9: Mrs. Wm. H. Orr of Toronto 
Albert J. Leffingwell Papers, Atwater Collection, 
















Image 3.10: Lydia Sayer Hasbrouck 





























Chapter 4: “Comfortably Fashionable”: Dress Reform, Underwear, and Accessories  
 
 Although the water-cure movement was in decline by the end of the 1860s, the 
importance of bathing and the benefits of practical women’s clothing had reached the 
mainstream. This did not, however, change the importance of fashion to women’s identities. In 
1869 author George Ellington published an expose entitled The Women of New York or the 
Under-World of the Great City. Ellington’s main focus was female prostitutes and criminals, but 
he dedicated a specific chapter to fashionable women, writing, “From all this we see that in 
society it is modest to be in fashion, and very immodest to be out of fashion.”375 In short, women 
wanted to wear fashionable dress and even those who disliked it did not want to violate decorum. 
The challenging task for dress reformers was to convince women that they could abandon the 
most problematic elements of fashion without jeopardizing their reputations. Toward the end, 
reformers began modifying underwear and accessories in an attempt to make dress reform more 
culturally acceptable. These changes would remain isolated within reform circles until fashion 
designers created a market for clothing that bridged the gap between function and fashion. 
 
The Link between Hygiene and Fashion 
 By 1870 hygiene was being taught in public schools. There was also a rise in domestic 
medical guides and published articles aimed at instructing readers on how to personally maintain 
their health. 376 These publications included material that had previously been absent from 
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mainstream medical advice. The reader could now find instructions for calisthenics, 
recommendations for bathing techniques such as the sitz bath, and explanations of menstruation, 
pregnancy and childbirth. 377   
 For the middle and elite classes personal hygiene had become a mark of refinement. 
These groups viewed cleanliness as an especially important means of distinguishing between 
native-born Americans and immigrants. Between 1870 and 1890 eight million immigrants joined 
the population of the United States and many of these people had “pre-modern” understandings 
of sanitation and disease. Reformers interested in public health were aware of the link between 
poverty and sickness, but associated this relationship with immigration and the “depraved” 
customs of foreigners, including their poor living conditions. The high mortality rates among 
immigrants seemed to reinforce this belief.378 Good health, therefore, was a mark of middle-class 
respectability and could be measured by physical indicators such as rosy skin or good posture. 
“Females should be early taught the important fact that beauty cannot, in reality, exist 
independent of health; and that one is absolutely unattainable by any practice inconsistent with 
the other,” an article in the Yankee Farmer and News Letter explained to readers. “Beauty of 
complexion, and, to a certain extent that of shape also, is nothing more than visible health – a 
pure mirror of the perfect performance of the internal functions, and of their harmony with the 
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external portions of the system…”379 Fashion complemented this beauty and further 
distinguished Americans from immigrants. In 1851 the American Whig Review noted that the 
recent influx of European migrants into the United States arrived with the traditional customs 
and clothing of their homelands intact. Thus, these immigrants offered Americans the 
opportunity to observe the “lower and lowest orders” from a variety of nations.380 Immigrants, 
however, were eager to cast off remnants of the old world as quickly as possible, in particular 
when it came to appearance. These men and women adopted American styles of clothing, 
thereby symbolically creating new identities, and limiting the visible distinctions between native-
born Americans and immigrants.381  
Historically one’s clothing style denoted both profession and social class. By 1850, 
however, the mass production of clothing in the United States had increased the availability and 
decreased the cost of fashionable styles for most Americans. Costume historians thus refer to this 
period as the era of “democratization” of fashion.382 While fabrics worn by upper class women 
were of finer quality and more elaborate design, most middle and working-class people were 
able to copy current fashions.383 Fashionable clothing therefore masked whether one was rich or 
poor. For instance, on their day off, domestic servants were reportedly indistinguishable from the 
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women for whom they worked.384 For people living in the Mid-West and West fashion was 
linked to urbanism. As scholar Diana Crane notes, photographs from the 1870s and 80s reveal 
that many rural men wore the suit as their Sunday clothing. Women in these photographs also 
emulate eastern styles, wearing corsets and embellished skirts, although it is unlikely that they 
wore these clothes on a daily basis. Women seeking employment in sales or other public jobs 
found that their success depended on what they wore and the proper shape of their figures.385 
This silhouette was impossible for most women to achieve, however, without one item: the 
corset.  
Corset Design 
While the majority of women seem to have embraced the corset it was also a source of 
controversy. Mainstream publications argued that the corset was fundamental to a woman’s 
attractiveness, while reformers claimed that it symbolized gender subjugation.386 Although 
nineteenth-century corsets were often associated with tight lacing, it appears that the practice was 
disapproved of. One advice manual for ladies advised that the corset should be used to keep the 
chest warm, but referred to tight lacing as a “fantastical notion of beauty.”387 Women who tight-
laced their waists were reputed to achieve circumferences as narrow as 18 inches, but costume 
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historian Valerie Steele writes that the sizes within the noteworthy corset collection held at 
Colonial Williamsburg range from 24-30 inches, suggesting that tight-lacing was not a normal 
practice.388 Still, reform publications treated tight lacing as though it was a legitimate threat to 
women’s health and warned that practitioners would suffer premature death.389  
Despite reformer’s trepidations, the corset was a staple of nineteenth-century women’s 
underwear and a crucial statement of style. In an era before brassieres women were able to 
support and lift their breasts with corsets. If a woman wished to create the illusion of a fuller 
bust, optional padding aided in creating curves. For women who experienced multiple 
pregnancies a corset could be used to hide large stomachs or support sagging breasts.390 For the 
home seamstress, however, corsets were much more difficult to create than typical clothing. An 
1857 instruction guide published in Godey’s Ladies Book alerted women that, in order sew a 
corset themselves they must first create a pattern based on written instructions and then 
efficiently sew the material. Finally they must be able to split and shave whalebone. Although 
most women could create their own patterns and clothing, corsets were beyond the skills of these 
amateur seamstresses. The resulting homemade corsets were often misshapen and ill fitting.391 
 Beginning in the 1850s, however, the mass production of corsets made it easier for all 
women to achieve the hour-glass silhouette. In America corsets were mass-produced in a variety 
of sizes and for different ages and body types, but European corsets were considered the most 
luxurious. An 1851 advertisement for Mrs. Bowles New York corset shop claimed that she 
manufactured English and Parisian pattern corsets as well as imported French and German 
corsets. French corsets were particularly popular as evidenced by American designers who 
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boasted that they exclusively used French patterns.392 Yet the popularity of corsets did nothing to 
sway the concerns expressed by some doctors and reformers that corsets were harmful. “Who 
shall decide when doctors disagree, and therefore we have nothing to say for or against the 
wisdom and propriety of wearing corsets; we only know that many women do wear them, and 
that they are essential to that perfect elegance for form and distinction of style, which marks the 
thoroughly bred lady,” one fashion designer wrote.393 To appeal both to women’s demand for 
corsets and the concerns of the health community certain designers created modified corsets.394 
 
The Pioneers of Underwear Reform 
One of the first designers to suggest a model for corset reform was English stay-maker 
Madame Roxy Anne Caplin. Caplin wrote that many physicians encouraged women to abandon 
corsets for the sake of health, yet she considered this a narrow approach. “It never seems to have 
occurred to the Doctor” she noted, “that ladies must and will wear stays, in spite of all of the 
medical men in the world.”395 The solution was not to give up corsets, but to improve corset 
design. As early as 1838 Caplin and her husband, who ran a hygienic gymnasium in London, 
patented a front-fastening stay, which had pulleys and wheels in the back and springs and 
grooves in the front to allow for mobility. Caplin was also responsible for creating a custom 
corset panel to aid in precision fitting and an adjustable maternity corset with flaps across the 
bust to allow for breastfeeding. 396 Perhaps most significantly she designed a pattern for a 
“hygienic” corset, that included elastic panels. Although sales records do not exist for this corset, 
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Caplin claimed that the design was “pirated or attempted by every staymaker in London or 
Paris.”397 
Madame Caplin also urged women to distribute the weight of their undergarments across 
the body. She proposed a “petticoat suspender,” which was a band of fabric at the bottom of the 
corset. It had three rows of buttons and, according to Caplin’s design, the petticoat would be 
buttoned onto the fabric.  This design would supposedly distribute the weight of the underskirts 
across the body, allowing women to maintain better posture and properly show off their figures 
without damaging their health. Caplin received acclaim for her designs. At the 1851 World’s 
Columbian Exhibition she won the only prize given for modified garments and her inventions 
were featured in Godey’s Lady’s Book. 398 Yet none of Caplin’s designs revolutionized women’s 
corsets. 
Many of Caplin’s inventions were ludicrous and would have been more difficult to wear 
than typical fashionable clothing, but other dress reformers shared her concern that women’s hips 
were carrying too much weight. For example, in the early 1850s Helen Lewis, wife of exercise 
pioneer Dio Lewis, attached suspenders to her skirt so that the weight was distributed across her 
shoulders and not her waist. 399 At the 1864 World’s Health Convention dress reformer Mrs. 
M.M. Jones also suggested that women use suspenders. To women who were not interested in 
fully embracing dress reform, Jones suggested that they could “make the long dress hygienic” by 
shortening the hem and eliminating underskirts in favor of drawers.400 This focus on hygienic 
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dress rather than dress reform became a common strategy for promoting modified clothing 
during the second half of the nineteenth-century.  
Similarly, in her 1873 lecture given before the New England Women’s Club, author 
Elizabeth Stuart Phelps declared that the failure of dress reform could be explained by attempts 
to enact too much change too quickly. Her advice: “Cut your dress as short as you can wear it 
without attracting unsuitable attention in a public place.” If done subtly friends and family would 
not notice. 401  Phelps admitted that many of her design ideas came from water cure 
establishments, but she denied that shortening skirts alone would save a woman’s health. “Do not 
flatter yourself that you are yet hygienically attired,” she continued. Only changing the design of 
women’s underwear would preserve their health. 402  Phelps’ suggestions for underwear reform 
ranged from making sure that one was warm enough in the winter to never wearing more than 
two underskirts. She also suggested that corsets and crinoline be eliminated from the wardrobe 
and that undergarments should be loose across the chest. Phelps also urged that undergarments 
be hung from the shoulders with suspenders. If garments were too heavy then two pair of 
suspenders could be used. Phelps offered her listeners one more sage piece of advice: If they 
wanted to know what hygienic underwear reform looked like, they should subscribe to 
Demorest’s Monthly Magazine and the Mirror of Fashion. 403 
Madame Demorest 
Phelps’ recommendation confirmed the importance of Madame Demorest, one of the 
most successful and well-known dressmakers in the United States.404 Demorest’s dress designs 
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were considered the height of fashion, but she also designed undergarments and accessories that 
could transform an average gown into one that met the standards of dress reform. The difference 
between Demorest and other designers of reform garments, however, was that she appealed to a 
mass market.  
Ellen Demorest, née Curtis, was as a milliner (hat maker) like her father. Her childhood 
in Schuylerville, New York, was marked by the elegance of the local Saratoga Springs spa that 
served as a society destination as well as a health resort. As a businesswoman, Curtis operated in 
the male industrial world, but as a milliner she had chosen an enterprise that was acceptable to 
female owners. Milliners, dressmakers and seamstresses were overwhelmingly women and their 
businesses catered to a female clientele. In the millinery hierarchy, women generally spent at 
least five years apprenticing before working their way to the top positions of milliner and 
dressmaker in the trade. Curtis was fortunate, however, for her parents were eager to spare her 
the toil of an apprenticeship; they funded her first shop in Saratoga Springs. The shop was an 
instant success and she subsequently moved to the leading millinery center of Troy, New York. 
Here she studied dressmaking before moving to Brooklyn.405 
  Although New York City was the center of the United States garment industry during the 
1850s, with department stores such as Lord and Taylor and B. Altman and Company opening in 
Manhattan, Ellen Curtis decided to establish her business in the neighboring city of Brooklyn. 
Through this business she met a Philadelphia merchandiser, William Jennings Demorest, a 
widower with two children. Demorest was the owner of a fashion emporium named Madame 
Demorest’s, after his first wife. When William Jennings Demorest and Ellen Curtis married in 
1858, the new Mrs. Demorest left her millinery business to work full time with her husband at 
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their Emporium on Broadway, catering to wealthy New York women. With Madame Demorest’s 
Fashion Emporium flourishing, William Demorest founded the journal The Mirror of Fashions 
in 1860, and Ellen Demorest, now Madame Demorest, became its editor. The journal’s goal was 
to market Demorest clothing across the country. 406 
 In its time Demorest’s Monthly Magazine and the Mirror of Fashions was among the best 
selling middle-class magazines in the United States. By 1860 circulation had reached 60,000 
copies a month. By 1865 this number rose to 100,000 after the magazine began to be distributed 
by 1,500 businesses throughout the United States.407 Its contents included advice on women’s 
issues such as fashion and cooking as well as popular fiction. The magazine also served as a 
means to advertise Demorest’s clothing Although The Mirror of Fashion was not a reform 
periodical, nor was Ellen Demorest identified as a dress reform advocate, her fashion designs did 
apply the most important contemporary principles of hygiene and dress reform. Many of these, 
including preventing clothes from dragging in the streets and relieving the torso of constricting 
garments, had originated with the health reform and water cure movements,  
Like other fashion magazines of the era each issue of The Demorest’s Mirror of Fashions 
contained colored plates showing the latest fashions for women and children. Yet the majority of 
the magazine’s content was text, including serial fiction and household advice ranging from 
Thanksgiving Day recipes to the best spot removers. In 1864 William Demorest bought one of 
the early pictorial papers, the New York Illustrated News, and when that weekly went out of 
business eight months later he combined the idea of an illustrated newspaper with his fashion 
magazine to create Demorest’s Illustrated Monthly and Mme. Demorest’s Mirror of Fashions. 
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What made this magazine both popular and important was Ellen Demorest’s invention of the 
tissue paper pattern.408 
In the decades before this paper pattern, elaborate dress fashions were difficult for the 
average seamstress to recreate. Each piece must be precisely cut, and the position of the skilled 
“cutter” was highly respected in the dressmaking industry. Dressmakers relied on the “pin to 
form” method where paper or inexpensive fabric was pinned to the customer’s body and then cut 
to create a pattern. The pattern was then basted to create a lining, which the client put on to allow 
the dressmaker to more precisely fit the garment to the body. After this time consuming process, 
the dressmaker was finally ready to use the lining as a pattern for the dress. Fashion magazines 
had typically published patterns, but they were not to scale. Seamstress had to adjust the small 
pattern to realistic measurements. Ellen Demorest’s invention of scaled, tissue paper patterns 
revolutionized dressmaking.409   
The introduction of paper patterns not only simplified the long process of sewing a gown, 
but provided women all over the country with an inexpensive means to make fashionable 
clothing at home. In 1851 Godey’s Lady’s Book noted that it cost a family $.75 a day to hire a 
dressmaker. It was recommended that families set aside enough money to hire a seamstress for a 
full week every season, a cost that would have been beyond the means of working families. 
Demorest’s tissue paper patterns cost $.25 or $.50, if a person wanted the dress to include fancy 
trim. Professional dressmakers could purchase patterns for a discount.410 To advertise their 
pattern business William Demorest included a complimentary pattern in each issue of the 
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Demorest’s Illustrated Monthly and Mme. Demorest’s Mirror of Fashions; this stimulated a 
national demand for paper patterns featuring Demorest fashions.411 William Demorest used 
premiums and incentives to solicit more subscriptions, offering a photograph album for any 
reader who brought in three new subscriptions and a sewing machine for thirty-five 
subscriptions. Ellen Demorest became a celebrity as Madame Demorest. Her patterns were 
reprinted in Godey’s Lady’s Book and Leslie’s Gazette of Fashions as well as advertised in dress 
reform manuals. In 1863 she was heralded as the designer of a wedding trousseau for the bride of 
P. T. Barnum’s leading attraction, General Tom Thumb.412  
Ellen Demorest’s fame made her an authority on fashion and she was able to use her 
reputation to advocate dress reform and hygienic clothing. Her popularity increased with the 
widespread dissemination of the sewing machine, making dressmaking quicker and easier. 413   
Armed with paper patterns and a sewing machine, ordinary women could now create their own 
fashionable clothing regardless of their geographic location.414 In addition to being disseminated 
in The Mirror of Fashions, patterns could be mailed anywhere and stores across the nation sold 
the company’s patterns.415 Just as Lydia Sayer Hasbrouck’s writings in The Sibyl created a long 
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distance dress reform community, Demorest’s patterns expanded the reach of “high fashion” by 
bringing it “at low cost” to women across the country. In 1875 the Demorest company 
distributed more than 3 million paper patterns internationally. 416 Women who might otherwise 
be unable to afford fashion could keep up with the latest styles.  
 
“Comfortably Fashionable” Women’s Clothing 
As a recognizable brand, “Demorest” became synonymous with fashion, but in their 
personal lives William and Ellen Demorest were social reformers.417 William Demorest was a 
temperance reformer and a diet reformer. Both the Demorests were abolitionists and the pages of 
Demorests’s Illustrated Monthly and Mirror of Fashions reflected Ellen Demorest’s interest in 
woman’s rights.418 Although less direct than women’s periodicals such as The Lily or Paulina 
Wright Davis’ suffrage newspaper Una,419 the Demorests’ publication addressed women’s rights 
through articles on women’s education, equality in the workplace, and functional clothing. 420 
Demorest’s progressive views were also evident in Ellen’s decision to hire women of all races to 
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work in her business and her insistence that they treat one another as equals. Customers who 
complained were told that they could shop elsewhere.421 
During the second half of the nineteenth-century the upper class still set fashion styles, 
and Ellen Demorest adapted these trends and simplified them for a mass market.422 One of her 
more popular designs was an inexpensive hoopskirt, which cost one dollar for twenty springs. 
According to Frank Leslie’s Ladies’ Gazette of Paris, London and New York Fashions, 
Demorest’s hoop skirt became so popular that other manufacturers reduced their prices to 
compete, although no other brand matched the price. Demorest’s hoops had the added benefit of 
being sewn in such a way that the heel of a woman’s shoe would not catch on the bottom of the 
hoop.423  
During the 1860s The Mirror of Fashions also advertised “walking dresses,” with hems 
that were approximately two inches shorter than average. 424 Walking dresses were fashionable, 
but they were intended to help women avoid dragging their skirts on the ground where they 
would become soiled with trash, mud, tobacco juice, or horse manure. This had, of course, been 
a central argument in favor of the bloomer costume and the American costume; the popularity of 
walking dresses shows that the fashionable world was not oblivious to this issue. Walking 
dresses were far more conservative than the bloomer costume, and subtle length difference meant 
that these garments were neither drastically different from fashion nor did they require trousers 
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for modesty. Perhaps to increase their stylishness women wore slightly longer underskirts with 
elaborate designs under their shortened overskirts. Although she did not provide patterns for 
these garments, Demorest informed her readers that she had seen red petticoats embroidered with 
black swallows, light colored petticoats with dragons appliqued in black silk, and black 
petticoats with colorfully embroidered butterflies.425  
Demorest’s innovations were popular because they modernized accessories already 
familiar to middle-class and elite women. For example, during the 1840s the “hem saver,” a 
length of braided wool and horsehair, was sewn on the inside hem of women’s dresses to protect 
them from filth.426 Skirt lifters, which were accessories similar to a pair of tongs, were also worn 
as early as 1846 but reached their peak between 1860 and 1880. An example from 1876 is made 
of brass with a decorative butterfly at the top. In this particular example, a small ring located at 
the top of the item between the handles would have been connected to a chain, which would have 
encircled the woman’s waist. The skirt lifter would have then hung from the chain. 427 (Image 
4.1) The butterfly motif featured on this item was the height of fashion during the 1870s when 
the skirt lifter was manufactured and a woman who purchased it would have used it as a 
decorative piece as well as a functional one. 428   
Skirt lifters were not directly linked to dress reform, but their purpose shows that non-
reform women recognized the need for accessories that made walking easier and kept women’s 
skirts from dragging on the ground. Ellen Demorest realized this. She invented a unique version 
of the skirt lifter, called Demorest’s Bentoiton looper. (Image 4.2) Instead of clamps, Demorest’s 
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dress loopers were brown molded horn links, with a metal hook on each end. The hooks were 
attached at the seams of the skirt vertically to create pick-ups points, which elevated the hemline. 
The dress loopers could be placed close together or far apart and at varying heights to create 
different patterns. 429   
Two sets of Demorest’s Bentoiton Dress Loopers in the collection of the Boston Museum 
of Fine Arts show that dress loopers could either be plain or ornamental. (Image 4.3) A set of 
four dress loopers includes a portrait bust of a woman, in the same style and material as 
inexpensive women’s jewelry. (Image 4.4) Clearly, the Bentoiton Dress Looper was not just a 
functional accessory for the skirt; it was an ornament that transformed dress reform from a 
challenge to fashion to its complement. On the back of the bust were stickers with Ellen 
Demorest’s face. This image created a brand that allowed women to both identify the product 
and enjoy the prestige of owning a “Demorest” accessory. (Image 4.5)  
Ellen Demorest’s designs are important because they created temporary dress changes 
that allowed women to embrace the benefits of short skirts without making a permanent change 
to their wardrobe. A similar philosophy applied to Demorest’s “Imperial Dress Elevator,” a 
device that allowed women to elevate their skirts at will. If fashion plates of this design were 
published in Demorest’s magazine none survive, but descriptions explain that the dress elevator 
was a series of strings and a pulley worn underneath a woman’s skirt so that she could quickly 
raise and lower her dress as needed. For between seventy-five cents to one-dollar a woman could 
purchase the Imperial Dress Elevator. 430 This design became so popular that “Imperial” became 
a commonly used term for any mechanism that raised the skirt. In New York City women 
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questioned one another as they walked down the street, “Are you wearing your Imperial 
today?”431  
   Women Who Wore Demorest Fashions 
Mme. Demorest’s inexpensive garments and tissue paper patterns created a culture in 
which women could empower themselves through consumerism. The Mirror of Fashion helped 
spread the critical information about fashion to non-elite women. It was cheaper than the 
periodicals, including suffrage journals, whose annual subscription was twice what an Irish 
servant made in a week. 432 In the Midwest and West, where social distinctions were less 
pronounced, Eastern transplants were drawn to fashion because of its link to urban centers and its 
role as a form of popular culture.433 An Iowa woman wrote to the Mirror of Fashions “I thought, 
when getting married and moving West, that I could do without your book, but I find that I need 
it more than ever. Husband says he cannot get along without your [recipes for] cakes and 
puddings, and our little “Maggie” needs your assistance in order to compete with her Eastern 
cousins.”434 Similarly in February 1868 a female shopkeeper from Oregon wrote to Mirror of 
Fashions that she could barely keep shipments of the Bentoiton dress loopers in stock.435   
Still, it is unclear if working-class women in the East would have been able to afford a 
subscription to the Mirror of Fashions. These women may have observed fashions while 
attending church, rather than learning of them from magazines, since it was customary to wear 
your finest clothing on Sundays.436 Although a subscription to the Mirror of Fashion only cost 
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one dollar, it was costly for working class women who earned between $2 and $8 a week. 
Furthermore even if they could afford Demorest’s periodical they may not have been able to 
afford to purchase a pattern and then hire a seamstress to sew the garments. Yet, despite the cost, 
workingwomen found ways to dress fashionably.  
Although workingwomen left few written records, contemporary observers noted that 
fashion was important to their identities. An 1863 study of working class women in New York 
City found that there existed an “aristocracy of working women” who earned high enough wages 
to purchase fashionable clothing. In one such factory the women spent so much of their wages on 
clothing that the firm considered opening a savings bank for them. In another the owner 
estimated that he had paid his forewoman $1,000 a year, most of which she spent on clothing. 
For many women, however, there was not enough money for new clothing and they dressed 
“shabbily.” 437  
An 1875 study done by statistician Carroll D. Wright on workingwomen in 
Massachusetts found that many could not afford to cover room and board as well as new 
clothing. Despite their low wages, these women complained that employers refused to hire 
women who dressed poorly. This made fashion as essential to one’s livelihood as it was a 
cultural achievement. As a result, accessories such as those designed by Demorest became 
particularly important for these women. If they could not afford new clothing, women could add 
fashionable details to their older, and limited number of garments. While wealthy women owned 
as many as fifty or sixty dresses, research revealed that on average working-women owned only 
four dresses, three for every day wear and one for Sunday. These poor women would have been 
unable to afford to keep up with changing fashion by purchasing new dresses. Much of their free 
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time, therefore, was spent altering old dresses so that they matched current trends. Accessories 
such as watches with chains, broaches, and cameo pins improved the appearance of plain or 
worn dresses and helped working women mimic middle-class culture.438 Cost was thus one 
incentive to purchase Demorest’s fashions and accessories; the other incentive was her focus on 
comfort and the application of dress reform principles in her designs.  
 
Demorest and Dress Reform  
 Ellen Demorest left behind few written records, but her inventions combined with 
fragments of information from health reform periodicals and reformers show that it was not 
coincidental that her designs included principles of dress reform. For example, in an 1886 article 
abolitionist, suffragist, and dress reformer Hannah Tracy Cutler recounted once overhearing 
Demorest talking to a group of women who were concerned that long dresses would replace 
short walking dresses for street wear, “If a few of you will stand by me,” she said, “I will see that 
short dresses shall continue in favor for the coming season.” They remained in vogue the next 
year.439 Demorest, herself, was considered to be an activist by her contemporaries. Sisters 
Victoria Woodhull and Tennessee Claflin, suffragists and the first female stockbrokers on Wall 
Street, also identified Demorest as a part of the reform community in their newspaper Woodhull 
and Claflin’s Weekly. In an article published in 1870, Woodhull and Claflin claimed that “[Ellen 
Demorest] has been long known to the American public as a fashionist [sic] and designer, and of 
late years has been prominent as one of the leaders in the proposed social and political reforms 
bearing upon the conditions of her sex.”440  
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 Yet Ellen Curtis Demorest remained opposed to the bloomer costume because she felt it 
was too extreme and unattractive.441 She preferred more subtle solutions to health problems. For 
example, like other dress reformers, she encouraged women to wear suspenders to alleviate the 
weight of underskirts on the hips rather than to simply eliminate this layer. In an 1867 article for 
the Herald of Health (formerly the Water Cure Journal) Demorest argued “We see in the attire 
of men that a support is lent to the lower garments by straps extending over the shoulders, the 
upper, stronger portions of the frame, thus relieving the hips and placing the burden where it 
tends to straighten and erect the figure to an easy natural position. Why should not women,” 
Demorest continued, “ the acknowledged weaker sex, avail themselves of the same burdens, and 
by wearing shoulder braces take the support of the under-clothing from the waist.” The current 
fashion of wide-spreading crinoline, Demorest argued, necessitated the use of healthful 
undergarments to avoid rheumatism and pressure on the vital organs. Demorest also favored 
clothing that protected the body from weather, such as warm undergarments and proper shoes. 
Thin-soled shoes, Demorest argued, left the body susceptible to damp and cold. Comfortable 
shoes, specifically thick-soled boots in winter, were acceptable to fashion and necessary to 
maintain health. 442 For Demorest, it was a woman’s underwear and accessories that were key to 
health, not her outerwear.   
Although fashion historians have criticized Ellen Demorest’s patterns as too elaborate for 
ordinary women - as compared to simpler designs sold by her main competitor, Butterick 
patterns- her intricate designs were key to her success. They gave ordinary women the 
opportunity to own dresses that reflected the pinnacle of fashion. Furthermore none of 
Demorest’s competitors in the paper pattern industry offered clothing improvements aimed at 
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women’s health.443 As representatives of the Association for the Advancement of American 
Women explained at their 1887 meeting in New York City, in Ellen Demorest, “culture and 
common sense may go together.” 444 
Demorest’s concern for women’s health was not confined to skirt length or devices to 
relieve the weight of clothing. Like many health advocates she addressed the issues of tight laces 
and restrictive undergarments with her designs. One of her most significant innovations was the 
health corset. Unlike other dress reformers, Demorest deemed the corset a necessary element of a 
woman’s wardrobe. “The corset question is one that has been pretty thoroughly discussed for 
ages,” contended a Mirror of Fashions article entitled “Health and Comfort.” Presumably written 
by Mirror of Fashions editor Jane Cunningham Croly, the article continued by explaining, 
“notwithstanding all the opposition to which it is subjected, the corset maintains its place as one 
of the indispensible articles of female attire. In fact, it has become a hygienic necessity.”445 The 
“not too strong lady of the present day” required a corset, but she must consider how to maintain 
her figure without wearing a corset that compressed the body.  
The answer was Madame Demorest’s health corsets. These applied “scientific principles” 
to create an ideal fit. Presumably this meant that Demorest designed her corsets to be flexible 
rather than to constrict the waist like traditional corsets. Instead of boning, Demorest’s design 
used soft cords to maintain stiffness. The front of the corset was fastened with buttons and button 
holes rather than steel clasps. Shoulder straps could be added for women who wanted to attach 
their skirts to buttons on the corset rather than wear Demorest skirt suspenders. A similar health 
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corset from 1880, although not designed by Demorest, shows what a corset with shoulder straps 
might look like. This ivory cotton sateen corset has adjustable shoulder straps sewn to the top of 
the corset. The bottom of the corset has an eyelet where the top of a skirt could be hooked. 
(Image 4.6)  
Corsets with shoulder straps from the first half of the nineteenth-century were often 
angled so as to keep the shoulders back and be invisible under classically inspired dresses. The 
straps on health corsets, however, were designed to hang straight over the shoulders, crossing the 
collarbone. The theory was that with the skirt attached to the corset, the weight of the 
undergarments would be more evenly distributed across the body, rather than resting solely on 
the hips. The alternative, according to Demorest, was skirt suspenders, which were clipped to the 
top of the skirt and worn over the shoulders. Demorest also offered both nursing corsets and 
abdominal corsets, which were longer than regular corsets and provided additional support over 
the stomach.446  
It is difficult to ascertain how many women wore Demorest’s health corsets and skirt 
supports but women’s magazines did endorse and advertise them. An 1873 issue of The Mother’s 
Journal reprinted images of her health corset and skirt supporter. The author promised readers 
that these articles would be comfortable and proclaimed that she “ [rejoiced] in the relief that has 
come through these ‘supporters.’”447 Godey’s Lady’s Book also endorsed Demorest fashions and 
in particular described the dress elevator as a “very useful article.”448 Health reformers’ 
suggestion that women simply stop wearing corsets had proved unsuccessful. Demorest’s 
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significance is that she offered an option that allowed women to maintain decorum but eliminate 
the worrisome side effects of boned corsets.  
Demorest designed and advertised a corded corset as early as 1873. Her biggest 
competition for corset sales soon proved to be Dr. Lucien and Dr. Ira DeVer Warner. The 
brothers were physicians who practiced in Cortland, New York but who lectured on hygiene. The 
proximity of Cortland to both the Glen Haven water cure and the Danville water cure makes it 
likely that the Warner brothers were aware of the hydropathic arguments about women’s 
clothing, though it is unclear if they would have identified themselves as health reformers. In 
their medical practices both brothers argued against women wearing corsets; when their female 
patients refused to comply, the Warner’s designed alternatives. These modified undergarments 
were so popular that the Warners decided to go into a business. The Warner Brothers Corset 
Company opened in Bridgeport, Connecticut, in 1876 to immense success. Among the most 
popular items was Warner’s Coraline Corset, a flexible corset using plant fibers instead of 
boning to shape the garment. The Warner Brothers Corset Company employed more than 1,000 
workers and produced 6,000 corsets daily.449 The brothers also served the community of 
Bridgeport by offering their employees, largely immigrant women, access to housing, a company 
restaurant, library, and English language classes.450 Like Demorest, the Warners were design 
innovators. Their corsets, for example, had shoulder straps. An example of this Warner corset 
from approximately 1889 also shows clasps. This particular item is unique because it includes 
aeration holes over the fully covered bust, presumably designed to ensure the wearer did not 
become overheated. (Image 4.7).  
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The success of the Warner corset company demonstrates women’s willingness to modify 
their undergarments even if they did not want to don full reform dress. Corset manufacture made 
the brothers rich and the sheer output implies that women interested in health corsets were 
familiar with their brand. Advertisements for Demorest’s health corsets and the popularity of her 
magazines also suggest that her brand was widely known, but the Demorests did not focus 
primarily on corsets. They produced a wide variety of sewing items including sewing needles 
and beauty items ranging from undergarments and clothing to face creams and hair products.451 
As a result, their company could not keep up with those like Warner Corsets, who focused all of 
their sales and marketing on one specific item. This was also true for the Demorest tissue paper 
patterns. William Demorest’s business was based on variety; consequently he did not patent his 
wife’s design for the tissue paper pattern. Many of her competitors, including Ebenezer 
Butterick, appropriated her designs, and Butterick’s name became associated with the paper 
pattern industry.452 Ellen Demorest’s advantage in promoting her clothing proved to be the 
fashion columnist and editor of Mirror of Fashions, Jennie June.  
Jennie June and “Talks With Women” 
Jennie June, whose real name was Jane Cunningham Croly, was born in 1829 in 
Leicestershire, England. Her father was a Unitarian preacher and involved with temperance and 
working class education reform. During the nineteenth-century Unitarians clashed with members 
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of the Church of England over the meanings of original sin and the Holy Trinity. This combined 
with literacy classes held in the Cunningham home for working people made the family targets 
of neighborhood violence. One of Jane Cunningham Croly’s earliest childhood memories was of 
the family house being stoned. Afterward her father led young Jane through the streets of 
Leicestershire in hopes that the sight of her might convince the neighbors to stop throwing 
stones. Croly did not record if this strategy worked, but when she was twelve the Cunninghams 
fled Leicestershire in the middle of the night for America. She later lived with her brother in 
Massachusetts and was educated in the public schools. In 1855 at the age of twenty-six, 
Cunningham moved to New York City, where the assistant editor of the New York Tribune, 
Charles A. Dana, accepted her first article. It was while writing for the Tribune that she met and 
married a young staff writer, David Croly.453   
Croly’s journalism career took off in New York City. Under the pen name “Jennie June” 
she began writing a regular column for the weekly papers the New York Sunday Times and 
Noah’s Weekly Messenger. By 1857 Croly was also publishing fashion pieces for the popular 
daily newspaper the New York Herald. These articles were regularly reprinted nationwide, 
making her the first female syndicated columnist in the United States. In 1860 Croly and her 
husband took jobs with a new daily newspaper The New York World and in 1862 they were both 
promoted; David Croly was appointed the managing editor and Jane Cunningham Croly reported 
on trends at New York resort areas like Richfield Springs and Saratoga Springs and edited the 
magazine’s women’s department, a position she held until 1872. 454  
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In 1860, while she was also working for the World, Jane Cunningham Croly was hired as 
the assistant editor to Ellen Demorest at William Demorest’s quarterly magazine, Mirror of 
Fashions. She would work with the Demorests for twenty-seven years, writing a column called 
“Talks With Women,” that focused on a variety of topics including women’s education, female 
physicians, advice for new mothers, the importance of being self-reliant, and clothing. 
 There is no doubt that Jane Cunningham Croly’s magazine pieces revealed her radical 
perspectives on women’s roles in society but, like Ellen Demorest, Croly did not easily fit into 
the mold of a women’s rights reformer. Her views often were contradictory. She argued that a 
woman’s main purpose was to be a wife and mother, yet she also instructed women on how to 
work outside the home. She believed in the ideology of separate spheres but encouraged her 
readers to create an identity as a woman rather than more narrowly as a wife.  
 Elizabeth Cady Stanton criticized Croly for not joining the suffrage movement and 
historians rarely mentioned her until the 1960s—and even then she was described in 
contradictory fashion as a dedicated feminist and as a hesitant supporter of women’s rights.455 
Although Croly did not challenge the idea that a woman’s first duty was to her household, she 
contended that husbands could not always be relied upon to provide. This point, long argued by 
temperance reformers, criticized women’s social and legal helplessness. If a man failed to fulfill 
his obligation to the family, women were left with the responsibilities of paying bills and 
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feeding children. Their lack of job opportunities was economically crippling.456 For Croly, 
women would never gain sexual equality unless they could prove that they were men’s 
intellectual counterparts. Education would allow women the opportunity to develop informed 
opinions, and also offer them the chance to find better jobs and secure financial 
independence.457 These ideas reflected Croly’s family history with working class reform, but 
they put her at odds with suffragists. Leaders of the women’s rights movement were also pro-
education, but they argued that unless a woman could vote she had no power. Croly argued that 
the vote would only be important once women had achieved financial independence from men. 
And this is why dress reform mattered: it would allow a woman to be physically active and to 
advance in the workplace.458 
  Croly also criticized the contradictory expectations of fashionable society. In a published 
letter, written in 1857 when she wrote for the New York Herald, Croly complained that  
When we wore corsets and plenty of skirts, they preached 
continually about ‘compression of the waist,’ ‘weight upon the 
hips,’ etc., and advised young men not to marry girls who were 
sure to die of consumption. Then some of the more courageous 
ones among us tried the Bloomer, which though not very graceful, 
combines ease, comfort, neatness, and economy. But shade of 
Cleopatra! What a hubbub! It was ‘immodest,’ ‘unwomanly,’ 
‘trying to ape men,’ ‘wearing the breeches,’ and everything else 
unlovely and unfeminine.459 
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Croly was clearly frustrated that women were criticized no matter what they wore.460 In an article 
written the same year entitled “Jennie June Bewildered and Indignant,” Croly argued that gender 
inequalities were amplified by fashion. In New York City, she reported, stagecoaches charged 
women as much as double the price to ride because their wide hoop skirts overflowed across the 
seats and made it difficult for other passengers to comfortably fit into the coach. This 
inconvenience had not gone unnoticed by fashion designers who created the “opera skirt” as an 
alternative to crinoline hoops. The opera skirt was flexible enough for a woman to fold her skirt 
in half over her lap so that she did not take up additional space. Although this alternative was the 
most logical solution, Croly explained, a group of women in New York City had recently been 
charged extra to ride even with their modified skirts. Assuming that the extra charge would 
entitle them to a private coach, the women were furious when they realized that the driver 
intended to fill the coach to capacity. Consequently, at every stop the women opened the coach 
door and informed potential customers that there was no room.461 Thwarting the driver’s efforts 
to increase his profits validated the women, but for Croly the issue remained that men felt free to 
criticize the impracticality of women’s clothing while also dictating that they adhere to 
fashion.462  
 Croly was much more concerned with the function of clothing than she was with its 
symbolism. Her approach put her at odds with dress reformers as well as with suffragists. In 
1857 Croly corresponded with the editor of the dress reform newspaper The Sibyl, Lydia Sayer 
Hasbrouck, on the issue of dress. Hasbrouck had seen an advertisement for an American 
Fashion Convention organized by Croly and sent an inquiry as to its purpose along with a 
complimentary issue of The Sibyl. In her response, published in The Sibyl, Croly explained that 
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the purpose of the proposed convention was to encourage American women to design their own 
clothing styles, as opposed to relying on foreign fashion trends. Her efforts met with failure.  
Croly summarized her frustration: 
But in my efforts for the accomplishment of this object, I must say 
I have been disappointed and grieved to see how strongly the 
chains of the modern autocrat, Fashion, binds his devotees. They 
believe in one God only. Fashion and Parisian milliners are his 
prophets; and they would not part with one atom of faith in the 
color of a ribbon of their choosing, lest the great God, Fashion, 
should consign them to outer darkness, and they should be 
considered outcasts from the light of his presence forever. 
 
Croly insisted that she was not advocating dress reform because she was not endorsing a 
particular costume.463 
  Croly’s explanation indicated that to her mind both dress reform and popular fashion 
limited wearers’ individuality by requiring that they conform to pre-approved styles. Lydia Sayer 
Hasbrouck praised Croly’s intentions but chastised her approach: 
But, Jennie, we believe you will meet with little success in your 
enterprise, unless you settle upon something more definite. Your 
idea is an improvement on the present, if you can carry it out, you 
may do much good. You had better join the Dress Reformers, 
however, as they have the broadest, freest, and most common-
sense basis to stand upon. To get women to think and act, is what 
we are striving for; let them once do this, and all will be well, no 
doubt.464 
  
 Like Demorest, Jane Cunningham Croly promoted walking dresses. Women needed 
practical clothing, Croly asserted, and while the bloomer costume had been a good attempt it 
“made caricatures of women.” Croly argued that the walking dress “has all the advantages of 
                                                
463 “American Fashion Convention,” The Sibyl, March 1, 1857, 134.  
464 Ibid., 134. 
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the Bloomer and more, without any of its disadvantages.”465 Walking dresses were also cleaner 
and more economical than long dresses because dress hems would last longer if they were not 
stained and torn as they dragged on the ground.466  
 Croly’s practical dress advice to her readers made her famous. Her fellow journalists 
claimed that her columns became so influential that the pseudonym “Jennie June” was known in 
every American household and that her columns on fashion and social life attracted millions of 
readers. 467 Although it is unlikely that poor, immigrant, or African American women read 
Croly’s writings, her employment by popular mainstream publications like The Mirror of 
Fashions, the New York Herald, and the New York World suggests that her name would have 
been familiar to them. Among her most repeated themes was that women’s main beauty goal 
should be vigor. Short dresses were “the most sensible idea in dress since the advent of thick 
walking-boots,” she argued. “Lifting the dress out of the dirt of the street was a great 
improvement on the old habit of trailing in the mire.”468 By making clothing functional Croly 
reasoned, women would have more opportunities.  
 
Woman’s Rights and Women’s Clubs 
Ellen Demorest and Jane Cunningham Croly were less aggressive than many nineteenth-
century social reformers. Their strategy in promoting woman’s rights was to push against the 
                                                
465 Jennie June, “The Spring Fashions; New York and Paris Modes for March,” Chicago Tribune, March 1, 1867, 
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Daily Journal, January 28, 1867, n.p.  
466 Jennie June, “Fashions for January,” Demorest’s Illustrated Monthly and Mme. Demorest’s Mirror of Fashions 
(January 1868): 18. 
467 David W. Levy, Herbert Croly of The New Republic: The Life and Thought of An American Progressive 
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boundaries separating femininity and reform. In 1868 the two founded Sorosis, the first New 
York City Women’s Club.  
Croly used Sorosis to campaign for the rights of working women and equal pay for equal 
work. Many members also showed an interest in dress reform, even though that was not the main 
goal of Sorosis. Charlotte Wilbour, a suffragist and one of the original five members of Sorosis, 
organized a series of lectures focusing on the benefits of dress reform and health and hygiene. It 
is unclear how Croly and Demorest felt about Wilbour’s efforts, but they supported the 
discussions and activities facilitated by women’s clubs and the interest in reform that these 
events fostered among white, middle class, urban women. The popular press, however, saw 
Sorosis as another example of women overstepping boundaries. In a cartoon published in 
Harper’s Weekly entitled Sorosis, 1869 (Image 4.8) old, sour faced women sit on a stage with a 
sign that says “Sorosis nominations For Governess.” Much like cartoons about woman suffrage, 
this image depicted a room full of unattractive women sitting at tables, signing petitions for 
suffrage, reading Elizabeth Cady Stanton and Susan B. Anthony’s newspaper The Revolution –in 
which the Demorests advertised their fashions—and gesturing wildly at the stage. In the corner, 
sitting on a staircase, two men cradle babies, suggesting that women organizing in any capacity 
threatened a reversal of gender roles. A portrait of Joan of Arc wearing armor hangs on the wall 
as the standard for women taking on male roles.469 On the stage one woman led a man holding a 
baby by a rope tied around his neck. Many of the women on stage wear versions of the walking 
dress, complete with the overskirt and elaborate underskirt, as suggested by Ellen Demorest.  
One woman’s walking dress in the cartoon included a striped underskirt. Although 
women’s clothing patterns did sometimes include stripes, floral and checkered patterns were 
                                                
469 Satirical images also linked Joan of Arc to cross-dressing. In 1851 Punch referred to Joan of Arc as a “proto 




much more common. As stripes were more commonly associated with male dress, this woman’s 
clothing indicated that she was challenging femininity. Her pose, commonly found in fashion 
plates, served as another reference to Ellen Demorest’s position as Mme. Demorest. In the image 
other women wore overstated versions of the Bentoin Dress Looper, recognizable by the 
exaggerated pick-ups in the skirt.470 As in earlier images of the bloomer costume, the artist 
exaggerated the women’s clothing modifications in order to make them appear more outlandish 
than they would have appeared in reality. Many women in the cartoon wore their hair loose, 
indicating a lack of decorum. Few of the women in the image smiled, a signal that their 
unpleasantness led them to social reform. 
 Although the suffrage movement had moved entirely away from dress reform by 1869 
when this image was published, the artist, Charles G. Bush, chose to depict Sorosis in the same 
manner as other women’s rights groups. He may not have been aware of the subtle differences 
between the two movements, but the repetition of this comic convention of depicting female 
activism shows that it was Demorest and Croly’s public personas that opened them up to 
criticism. Within the suffrage movement, however, Demorest and Croly were criticized for not 
being radical enough. Stanton and Anthony’s newspaper The Revolution declared in 1870, 
“Madame Demorest is doing good work in endeavoring to modify extravagant foreign fashions, 
and render them more suitable to our republican theories, if not practice.” And, the article 
continued, Jane Cunningham Croly was also furthering women’s cause with her column “Talks 
with Women.”471 But for Stanton, in particular, suffrage had become the only goal and she hoped 
that Croly would use her literary power to press forward for the cause. Nevertheless, in a letter to 
a reformer, she disapproved of Croly’s vision of women’s rights: “Jennie June is not with us in 
                                                
470 Charles G. Bush, “Sorosis,” Harper’s Weekly, May 15, 1869, 312. 
471 “Literary,” The Revolution, July 21, 1870, 43.  
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spirit.” Yet dress reform as interpreted by Ellen Demorest and Jane Cunningham was more 
successful than the bloomer or American costume had ever been.  
 
The Legacy of Underwear Reform  
 The success of Madame Demorest’s Emporium of Fashion can be measured, in part, by 
the company’s achievements during 1876. That year the company distributed three million paper 
patterns throughout the United States. They also sponsored a booth at the Woman’s Pavilion of 
the Centennial Exhibition in Philadelphia. Here the company showed skirt and stocking 
suspenders, health corsets and bulletins explaining the Demorest method of dress cutting. Wax 
mannequins displayed the latest dress styles (Image 4.9). The Demorest brand was awarded 
multiple medals at the Exhibition and the judges praised the clothing for its “utility, form and 
fashion, and high degree of excellence in workmanship,”472 Moreover Demorest’s designs 
encouraged woman’s rights through practical clothing, but she did not require her clients to 
support more radical reforms such as suffrage.  
 Representatives of the suffrage movement were also present at the fair, but they were not 
in attendance to support dress reform. On July 4, 1876 Elizabeth Cady Stanton, Susan B. 
Anthony and their colleague Matilda Joslyn Gage stood in front of the Woman’s Pavilion 
protesting female disenfranchisement. There is no evidence to suggest that they endorsed any of 
the dress reform exhibits. The Bloomer costume had been specifically banned from the Woman’s 
Pavilion presumably for being unfeminine, but its former supporters had focused their reform 
                                                
472 Robert C. Post, ed, A treatise upon selected aspects of the Great International Exhibition held in Philadelphia on 
the occasion of our Nation’s one-hundredth birthday, with some reference to another exhibition held in Washington 
commemorating that epic event, and called 1876. (Washington, D.C. National Museum of History and Technology, 
Washington, D.C., 1976), 126, 165; Drachman, Enterprising Women, 51-52. 
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efforts primarily on gaining the vote.473 The meaning of dress reform had also changed. Instead 
of symbolizing women’s fight for legislative gains, it had become a movement that promoted 
health and comfort. 
 Other designers of reform underwear did equally well at the Fair. The Worcester corset 
company won an award for Madame Griswold’s abdominal skirt supporting corset. Boston 
seamstress Olivia Flynt exhibited her invention, the bust supporter, a proto-brassiere, and 
Massachusetts inventor Emmeline Philbrook showed a reform corset called the Equoinne Waist. 
474 Mrs. H.S. Hutchinson’s booth displayed clothing endorsed by the Dress Reform Committee 
of the New England Women’s Club, an organization founded for the sole purpose of producing 
and selling patterns for hygienic clothing.475 The positive response to underwear reform at the 
1876 Centennial Exhibition indicated that middle class women embraced dress reform principles 
as long as they did not require the abandonment of fashion.  
While Demorest’s innovations were not directly linked to the other dress reform 
designers present at the Centennial Exhibition, the prevalence of modified undergarments 
signified a shift in the dress reform movement from exclusively outerwear to the understanding 
that women could modify undergarments for health while maintaining a fashionable exterior. In 
                                                
473 Paul Greenhalgh, Ephemeral Vistas: The Expositions Universelles, Great Exhibitions and World’s Fairs, 1851-
1939 (Manchester: Manchester University Press, 1988), 178. 
474 Olivia Flynt was a Boston seamstress who sewed for the upper class and designed reform undergarments. Many 
of the designs at the 1876 Centennial were associated with the organization of the New England Dress Reform 
Committee, but Flynt had been patenting undergarments since 1873. In 1876 she patented the bust supporter, which 
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and without wrinkles or gathers…” See Specifications and Drawings of Patents Issued from the United States Patent 
Office For February, 1876 (Washington: Government Printing Office, 1876), 793. 
475 The Dress Reform Committee was organized in 1874 after Elizabeth Phelps spoke on dress reform before the 
New England Women’s Club. Among the garments endorsed by this committee was Susan Taylor Converse’s 
design for a union suit, called the Emancipation Suit, the Gabrielle skirt, and chemiloons, which was a garment that 
combined the chemise and drawers, “Records of the Dress Reform Committee,” 1874, Schlesinger Library, Boston, 
MA; Cunningham, Reforming Women’s Fashion, 81. 
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1876 dress reformer Abba Goold Woolson organized a series of lectures in Boston to discuss this 
issue. Here four female physicians spoke and then published their suggestions in a book called 
Dress Reform, on Dress as it Affects the Health of Women. In the introduction Woolson 
explained, “What is needed, then is not to assail Fashion, but to teach Hygiene, - to awaken 
women to a consciousness of the injuries that follow the wearing of their present garments, and 
to demonstrate that it is in their power so to modify this tight, heavy, and complicated style of 
apparel as to increase the strength, ability and happiness of themselves and their children.” Each 
of the essays published by Woolson made a different suggestion for reforming clothing, but all 
agreed that healthful undergarments would result in the most immediate change in women’s 
well-being by covering the body evenly and relieving pressure on the torso.476   Even well known 
proponents of trousers supported underwear reform. In 1878 Dr. Mary Edwards Walker designed 
a “reform under suit,” which she claimed would not only improve women’s health, but prevent 
rape.477 By the 1890s reform undergarments could also be purchased through general mail order 
stores such as Sears and Roebuck. Catalogues were also available from distributors that 
specialized in reform underwear including George Frost & Co. and Mrs. Fletcher’s Illustrated 
Catalogue of Ladies and Children’s Underwear. Reform underwear offered women the 
opportunity to free themselves from restrictive undergarments while dressing outwardly 
fashionable.  
 Underwear reform represented function as well as luxury, but it did not replace fashion. 
Its success lay in offering both reform and regular women clothing options that fulfilled the 
ideologies of dress reform but were still in line with Victorian womanhood. This was not the 
                                                
476 Abba Gould Woolson, Dress Reform: A Series of Lectures Delivered in Boston, on Dress as it Affects the Health 
of Women (Boston: Roberts Brothers, 1874), xi. 
477 Mary Edwards Walker, Unmasked or the Science of Immorality: To Gentlemen (Philadelphia: Wm. H. Boyd, 
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only evolution taking in place within dress reform, however. At the same time that Demorest was 
creating a market for functional underwear, exercise advocates were encouraging women to 
assume responsibility for their own health by adopting calisthenics and gymnastics. A modified 





























































































Image 4.3 Benoiton Dress-Looper, Demorest's Monthly Magazine and Madame Demorest's 




















































































































Chapter 5: “Real Beauty I Cared for Intensely, Fashion I Despised”: 
 Dress Reform and the Women’s Exercise Movement  
 
 In 1861 Emmeline E. Joslin, a nineteen-year old student at the Framingham, 
Massachusetts, Normal School, wrote to her friend Harriet Hall Johnson that she was wearing 
“bloomers” in gymnasium class.478  “We enjoy gymnastic exercises more than ever this term.” 
Joslin wrote, “Such glorious fun as we have over them!” Joslin also described for her friend a 
lecture at the school given by the temperance leader and physical education advocate Dr. 
Diocletian Lewis. 479  In his talk, Lewis encouraged the girls to abandon fashion in favor of 
functional, short dresses. Afterward some of Joslin’s classmates were inspired to adopt short 
dresses full time, but she was unconvinced. Joslin may have found the resemblance between her 
exercise uniform and dress reform clothing amusing, but she was not about to change her 
clothing full time. The girls’ short dresses, Joslin told Johnson, “present quite a strange 
appearance.” 480  
 Emmeline E. Joslin’s willingness to adopt dress reform within the privacy of the 
classroom, but not in public reflected the continued debate about the suitability of modified 
clothing for respectable women. Physical education, however, offered a new arena for dress 
reform.  
                                                
478 The term bloomer was used to describe gymnasium clothing from this era. Although the trousers resembled the 
bloomer costume Joslin’s outfit was not the same as that worn by woman’s rights advocates. Joslin’s use of the term, 
however, suggests that by the 1860s the term bloomer had entered into common vernacular to describe any female 
outfit with trousers.   
479 Lucy Ellen White, Historical Sketches of the Framingham  Normal School. From Ancestry.com. U.S., School 
Catalogs, 1765-1935 [database on-line]. Provo, UT, USA: Ancestry.com Operations, Inc., 2012., 27-29, 131-132. 
Lucy Ellen Wite (presumably an alumna) remembered that gymnastic courses were introduced in February 1862, 
but based on the letter written by Emmeline E. Joslin students were practicing gymnastics as early as April 1861. It 
is possible that Wite mistakenly remembered the year or that she was referencing the date when the Massachusetts 
Board of Education approved gymnastic exercise. 
480 Emmeline E. Joslin to Harriet Hall Johnson, April 4, 1861. In Allen-Johnson Family Papers, 1759-1992 
(Alexandria, VA: Alexander Street Press, 2010), 2-3. (Accessed January 11, 2011). Web. At the top of this letter 
“Framingham” is written next to the date. The first public normal school in the United States was located in 
Framingham, Massachusetts. Emmeline E. Joslin was listed as a student there in 1861. See Ancestry.com. U.S., 
School Catalogs, 1765-1935 [database on-line]. Provo, UT, USA: Ancestry.com Operations, Inc., 2012, 125. 
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    As the woman’s rights movement was abandoning the bloomer costume, gymnastics was 
becoming popular in the eastern United States. Gymnasium clothing was the first widely 
accepted garment that did not require women to wear a corset. 481 Exercise was believed to be a 
necessary component of women’s education because a weak physical body reflected a weak 
mind. As a result, women’s educational institutions—many of which were founded by social 
activists—included gymnasium courses as a mandatory part of the curriculum. Around the same 
time, exercise reformers, such as Dio Lewis, developed programs that could be practiced at home 
or at private gymnasiums. An important part of any physical training, these reformers argued, 
was loose clothing and bloomer-like garments became the preferred uniform. While dress reform 
was still considered too radical for most women, the exercise movement created an acceptable 
reason for women to wear modified clothing.  
 
True Womanhood and Exercise 
Between 1830 and 1860 exercise became an increasingly common activity for middle-
class Americans, based on complicated arguments that linked health, medicine, and morality. 
Health reformers taught that one’s health was a reflection of character. Simply put, health 
equaled goodness and sickness reflected sin. Those people who indulged in vices, such as 
overeating or drinking alcohol, were vulnerable to disease. Therefore, it was believed that a 
healthy person must also be a moral one. At the same time, doctors understood that physical 
activity strengthened the body and also prevented disease. Physician-authored publications 
stressed that both men and women should exercise daily. “Throughout all nature, want of motion 
indicates weakness, corruption, inanimation, and death,” an article printed in the Journal of 
                                                
481 Patricia Campbell Warner, “The Gym Suit! Freedom at Least,” in Dress in American Culture, ed. Patricia A. 
Cunningham and Susan Voso Lab ( Bowling Green, 1993), 140,144. 
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Health told readers. Social reformers also used these arguments to teach that exercise was a 
means of safeguarding one’s body against the corrupting forces of society and sickness.482  
Women were especially urged to exercise if they were going to fulfill the ideals of true 
womanhood.483 The epitome of nineteenth-century womanhood depicted in literature and 
imagery was both healthy and virtuous. Her capabilities as a homemaker were directly linked to 
the quality of her character. It was believed that only exercise could benefit women, housework 
was not considered adequate exercise. Domestic labor, after all, was considered innate to women 
and not strenuous. Health manuals and physicians’ handbooks cautioned women that chronic 
invalidism threatened their roles because it was a sign of biological and moral defects, not caused 
by the demands of caring for a household or the physical toll of frequent pregnancies.484 
Publications attributed most female invalidism to “consumption”— a catchall term for illnesses 
including tuberculosis, bronchitis, asthma, pleurisy, and anorexia nervosa. Health reformers 
believed this disease was linked to fashion; corsets and tight dresses caused consumption. The 
vainer the woman the more likely she was to jeopardize her health for the sake of stylish 
clothing. Contradictorily, while medical professionals and health reformers expressed concern 
about chronic health issues among females, popular literature romanticized infirmity as an 
indication of true womanhood: indeed, in this view, exercise threatened female delicacy. In his 
book Metzengerstein, Edgar Allan Poe lamented “How could she die?—and of consumption! But 
                                                
482 “Exercise,” Journal of Health Conducted by an Association of Physicians, October 29, 1829, 58; 
Martha H. Verbrugge, Able-Bodied Womanhood: Personal Health and Social Change in Nineteenth-Century Boston 
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483 Verbrugge, Able-Bodied Womanhood, 29- 33; James C. Whorton, “Philosophy in the Gymnasium” in Crusaders 
for Fitness (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1982), 270.  
484 Jeanne Boydston, Home and Work: Housework, Wages, and the Ideology of Labor in the Early Republic (New 
York: Oxford University Press, 1990), 148-149; Ann Chisholm, “Incarnations and Practices of Feminine Rectitude: 
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it is a path I have prayed to follow. I would wish all I love to perish of that gentle disease.”485 
Poe’s characterization of tuberculosis suggested that illness and premature death were noble. In 
reality, tuberculosis was a painful and wasting disease. Health activists countered the notion that 
true womanhood was linked to illness by arguing that a woman was best suited to fulfill her roles 
if she was healthy. They linked women’s success as wives and mothers to exercise. For example, 
an 1831 article printed in the Journal of Health emphasized that benefits of physical activity: 
 In reference to the part where [women are] called upon to take in life – as wives, 
cheerful and animated, assuming the direct management of all household matters 
– as mothers, tender and vigilant guardians of their children, superintending to 
their little sport, accompanying them in their out-door recreations- participating in 
their studies of nature, in the forest and the fields, they ought to be the possessors 
of a certain degree of bodily activity and vigor, to sustain them in various duties. 
 Furthermore, the article continued, a woman needed to be strong because when illness invaded 
the home, it was she who tirelessly nursed the family back to health. 486  
 The Family Magazine, or Monthly Abstract of General Knowledge, an inexpensive 
illustrated periodical dedicated to publishing informational articles rather than fiction, also 
encouraged mothers to allow their daughters to exercise.487 In June 1836 the Family Magazine 
reprinted a section from the manual Exercise for Ladies Calculated to Preserve and Improve 
Beauty in which author Donald Walker assured women that no proponent of exercise would 
allow a young girl to sacrifice her delicacy for brawn. A strong body, however, could better 
combat the nervousness usually attributed to females. Instead of becoming a high-strung woman, 
                                                
485 Chisholm, “Incarnations and Practices of Feminine Rectitude, 740-741; Edgar Allan Poe, Metzengerstein 
(unknown location: Bay Bay Online, 1832, 2018), 4. 
486 “Calisthenics,” Journal of Health: Conducted by an Association of Physicians (February 23, 1831): 190. 
487 Frank Luther Mott notes that this periodical was founded in 1833 and was part of a genre that he characterizes as 
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girls would grow into calm, healthy, and happy adults.488  
 Other writers took for granted that the public understood exercise was healthy; they 
emphasized that physical activity would make women more appealing. Beauty, these 
publications noted, was an outward indicator of health and would make a woman more attractive 
to suitors. For example, in her handbook, The Lady’s Guide to Perfect Gentility, Emily 
Thornwell argued that exercise preserved the complexion, especially as one grew older.489 
Godey’s Lady’s Book made similar comparisons in a series of articles explaining how to 
exercise. “Health and beauty are synonymous - at least in their perfection,” one such article 
began.490 Yet while it was agreed that fitness was attractive, some proponents of exercise took 
their advice one step further. In order to fully develop the body and therefore the mind, women 
must work their muscles in ways that walking could not do. For this, gymnastic exercises were 
the answer. 
Gymnastics in the United States 
 The spread of gymnastics in the United States during the 1820s coincided with a 
transnational fascination with exercise. Gymnastics originated as a men’s sport at the end of the 
eighteenth-century, based largely on the philosophies of German educator Johann Freidrich 
GutsMuths. GutsMuths’ 1793 guide, Gymnastics for Youth or a Practical Guide to Healthful and 
Amusing Exercises for the Use of Schools: An Essay Toward the Necessary Improvement of 
Education; Chiefly as it Relates to the Body, was based on his experience training young men at 
the Schnepfenthan Philanthropic School near the Gotha district in Germany. This system 
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developed games around manual labors such as lifting, jumping, and throwing. 491 
 Gutsmuths’ successor Friedrich Ludwig Jahn further popularized gymnastics in Germany 
by linking his training program to German nationalism. By 1817 more than a thousand men were 
receiving instruction from Jahn, but his radical politics eventually led to his imprisonment by the 
government. Many of Jahn’s students then fled Germany for America as political refugees, 
taking the practice of gymnastics with them.492  
 Simultaneously Pehr Henrik Ling, a Swedish linguistics student, was learning German 
gymnastics at a private gymnasium in Copenhagen. Ling eventually developed his own style, 
which would be called simply Swedish gymnastics. Unlike the German style, Ling’s instruction 
did not include apparatuses. Instead it focused on moving the limbs with intention. Rather than 
show progress through tests of strength, Ling advocated taking bodily measurements. This 
method would later be called the Movement Cure, and was widely promoted by American health 
reformers.493  
 Gymnastics spread to Great Britain when Swiss gymnast Phokion Heinrich Clias was 
appointed Superintendent of Physical Training for the Royal Military and Naval Academies in 
England. 494 In 1822 Clias opened a gymnasium in London, where he was the first to accept 
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female clients along with males.495 The next year he published an English language textbook, An 
Elementary Course of Gymnastic Exercises; Intended to Improve the Physical Powers of Man, 
that outlined an exercise program that, Clias declared, could be adopted by both sexes. It 
included arm and leg extensions as well as more complicated routines such as jumping with a 
hoop and vaulting.496  Clias further promoted his regimen by offering public lectures and private 
instruction for anyone who could pay. By 1823, he was teaching 1400 students, including four 
hundred women. Other instructional guides by various authors soon followed, leading to an 
international gymnastics fad that would greatly influence Americans who were concerned about 
maintaining healthy bodies. 497 
 The spread of gymnastics to the United States occurred in several ways. First, medical 
and educational periodicals such as The American Journal of Education and the Boston Medical 
Intelligencer published book reviews of European gymnastics manuals. These texts were then 
sold in bookstores specializing in foreign publications. In Boston and other major east coast 
cities interest on the part of the intellectual elite who followed European reforms soon made 
these texts about gymnastics popular. Simultaneously, medical students studying abroad wrote 
home, reporting on the gymnastics movement. German immigrants to America also spread word 
about their form of gymnastics and several initiated physical education programs in U.S. schools. 
                                                                                                                                                       
fuer Maedchen (Calisthenics or Exercises for Beauty and Power for Girls) used the term “calisthenics” in reference 
to women’s exercises, but there is no significant difference between the exercises he discusses in this book and those 
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women at his gymnasium in Dublin in 1824. If Clias did not immediately begin offering courses to women when his 
gymnasium opened in 1823 this may be true. See Todd, Physical Culture and the Body Beautiful, 45-46. 
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Between 1825 and 1830 almost all of the major men’s secondary schools and universities in the 
Eastern United States adopted German style gymnastics.498  
Gymnastics was not limited to the classroom, however, and middle-class men’s 
magazines published instructions so that readers could practice at home. In a series entitled 
“Field Sports and Manly Pastimes,” the literary magazine Burton’s Gentleman’s Magazine and 
Monthly Review offered illustrated descriptions of how to perform the exercises. “It would be a 
source of great pleasure to us if we could by any means, in any degree, [excite] interest upon a 
subject, which, however frivolous it may appear, is yet one of so much real importance,” one 
article concluded.499  
 Initially gymnastics was also recommended for women. Phokion Heinrich Clias argued in 
his 1823 book An Elementary Course of Gymnastic Exercises; Intended to Improve the Physical 
Powers of Man that gymnastics benefited all bodies in the same way. However, Clias was 
criticized by other exercise proponents for developing routines that were too rigorous for 
women.500 One such author wrote that he disapproved of Clias’s system because it “rendered 
[girls] imperfect” with arms that were “knotty and rough” rather than graceful.501  It was believed 
that women required specific routines catered to their unique physicality. 
  In 1827 Clias’ employee Gustavus Hamilton addressed this concern when he published 
The Elements of Gymnastics for Boys and Calisthenics for Young Ladies. This book 
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distinguished between male and female exercises. According to Hamilton, gymnastics required 
men to walk, balance, run, jump, vault, and climb while calisthenics more appropriately focused 
simply on limb extensions. Although Hamilton was accused of copying much of his book from 
Clias’ published works, his argument that gymnastics was too rough for women established a 
precedent. 502 By 1830 calisthenics was markedly different from gymnastics and typically 
included rhythmic drills rather than the vigorous exercises recommended by Clias.503  
 The recommendation that women practice calisthenics instead of gymnastics, merged two 
seemingly opposing nineteenth-century ideas about gender: fragile women were attractive, but 
all women would benefit from regular exercise. The Journal of Health summarized this position 
in an 1831 article entitled simply “Calisthenics.” “While conceding, that, naturally, females have 
more delicacy of body frame, and are unfitted for the continued and laborious muscular efforts of 
the other sex,” the author asserted that “we ought not to grant them the privilege which some of 
their own number, and certain mawkish, male sentimentalists would claim for them, of being 
such frail and tender beings, as to be little better than interesting invalids.”504 Yet, despite the 
Journal of Health’s praise, the print reception to calisthenics was mixed. 
 In 1827, the English monthly men’s periodical The Gentleman’s Magazine published a 
mocking book review of Signor Voarino’s manual A Treatise on Callisthenic Exercise Arranged 
for the Private Tuition of Ladies. Women were surely in want of exercise, the editor John Boyer 
Nichols acknowledged, but he could not support the creation of “boy-girls.” Calisthenics, 
Nichols noted sarcastically, was, of course, the answer, because twirling on slings and 
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performing arm exercises would make women healthier and better nurses.505  While it is unclear 
whether Americans would have read the Gentleman’s Magazine, United States publications also 
printed articles questioning the usefulness of the training. A male reader of the American Annals 
of Education and Instruction complained that calisthenics were boring. The American Masonick 
Record and Albany Saturday Magazine offered a different criticism through an anecdote. Upon 
asking her physician for advice on calisthenics, a wealthy English woman was told that if she 
wanted exercise she might consider “shaking the beds” with the servants. It would be more 
valuable and would have the same physical benefits.506 
  There were, however, other publications that praised calisthenics. The Philadelphia literary 
periodical the Casket: Literature, Wit & Sentiment offered a more positive interpretation of 
calisthenics.507 While there was no indication that the exercises would cure sickness, the 
magazine contended, it was useful as a means of preventing disease.508 The American Journal of 
Education, published in Boston, also favored calisthenics, arguing that if women were going to 
pursue education then too many hours of sitting and studying would be damaging to their bodies. 
Female students would benefit greatly, the journal claimed, if their educational institutions would 
incorporate this system of training into their programs. 509  
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 The mixed response to calisthenics in periodicals may have also affected popular thinking. 
Correspondence published in newspapers praised men’s gymnastics, but had little to say about 
women’s exercise.510 That disinterest and skepticism would soon change. Health reformer Mary 
Gove Nichols recalled that when she first introduced calisthenics as an instructor at the Lynn, 
Massachusetts, Seminary it was met with “strong opposition by some.” Within three years, 
however, a teacher at another school advertised calisthenics with much more success.511 By the 
1840s, private instructors had also opened practices. One advertisement for a program in New 
York City claimed that calisthenics “taught the most beautiful and agreeable exercises.”512 The 
prevalence of calisthenics at women’s educational institutions likely familiarized the public with 
the exercises and demonstrated that the training was a complement to domesticity rather than a 
challenge. 
Calisthenics and Women’s Education 
 In one way, calisthenics fit easily within the prescribed sphere of womanhood. The 
exercises could be done at home and were credited with making women graceful. On the other 
hand, exercise advocates argued that the stronger women became physically the more 
opportunities outside of the home should be open to them, specifically education. It was accepted 
that women required some level of higher learning, but this did not necessarily mean academic 
study. A survey of print sources from the period reveals that, while most writers promoted 
learning, education could be interpreted as anything from instruction on how to run a household 
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to studying the liberal arts. It is notable, however, that medical guides often argued that women 
had the same intellectual capabilities as men, but lacked the stamina to sustain long hours of 
study.513 Calisthenics offered a solution; regulated exercise would counteract the physical toll of 
education on a woman’s body. 
  Perhaps one of the most influential texts linking exercise and women’s education to 
calisthenics was an 1831 instructional guide for teachers entitled A Course of Calisthenics for 
Young Ladies, in Schools and Families. The author was an English woman identified only M. M 
argued that girls were capable of completing an education that included math, science, and 
foreign language as long as they practiced calisthenics to correct the bad posture exhibited at 
school desks. Many of these girls would further benefit, M. argued, because exercise would heal 
misshapen torsos caused by tight-laced corsets and fashionable clothing.514 The women’s 
periodical Ladies’ Magazine and Literary Gazette, edited by influential writer Sarah Josepha 
Hale, praised M’s book, noting in a review that the author was an expert because she was a 
mother who had embraced physical education for her own family. Hale also praised M. for 
arguing that women need not step outside of their homes to better themselves.515 Dedicated to the 
“improvement of education,” the American Annals of Education and Instruction also praised 
M.’s book, noting that every “teacher of females” should use it.516  
 Still, some male physicians persisted in arguing that if women studied too intensively they 
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would develop hysteria and an array of other diseases. 517 Others warned that education could 
diminish a woman’s maternal feelings or result in sickly children.518 Satirical articles from the 
1830s contended that women had no need for academics. “In my opinion,” one article noted, 
“woman’s knowledge of chemistry should extend no farther than to the melting of butter; her 
geography should extend no farther than to a thorough acquaintance with every hole and corner 
of her house; her algebra, to keeping an exact account of the expenses of the family; and as for 
tongues, heaven knows that one is enough in all conscience and the less use she makes of it the 
better.”519  However, with the exception of the comment that women should keep quiet, similar 
reasoning fueled arguments in favor of combining education and exercise. An important element 
of womanhood, advocates claimed, was having the knowledge and stamina to properly run a 
household.  
 Gymnastics offered an excellent solution to this critical issue and caught the attention of 
the editor of Godey’s Lady’s Book, Sarah Josepha Hale. In May 1836 Hale noted that 
calisthenics were included in the curriculum at women’s schools in England, and American 
schools were following suit. In this issue Hale also published four images of a woman practicing 
calisthenics so that readers could envision the exercises and presumably practice at home.520  
 Hale advocated for women’s exercise throughout her tenure as editor of Godey’s. In a 
series entitled “Health and Beauty,” she explained in detail how calisthenics were practiced, but 
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reminded readers that while beauty was a welcome side effect, the real purpose of exercise was 
health.521  Hale never mentioned if she received letters to the editor responding to these articles, 
but in 1858 she reported that gymnastic exercises were so popular that a professor at the 
Metropolitan Academy had asked her to publish an illustration of the “most appropriate 
costume” for Godey’s readers. This outfit, the Metropolitan Gymnasium Costume included a 
basque waist, full skirt, and Turkish trousers and, according to the caption, could be made of 
flannel or French merino. (Image 5.1) The paper pattern for this garment could be obtained from 
Madame Demorest’s Emporium on Broadway in Manhattan.522  Exercise, it seemed, was both 
healthy and fashionable enough that the Demorests used their brand to promote it. Yet 
calisthenics was not growing in popularity simply because of the endorsements of Godey’s 
Lady’s Book and Madame Demorest. It was the authority on domesticity, Catherine Beecher, 
who made calisthenics accessible to families across the nation through her 1856 manual 
Physiology and Calisthenics for Schools and Families.  
Catharine Beecher and Calisthenics 
By the mid-nineteenth-century there was an established print culture promoting the 
benefits of women’s physical education. The proliferation of east coast gymnasiums and 
publishers specializing in books on health indicated the regional popularity of calisthenics. This 
popularity grew during the 1850s when education reformer Catharine Beecher published books 
on health and exercise. Beecher argued that a childhood education that included physical 
exercise ensured that, as adults, women would be capable of running efficient households and 
raising responsible children. For Beecher, this philosophy was not simply one she theorized. Her 
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life was dedicated to exercise, and physical education had been an important component to her 
own early education. 
 Born in 1800 in East Hampton, New York, Catharine Beecher was a member of an 
illustrious activist and religious family. Her father, Lyman Beecher, was a prominent Evangelical 
preacher and many of her siblings would become famous as orators, writers, and abolitionists. 
The Beecher family moved to Litchfield, Connecticut, when Catharine was ten years old so that 
Lyman Beecher could lead a larger congregation. Catharine was enrolled in Sarah Pierce’s 
Litchfield Female Seminary where her father taught religion in exchange for free tuition for his 
children.523 Women’s education in the early republic had typically focused on ornamental 
subjects, such as music, painting and sewing. These subjects were understood to be the most 
useful to women as they prepared for marriage. Pierce, however, challenged this notion, and the 
curriculum at the Litchefield Female Seminary included history, grammar, geography, writing, 
and reading.524 Students were also encouraged to practice dance and to walk in the open air to 
preserve their health. Catharine Beecher remembered that Pierce set an example by taking walks 
in both the morning and evening and requiring students to do the same. By the 1810s a reward 
system of credit marks was devised as an incentive for students to exercise.525  
Catharine Beecher never explicitly credited Sarah Pierce as the inspiration for her own 
interest in physical education. Yet historians agree that while Beecher felt that the educational 
program at the Litchfield Female Seminary was inadequate, she was inspired by Pierce’s 
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commitment to exercise.526 That influence was evident when Beecher opened her own school, 
The Hartford Female Seminary, in 1824, one of the first major educational institutions for 
women in the United States. The curriculum included Rhetoric, Logical, Natural, and Moral 
Philosophy, Chemistry, History, Latin, and Algebra, and beginning in 1827 calisthenics. 
According to Beecher, she learned about calisthenics from an English woman who was hired as a 
teacher at the seminary. The entire school took lessons from this woman and the success of the 
program led Beecher to hire other instructors of calisthenics. Within four years students were 
taking calisthenics courses in the morning and the afternoon, making the Hartford Female 
Seminary one of the first women’s schools in the United States to include a physical education 
program.527 
The Hartford Female Seminary was a professional triumph for Beecher, but not a remedy 
for the ill health she had suffered after the death of her fiancé in 1822. During the early years of 
this school she was prone to overwork, alarming one of her brothers who encouraged her to 
adopt exercise as a form of therapy. Beecher later remembered that during this period she 
exercised one to two hours a day, wore “healthful dress,” and tried to get eight hours of sleep a 
night. Despite this regimen, she never fully recovered her health. After a series of nervous 
breakdowns Beecher left Hartford Female Seminary in 1831. 528 Over the course of her adult life 
Beecher’s health problems would range from nervousness to sciatica. She sought traditional 
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medical treatments such as ointments and heroic medicine, but it was water-cure that offered the 
most relief. Between the 1840s and 1850s she visited no less than twelve different hydropathic 
facilities. 529   
Beecher’s poor health did not apparently slow down her career, however. In 1842 her A 
Treatise on Domestic Economy made her a household name. This book was dedicated to 
“American Mothers,” and was the first of its kind to outline women’s societal roles as well as 
explain household skills in one volume. Readers could learn methods to wash a dish correctly as 
well as which foods were the easiest to digest. A section on clothing instructed mothers how to 
best dress their children during cold weather and why abandoning tight dresses was best for 
themselves and their daughters. 530 At fifty-cents it was also a volume that most middle-class 
families could afford. Beecher’s fame was so extensive that her biographer, Kathryn Kish Sklar, 
noted that for the next three decades she could “enter virtually any community in the United 
States” and be welcomed as the authority on domesticity.531   
By the 1850s Catharine Beecher had modified her advice to American women to include 
ways to avoid fragility. This reflected both Beecher’s own health problems and a growing 
concern that an increasing number of American women were suffering chronic illnesses. Her 
visits to water cure facilities and interviews with the women she met there reinforced this 
belief.532 It was also during this time that Beecher visited her friend Elizabeth Blackwell, the first 
woman physician in the United States. Blackwell also recommended that Beecher exercise. She 
loaned Beecher books on the movement cure, a method popularized in Europe during the 1820s 
using physical measurements to chart progress. Apparently intrigued, Beecher began to take 
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classes with the expert Dr. George Taylor at his Institute of the Swedish Movement Cure in 
Manhattan.533 
The basic premise of the movement cure was to heal skeletal damage caused by tight 
clothing. Like many of his contemporaries, Taylor believed that corsets caused the ribs to shift. 
At his institution patients practiced targeted exercises to move the ribs back into place and 
“expand” the chest. According to Taylor, once the chest was enlarged the body could process 
more oxygen, which would improve circulation and overall health. To accomplish this, Taylor 
had patients engage in stretching while an “operator” shook, massaged, or slapped their torso. 
Within a few months, Taylor noted, a typical patient’s chest expanded from two to four inches, 
depending on how much the ribs moved. 534 Catharine Beecher confirmed these measurements, 
noting that after an eight-week residency at Dr. Taylor’s Institute, during six of which she 
exercised, she had to enlarge all of her clothing two inches around the chest and three inches 
around the waist. Furthermore, Beecher noted, she had achieved “a degree of general vigor” that 
she had not enjoyed for years nor achieved through any other method. Unfortunately, Beecher’s 
good health would not last. Shortly after leaving Taylor’s care, a railroad employee accidently 
knocked Beecher down, her clothing became snagged on a moving railroad car and she was 
dragged and almost caught under the wheels. The resulting shock and injury brought on a 
“nervous attack” that debilitated her for a year.  
Despite her condition, Beecher’s experience with the movement cure influenced her 
“physical culture campaign” of the 1850s and the calisthenics regimen she developed for 
students. 535 Beecher had barely recovered from the railroad accident when she published Letters 
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to the People on Health and Happiness (1855). This book took up themes that her other 
publications had touched on—health and exercise—but she explained her concerns for the 
wellbeing of Americans more bluntly. Beecher wrote that she was concerned Americans were 
raising a generation of sickly children. But she had a solution: water-cure and exercise. The next 
year Beecher published Physiology and Calisthenics for Schools and Families (1856), which 
combined an anatomy lesson with an instructional guide for teachers who were interested in 
incorporating calisthenics lessons into their courses.536 
In her introduction to this book Beecher declared her intent to make Physiology and 
Calisthenics a popular work, interesting to both children and their parents. The benefits of 
calisthenics, she noted, was that the exercises were suitable to all ages and sexes. She cited the 
success of these movements at hydropathic facilities where patients suffering from various 
diseases and deformities had been cured.537 Combining principles of water cure and the 
movement cure, Beecher’s book was divided into two sections: the first described fifty exercises 
that could be done beside a desk; the second focused on twelve exercises that were better suited 
for larger spaces such as a hall. Many of these exercises closely resembled routines assigned by 
Dr. Taylor at his health facility. For example, students training next to desks were instructed to 
begin by opening the lungs, which involved first standing with perfect posture, and then, in what 
Beecher referred to as “exercise 2,” taking a deep breath and holding it while “beating” the 
lungs. Other exercises included arm and leg extensions, side bends, knee bends, and leg lifts. 
Those exercises designed for halls were slightly more vigorous and included skipping, balancing, 
marching, and using weights. Unlike routines outlined in gymnastics manuals, weights were the 
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only apparatus recommended by Beecher. Compared to the gymnastics craze of the 1820s, 
Beecher’s routines were gentle and suitable to all fitness levels.538 Her version of calisthenics 
was designed to emphasize a girl’s gracefulness and, therefore, she evaded criticism that her 
exercises would create manly women.  
Beecher spent much of 1856 on a book tour promoting the work. Prior to arriving in each 
city, Beecher arranged for portions of Physiology and Calisthenics to be published in local 
newspapers and organized local women to market her book. By all accounts the tour went well 
and her celebrity certainly helped sales. Reviewers too praised Beecher’s work. Peterson’s 
Magazine claimed that “no family should be without this valuable little book,” while the 
Connecticut Common School Journal promised that the book would be “worth to any teacher far 
more than the entire cost of the book.”539 Beecher’s ultimate hope was that her book would be 
used as a standard school textbook. Her book was such a success, Beecher would later write, that 
it was “extensively adopted” by schools.540 Despite that claim, it is unclear how many schools 
actually adopted Physiology and Calisthenics.  
Others, however, criticized Beecher’s book, particularly its inclusion of water cure. 
According to the Methodist Review Quarterly, the water cure sections should have been omitted 
because “there is more danger in these applications, when carried too far, than ignorant people 
are aware; and when such persons begin them, they are very apt to go to excess.”541 Beecher, it 
seems, had crossed a line for some. It was in this controversial section on water cure that she 
addressed the issue of women’s fashion and healthful clothing. Beecher had previously 
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condemned fashion and recommended alternative skirts in Letters to the People on Health and 
Happiness, like other medical professionals and social reformers of her generation declaring 
fashion as a hazard to women’s health. 542 Beecher was not a dress reformer nor was she a 
woman’s rights advocate, but her interest in health necessitated an analysis of women’s clothing. 
According to Beecher, dress was among the most common causes of distorted and weak bodies. 
Corsets, she noted, created waists like a wasp and full skirts gave the appearance that women 
were walking with umbrellas around their legs. “The whole style of modern fashionable dress,” 
Beecher wrote, “is a most ingenious and successful contrivance to produce the most distressing 
disease and deformity.”543   
Beecher continued her argument in Physiology and Calisthenics, proposing that three 
changes must be made in women’s clothing in order to achieve health. First, clothing should be 
loose so that the lungs were allowed to fully expand. Skirts should then be supported from the 
shoulders rather than the hips. Finally, the weight of clothing should be evenly dispersed over the 
body so that no portion was warmer than another. To demonstrate her recommendations, 
Beecher included two illustrations. One was a pattern for an underskirt “designed to keep the 
body equally warm in all parts;” the other offered a skirt that was so full that it gave the 
appearance of wearing many skirts, but without their combined weight. (Image 5.2) 544 
Beecher did not specify if these clothes should be further modified for practicing 
calisthenics. Her discussion of exercise clothing was brief and simply reiterated that clothing 
should be loose and suspended from the shoulders. In later publications she made it clear that, 
while certain principles of healthful dress should be observed, a specific uniform was 
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unnecessary because it might make exercise unpopular with parents.545 She included illustrations 
of women performing exercises to clarify this point. The exercise clothing was composed of 
common, high waisted dresses, slightly shortened, and pantalets, similar to drawings appearing 
in many other sources on gymnastics. 546 (Images 5.3 and 5.4) The principles of dress described 
in Beecher’s text were, however, in line with water-cure philosophies that she likely learned 
from her stays at hydropathic institutions.  
Beecher’s Physiology and Calisthenics combined her personal quest for health with her 
work as a physical educator. She argued that women could only satisfy their domestic roles if 
they were healthy. In doing so she pushed the women’s exercise movement out of the exotic 
realm of urban gymnasiums and into schools and ultimately the home. While Beecher was not 
the creator of calisthenics, her work influenced the next generation of exercise reformers, 
including Dr. Diocletian Lewis. 
 
 
Diocletian Lewis and the New Gymnastics  
 In August of 1861 Dr. Diocletian (Dio) Lewis noted in his monthly journal Lewis’ New 
Gymnastics for Ladies, Gentleman and Children and the Boston Journal of Physical Culture that 
Catharine Beecher had visited his gymnasium. “It was my first meeting with this eminently good 
woman,” he told his readers. “Few have accomplished so much in the educational field.”547 
Clearly, Lewis was a fan of Beecher’s. In his periodical he frequently printed excerpts from 
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Physiology and Calisthenics on the front page, calling it an “excellent little book.”548 Dio 
Lewis’s evident admiration for Catherine Beecher spoke to her influence on physical education, 
but it was Lewis’s New Gymnastics that would make exercise a national fad.  
Lewis’s career in physical education derived from his career in medicine. He was trained 
as a medical doctor and started as a homeopathic physician in Buffalo, New York. He also 
practiced temperance and supported diet reforms including vegetarianism and abstinence from 
coffee or tea. In 1851, when his wife, Helen Lewis, developed tuberculosis, a disease that had 
killed two of her sisters, he sought to cure her with exercise. Lewis persuaded a Buffalo 
gymnasium owner to allow his wife to use the facilities even though women were not normally 
permitted access. Helen Lewis also modified her clothing to provide warmth across the chest and 
to free her breathing. She had never worn corsets, but now modified her wardrobe to incorporate 
suspenders and loose flannel clothing. At home she sawed wood and walked with her husband on 
his rounds to visit patients. Dio Lewis would later contend that a combination of upper 
bodywork, increased rate of respiration during exercise, and clean air cured his wife’s 
tuberculosis. 549 
 Although Helen Lewis’s condition improved under her husband’s care, the two began to 
travel in 1853 in the hope that milder climates would further improve her health. By 1856 Lewis 
had become involved with the movement cure and had achieved some fame as a lecturer. He 
briefly travelled to Europe to study health institutions and gymnasiums, and from this 
investigation began to develop a modified system of exercise that he called the New Gymnastics. 
Lewis’ system focused on slow, methodic movements. Rather than the heavy machinery 
associated with European gymnastics, Lewis substituted wooden dumbbells, rings, clubs, wands, 
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and beanbags. He devised games that involved tossing and catching these objects and set the 
routines to music.550 His routines involved sharper, quicker movements then the slow, even 
repertoire previously taught in gymnasiums. He also designed specific routines for women.551 
By 1860 the Lewises had settled near Boston, Massachusetts, where Dio Lewis spread his 
philosophy of physical education to local schools and to the McLean Asylum in Somerville. 
Several asylum patients who had not smiled since their committal began to laugh after engaging 
in the New Gymnastics, Lewis reported.552 In August 1860 Lewis presented the New Gymnastics 
to the American Institute of Education. Following that demonstration, teachers began writing 
letters to him praising his system and communicating their plans to introduce the system in their 
schools. For Lewis, this information was troubling rather than flattering; he worried that 
improperly trained students would incorrectly perform his exercises and strain their bodies. As a 
result he published instructions, including common mistakes, in the Boston Journal of Physical 
Culture,553 and in 1861 he founded the Boston Normal Institute for Physical Education to 
instruct teachers in the methods of gymnastics. The program was two to three months long.554 
The first commencement saw eight women and five men graduate,555 but by 1868, 421 students 
had graduated, roughly half female. 556 The Boston Normal Institute was the first school in the 
United States to train teachers specifically for physical education and Lewis boasted that his 
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teachers would find employment without problem.557 In fact, holding a certificate from the 
Normal School did offer prestige. For example, in 1863 instructor’s notes from Mount Holyoke 
recorded that a Miss Trine, a graduate from Lewis’s program, had given gymnastics instruction 
there.558 The Atlantic Monthly proclaimed that the New Gymnastics was “undoubtedly the most 
important single step yet taken for the physical education of women.” 559  
 At the same time Lewis also ran a public facility in Boston called The Essex Street 
Gymnasium. It was one of three gymnasiums in this city in 1861, but it differed from its 
competitors in several important ways. First, it catered to both men and women; second, it 
offered a variety of scheduled exercise classes in one of two gymnastic halls rather than simply 
allowing people to walk in and exercise; and finally, men and women trained together. For those 
women who were uncomfortable with that arrangement, several female assistants, including 
Helen Lewis, offered individual training.560 Lewis also continued to travel, making his way 
throughout the east coast lecturing and offering courses in New Gymnastics. His fame was 
spreading and he knew that if his system of gymnastics was going to have any larger significance 
he must provide the broader public with written instructions.561 
 Dio Lewis’s first attempt at publishing instructions for his gymnastics program was 
through his monthly periodical Lewis’ New Gymnastics for Ladies, Gentleman and Children and 
the Boston Journal of Physical Culture. This journal appears to have been the first health 
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periodical dedicated specifically to spreading information on exercise.562 In the first issue, Lewis 
included a letter on the “want of physical training” for students written by Boston superintendent 
of Schools, John D. Philbrick, as well as a letter from a Mary Mann, widow of reformer Horace 
Mann, thanking Lewis for promoting physical education. He also printed an article written by his 
wife on healthful woman’s dress based on her experience battling tuberculosis. 563 
 Lewis’s journal addressed themes that were already popular in other educational and health 
periodicals, but had the added benefit of providing instructional advice on exercise. Although it 
is difficult to estimate how many people may have been practicing the New Gymnastics, Lewis 
reported in December 1860 that the Boston Journal Physical Culture had sixty subscribers. By 
the second year of publication there were nearly 4,000 subscribers. In 1862 Lewis shortened the 
periodical’s title to Lewis’ Gymnastic Monthly and Journal of Physical Culture. Initially, he told 
his readers, he had intended the journal to be a temporary means to spread information about 
gymnastics, but its popularity convinced him that the paper should be continued. During 1862, 
the final year of publication, Lewis reduced the size of the pages and dedicated the paper to 
illustrated articles on how to perform exercises. That same year, he published his system in a 
book entitled The New Gymnastics for Men, Women and Children, rendering his journal 
unnecessary.  
  The New Gymnastics for Men, Women and Children was Lewis’s opportunity to explain to 
the general public why physical education was necessary. Unlike Beecher’s Physiology and 
Calisthenics, Lewis’s book glossed over the anatomy lesson. He chose instead to focus on 
exercise techniques. He detailed the exercises that should be done with each of the recommended 
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apparatuses and what he termed “free gymnastics,” or those movements done without tools. 
Lewis also recommended that his readers play exercise games during their routines to increase 
the fun. He reasoned, “A party may dance without music. I have seen it done. But the exercise is 
a little dull.”564  
 Lewis also proposed what constituted proper exercise clothing, noting that many of his 
pupils chose to exercise in their street dress. However, he suggested wearing a gymnasium 
uniform for the additional mobility. For men, Lewis recommended wearing a loose shirt and 
pants that buttoned together and no belt. Flannel was the preferred fabric and shoes should have 
rubber soles so that the wearer did not slip during routines. Women’s dress followed the same 
general guidelines: clothes should be loose around the waist and shoulders and worn without 
hoops, and a thin underskirt matching the color of the overskirt would prevent that material from 
clinging too tightly to the legs. Lewis specifically recommended the Garibaldi shirt, a loose 
blouse that was both fashionable and comfortable. 565 The illustrations in The New Gymnastics 
clearly showed, however, a woman wearing trousers underneath a short skirt. (Image 5.5). 
According to Dio Lewis this illustration was based on an 1860 ambrotype of one of his teachers. 
The clothing was loose and a “whaleboned waist and long tight bodice” were inappropriate for 
his exercises.566 Still the similarity of this garment to the reform dress, combined with Lewis’s 
insistence that women’s clothing should be hung from suspenders and not the waist, shows the 
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influence of health reform.567  
 While Lewis may have embraced modified clothing for its health benefits, dress reformer 
Abby Williams May viewed his gymnasium dress as serving a different purpose. She was part of 
the first graduating class of the Boston Normal Institute for Physical Education in 1861 and in 
her valedictory address she complimented Lewis for his approach to women’s dress. “I believe,” 
she wrote, “that insanity and morbid spiritual experiences would greatly diminish in this 
generation, if women would at once inaugurate a reform in dress, and, in generations yet to 
come, the gain would be beyond computation.” Few understood this need, May explained, but in 
modifying clothing for exercise, Dio Lewis had empowered women. “But I wish I could pay a 
just tribute to the father of this new system of physical training,” she continued. “I believe he has 
given fresh life to many a sufferer; and by the scheme which he has founded, has inaugurated a 
reform not second in importance to say moral or intellectual reform.”568 For May the New 
Gymnastics was not simply about facilitating the teaching of physical education; it was about 
offering health to everyone, regardless of sex.569 
 May was not alone in her reverence for Dio Lewis. Throughout the Eastern United States 
people eagerly took courses in the New Gymnastics and attended Lewis’s speeches. Abby 
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Williams May’s cousin, Louisa May Alcott, described Lewis’s visit to her hometown, Concord, 
Massachusetts in order to host a gymnastics session. According to Alcott, Lewis’s visit created 
such excitement that people became “convulsed” with “Gymnastics fever.” She attended with 
her sister and proudly attributed their proficiency at the exercise routine to their vegetarianism. 
In a play on words, Alcott noted that “The beef eating young ladies faint away and become 
superfluous dumb belle’s.”570 The Alcott sisters’ background in diet and physical reform may 
have better prepared them for Dio Lewis’s exercise routine, but their neighbors’ enthusiasm also 
speaks to the widespread popularity of the New Gymnastics. In Boston, Abolitionist William 
Lloyd Garrison published testimonials praising Lewis’s instruction in his newspaper, The 
Liberator, and sent his children, including his daughter, Fanny Garrison, to be trained at Lewis’s 
Essex Street Gymnasium in Boston. Fanny, it was noted by Garrison family historian Harriet 
Hymen Alonso, wore the gymnasium dress.571 
 While records do not reveal how Fanny Garrison felt about taking gymnastics courses, 
other women testified that the New Gymnastics became an important part of developing their 
identities. For them, physical strength became synonymous with the fight for equality.572 At 
Mount Holyoke College many women embraced wearing their gymnasium costumes. In 1863 
teacher Annie S. James noted that she went with a group of students to the gymnasium to watch 
practice and was impressed by how pretty the girls looked in their “bloomer costumes.” James 
mistakenly referred to bloomers because of the trousers, but her admiration of the gymnasium 
dress shows that it was not rejected as reform dress had been. Similarly student Annie Laurie 
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wrote to her family that she was “in love” with her gymnasium dress because it was “so nice and 
comfortable.” 573  
 In Providence, Rhode Island, the fifteen-year-old grandniece of Catharine Beecher and 
future feminist writer, Charlotte Perkins (later Gilman), also adopted the New Gymnastics. 
Perkins began practicing gymnastics after hearing two physicians speak about the value of health 
and exercise.574 She adopted Lewis’s entire program, including giving up coffee and tea, and also 
adopted the movement cure. She focused her efforts on strength and developing a “fine 
physique” by consistently measuring her arms, legs and chest for progress. 575 To Perkins beauty 
was best demonstrated by strength. “I could vault and hump, go up a knotted rope, walk on my 
hands under a ladder, kick as high as my head, and revel in the flying rings,” she remembered. 
“But best of all were the travelling rings, those wide-spaced single ones, stirrup-handled that 
dangled in a line the length of the hall.”576 Perkins was particularly proud that during one session 
she had carried a 118-pound woman across the room. 577 Functional clothing was a necessary 
part of this exercise routine and Perkins embraced the gymnasium clothing recommended in 
Lewis’s manuals. She sewed a costume consisting of trousers and a loose blouse and also wore 
reform underwear, called chemiloons, a combined chemise and drawers. She rejected corsets, 
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shortened her dress hems, and wore suspenders to support her skirts.578 “Real beauty I cared for 
intensely,” she wrote, “fashion I despised.” 579    
This foreshadowing of Perkins’s feminism was reiterated in 1886 when she wrote that 
beauty as conventionally understood was synonymous with the physical pain caused by women’s 
fashion. In reality, she claimed, a beautiful body was one that was healthy and unrestricted by 
clothing.580 Perkins’s preoccupation with health over beauty was also voiced in her novel 
Herland, in which three men explored a utopian society made up entirely of women. The 
standard female dress in that society consisted of loose tunics and knee breeches and women 
exercised recreationally at “a great gymnasium.”581 While the social commentary in the book 
explored larger themes concerning women’s roles, the female characters emphasized the 
importance of health and comfort in their daily lives, all themes present in Lewis’s teachings.  
Charlotte Perkins may have continued with Lewis’s teachings longer than most of his 
students, but his gymnastics program was practiced throughout the country as a result of the 
widespread publication of his textbook New Gymnastics. First published in 1862, it had gone 
through ten editions by 1868, and would ultimately remain in print for over thirty years.582  It 
also became the standard physical education text at women’s schools. For example at Mount 
Holyoke the gymnasium manual given students was a modified version of the New Gymnastics. 
583 The book’s longevity also meant that gymnasium clothing was repeatedly presented to a new 
audience. By the end of the century both Harper’s Bazar and E. Butterick & Co. were publishing 
patterns for girl’s gymnasium suits. While the styles were no longer Lewis’s original design, the 
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mass production of exercise clothing showed that it had become acceptable, in fact expected, for 
girls to participate in physical education. (Images 5.6 and 5.7).584 
Dio Lewis was able to achieve something that other health reformers had not: he 
popularized exercise and its associated clothing, and he convinced a broad spectrum of educators 
that physical education was important for both boys and girls. Lewis’s central contribution was 
that he made gymnastics accessible. Anyone who attended one of Lewis’s classes or read his 
book could practice gymnastics alone at home or at a gymnasium with friends. Lewis’s teachings 
would be significant to generations of women who became emboldened by the routines. 
 The women’s exercise movement did not begin as a way to inspire women. Rather, 
women were encouraged to strengthen their bodies to enhance their role as arbiters of morality in 
the home and to ensure that they would be good wives and mothers. Even proponents of 
women’s education did not see exercise as a route to gender equality, but as a way to ward off 
the intellectual and physical stress of rigorous study. Exercise, however, became popular thanks 
to texts like Catherine Beecher’s Physiology and Calisthenics and Dio Lewis’s The New 
Gymnastics for Men, Women, and Children. Dress was a natural part of these advocates’ 
arguments and modified clothing became an accepted part of gymnastic study. While not directly 
related to the dress reform movement, the popularity of gymnastics created a new application for 
short dresses and trousers. Likewise, physical strength became an acceptable trait in a woman. 
But while gymnasiums and private homes represented safe spaces for women to don shortened 
skirts and exercise, women did not wear their exercise clothing in public. It would take an 
outdoor mode of exercise—the bicycle—and its promise of mobility and independence to return 
dress reform to the forefront of women’s politics. 
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Image 5.4 Similar dress style as that published by Catherine Beecher.  




Image 5.5 Gymnasium Clothing recommended by Dio Lewis for men and women. Dio Lewis, 






































Chapter 6:  
Bloomers are the “Proper thing for Wheeling”:  
Dress Reform and the Bicycle.  
 
 
 In 1896 the woman’s magazine Ladies World published a series of articles on the benefits 
of bicycling to women. In these short testimonials prominent female social activists explained 
why they supported the bicycle. Former abolitionist Julia Ward Howe argued that women 
typically did not spend enough time in the fresh air. Wealthy women, she criticized, spent the 
majority of their time riding in carriages and socializing, while poor women ruined their nerves 
with too much housework. Female students too were at risk, Howe noted, because after spending 
entire days poring over books they had little energy to exercise. There was one solution to the 
drudgery of all these women’s lives: the bicycle. According to Howe, the bicycle was one of the 
world’s modern technological miracles. “Steam and electricity bring the most distant regions 
near to each other,” she wrote, “so that the once great world in which we live and move is not 
exclaimed upon as ‘so small!’ The wonderful wheel enables the stoutest individual to keep pace 
with this accelerated movement.” In the same series Universalist minister Phebe Hanaford 
explained that the bicycle was part of man’s natural evolution because it created an opportunity 
for people to leave dirty cities for time in the country. Riding would give people the chance to 
breathe fresh air and use their muscles. Suffragist and health reformer Mary Livermore was also 
drawn to the bicycle because it offered young women the opportunity for leisure time in the 
country while temperance advocate Susan S. Fessenden argued that physical stimulation through 
cycling reduced cravings for alcohol and tobacco. Based on these articles it would seem that 
there were only positive benefits to taking up the bicycle, yet the politics of this new sport were 
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not that simple for female riders. As Julia Ward Howe noted, the bicycle offered riders 
independence, and with this new freedom came questions about what it meant to be a modern 
woman. Journalist Ida Trafford Bell expressed concern that the bicycle had not just liberated 
women from the home, but from their restrictive clothing as well. Bicycling became a “rage” but 
in their hunger for “physical and mental improvement” women donned unrefined clothing and 
awkwardly rode their cycles, often falling off in the middle of the street. This would not do, Bell 
argued, for if a woman was to be respected she must both ride and dress gracefully.585   
 Ida Trafford Bell’s concern that women maintain a ladylike appearance even when 
embracing new experiences was indicative of the tension facing women to be both proper and 
modern. It is true that restrictions on women’s behavior during the 1890s were not as strict as 
they had been in 1850. For example, by the turn of the century women had a public presence. 
Department stores, a new type of business in 1850, contributed to this broadening public sphere. 
Women, in fact, had become an important part of consumer and social life by 1890. In New York 
City the nine-block shopping district along Broadway known as the “Ladies’ Mile” drew 
countless unaccompanied female customers, ranging from tourists to elite New Yorkers. Chicago 
too was a hub for retail culture after the establishment of the department store Marshall Fields & 
Co. in 1881, and it too boasted a shopping district known to Chicagoans as the “Loop.” Middle 
class women in urban areas utilized department stores as meeting places and sites for social 
gatherings. The advent of streetlights in urban areas also increased women’s access to public 
places because they made it safer to walk after dark. The lecture circuit, which had largely 
banned women from speaking during the 1850s, welcomed woman orator, and female journalists 
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were not as rare as they once had been. Women now also had access to education and some 
professions that had been denied them two generations earlier.586  Finally, physicians regularly 
advised women to exercise and it was no longer understood that women were implicitly fragile 
and sickly. Thus, although the opportunity for an education, a career, and leisure time was not 
open to everyone, many middle class white women enjoyed a level of independence that had 
been denied their grandmothers.  
 Women’s emancipation was furthered by the bicycling fad of the 1890s, because it 
offered a mode of transportation that women could use on their own without need of a chaperone 
or male guide. It was also a public form of exercise; unlike calisthenics or gymnastics, which 
were typically practiced in private, the bicycle was public and flaunted women’s physicality. 
Because bicycle riding required women to straddle the frame, women’s clothing became a focus 
of controversy as people asked what would women wear while cycling? While critics established 
guidelines intended to regulate women’s behavior and bicycle manufacturers popularized 
specific uniforms as part of their marketing strategy, the women’s rights movement approached 
the bicycle as symbolic of the modern woman’s shift away from traditional gender roles. Dress 
reformers encouraged women to adopt bifurcated clothing in order to fully embrace the bicycling 
experience. Suffragists, who had not officially supported dress reform since the 1850s, now 
readopted the bloomer as the symbol of their movement and women’s equality. Yet, more than 
other incarnations of dress reform, the bicycling costume depended greatly on the way it was 
represented. It was not what a woman wore that was threatening to society, but the symbolic link 
between her behavior and her clothing.587  
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The Bicycle Becomes Popular 
 While it would eventually be identified with the woman’s movement of the 1890s, the 
bicycle was not initially linked to radicalism.588 Rather, it went through several variations before 
becoming popular—or controversial—in the 1890s. The forerunner of the bicycle, the 
velocipede, was invented in Germany in 1817. It had a wooden frame similar in style to modern 
bicycles, but no pedals or brakes. Nicknamed the “running machine,” riders straddled the frame 
and propelled the cycle by running to gain speed and then lifting the legs. To stop one dragged 
their feet against the ground. In 1818, an American model was produced in Boston. During the 
1860s bicycles with pedals, wooden wheels, and an iron frame became the fashion in France and 
crossed over to America, but these bicycles were so uncomfortable that they were popularly 
known as “boneshakers.” Neither the running machine nor the boneshaker was widely adopted in 
the United States, but the fascination with a machine driven by man’s momentum persisted. At 
the 1876 Centennial Celebration in Philadelphia two other types of English bicycles were 
displayed: a high-wheeled bicycle with a large front wheel and small back wheel, known as “the 
Ordinary,” and the tricycle, which had two wheels on either side of the rider and a wheel in front. 
The Ordinary was difficult to climb onto and had only simple brakes that relied on the strength 
of the rider’s feet. Although the high wheel bicycle was more stable than its predecessors once it 
was moving, slowing the cycle enough to be able to jump off still presented a challenge. This, 
combined with the difficulty of mounting in long skirts, made the Ordinary impossible for 
women to ride. Instead, some women took to the shorter tricycle, a form of cycling that never 
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achieved large-scale popularity. It was only after 1886, when the safety bicycle was invented, 
that women’s cycling became widespread.589 
The safety bicycle revolutionized cycling. Unlike the treacherous high-wheeled cycle, 
this model had two equal-sized, pneumatic tires, which made the vehicle both easier to mount 
and more comfortable to ride. The safety also had a chain, making it easier to propel. Women’s 
models were designed with a “drop frame,” or curved tube design, rather than a bar across the 
frame, and this allowed them to wear skirts. Bicycling, which had been merely a hobby during 
the 1880s, had become a national obsession by 1895.590  
Mass production of the bicycle made it affordable and popular. In the early 1890s a 
bicycle cost around $100, or just under $2,500 in 2015 currency. By 1895 prices had dropped to 
$50, or $1,300 in 2015 dollars.591 Despite this price reduction bicycles were still too expensive 
for lower income professionals like clerks, who earned an average of $18 a week in 1890. Thus 
manufactures offered installment plans. This affordability resulted in a bicycle “boom,” which 
lasted for nearly a decade. At its peak there were four million riders in the United States and, of 
the bicycles sold, one in three were bought by a woman. 592 However, the question remained: 
what would that woman wear? 
 
Women’s Cycling Clothing 
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Early in the bicycle craze female cyclists complained that their skirts became dirty when 
they rode through mud and that both the motion of pedaling and the breeze created by increasing 
speed caused their skirts to fly up. In the most serious cases women’s skirts became entangled in 
the moving parts of the bicycle as they rode.593 In 1891 a woman wrote to the journal Sporting 
Life complaining that, while cycling, her long skirt became tangled around the pedals causing her 
to crash. “Before I knew what was the matter, I found myself lying in the road with the safety 
[bicycle] on top of me,” the woman wrote. “My dress was so tightly wound round the crank 
bracket that I could not get up until I had got it free.” The woman’s dress was ripped all the way 
to the waist. Her experience exemplified why many women felt that an altered dress was 
necessary for bicycling.594   
 This need created a market for bicycling clothing. Between 1893 and 1903, there were 66 
designs for the cycling skirt patented. Although women accounted for less than one percent of 
patents in this period, 62 percent of the inventors of cycling garments were women. Typically 
these clothing designs involved methods of converting women’s regular skirts “chameleon-like” 
into functional cycling garments.595 They included contraptions to tether the skirt to one leg or 
raise and lower the hem. Other inventions were meant to protect women’s clothing. There were 
several designs for dress guards, which was a wire shield that could be placed over the back 
wheel of a bicycle to prevent the rider’s skirt from becoming entangled in the spokes. Dress 
guards only made bicycles heavier and more difficult to manage, however, making it more 
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practical to simply modify riders’ outfits. 596 In 1896 a British woman, Mrs. Bygrave, designed a 
round walking skirt that could be transformed into a pair of trousers with the pull of a string 
(Image 6.1). Reminiscent of elaborate corset modifiers from earlier in the century, Bygrave’s 
design included pulleys, which when activated bifurcated the skirt. Bygrave sold the rights to this 
design to a New York sporting goods company for $5,000.597  
 A more common design for cycling clothing was the divided skirt (Image 6.2). The 
Viscountess Harberton invented the divided skirt in 1882 for the British dress reform 
organization, the Rational Dress Society. This garment, the precursor to modern culottes, offered 
the wearer the convenience of a bifurcated garment but the appearance of being only one 
piece.598 According to the suffrage periodical Woman’s Herald of Industry, so many readers 
inquired about the divided skirt that the editor, Mrs. J.W. Stow, felt compelled to print a “short 
leaflet” explaining its design and purpose.599 Mainstream publications also praised the divided 
skirt. Godey’s Lady’s Book declared it “the best costume for wheeling women” and the 
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Edgefield, South Carolina Advertiser called it the most “natty,” or fashionable, cycling dress 
available.600 Social reformers also promoted the divided skirt and suggested improvements on 
the design. For example, a female physician at the Battle Creek Sanitarium, a Seventh Day 
Adventist health facility, designed a short, bifurcated skirt, which she claimed combined the 
benefits of the bloomer costume and the divided skirt. This garment was versatile and could be 
used for rhythmic exercises or cycling.601 Another design, published in suffragist Clara Bewick 
Colby’s newspaper the Women’s Tribune, promised to serve as a rainy day dress (a garment with 
a hem that was slightly shorter than usual so as not to drag through wet streets when it rained), a 
bicycle skirt, and a business suit all in one. The garment had an adjustable elastic band so that the 
hem could be pinned above the knee when cycling or lowered when walking.602  
The majority of bicycling suits, however, were simple in design, consisting of either a 
shortened skirt or bicycling bloomers. These were advertised through popular magazines and 
mail order catalogues. A typical bicycling suit could be ordered from the Sears & Roebuck 
catalogue. In the 1896 bicycling issue female consumers were presented with five options for 
bicycle suits, each consisting of a tight-fitting jacket and either wide bloomer trousers or a 
shortened skirt. Unlike the bloomer costume, which included a shortened dress over harem pants, 
these bicycling bloomers were voluminous trousers cinched at the calf with tights underneath. 
Overgaiters, or cloth leg coverings, protected the tights and shoes in inclement weather. Suit 
jackets also incorporated fashionable details; the Sears & Roebuck version included round leg o’ 
mutton sleeves and could be made double breasted or with a “Norfolk waist.” Suits could be 
ordered in in navy blue, brown, or tan. Prices ranged from $4.80 to $14.95. More expensive 
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ensembles were made of wool rather than cotton cloth and included a skirt as well as the 
trousers. For an additional fee, one could order a skirt or an extra pair of bloomers. Sears & 
Roebuck, the catalogue bragged, offered the largest line of bicycle clothing in the United States 
at the lowest prices.603  
 Many of the designs for bicycling bloomers, including those sold at Sears & Roebuck, 
were purely practical rather than indicative of a subversive political statement. Riding a bicycle 
was simply acknowledged to be difficult in fashionable clothing. As journalist Eliza Archard 
Conner noted, she was unable to learn to mount her bicycle in her ordinary dress because the 
heels of her shoes continuously caught in her long skirt. She only met with success after adopting 
the bicycle bloomer costume.604 Bicycling bloomers also had the added benefit of protecting 
riders’ legs from the wind, which commonly blew under skirts when a woman was riding.605  
 The prevalence of designs for bicycling bloomers indicated that designers and 
manufacturers were concerned that women had acceptable clothing options. Socially, a stigma 
remained regarding women wearing pants and, therefore, manufacturers had to convince women 
that bicycling outfits would enrich the cycling experience. Advertisements presented images of 
serene and beautiful women wearing fashionable garments and riding with friends, creating a 
fictional impression of what it meant to own a bicycle. Audiences were give impression that 
bicycle clothing was more widely adopted than it actually was.  
 
 
Marketing the Bicycle: The Feminine Rider 
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Bicycling advertisements accounted for approximately ten percent of all national 
advertising during the 1890s. In 1894, the Monarch Bicycle Company spent $20,000 per year on 
advertising. By 1896 their budget had increased to $125,000.606 Advertisements were so 
prevalent during the 1890s because of a shift in magazine publishers’ commercial strategy. 
Rather than relying on subscriptions, publishers lowered cover prices and focused on advertising 
as a way to sustain their periodicals. And, as one result of this change, bicycle and associated 
clothing advertisements became ubiquitous in middle class magazines, often featuring images of 
cycling women.607  In these pictures beautiful young women were shown embracing these 
marvels of technology as well as an active public life. Thus the women who rode safety bicycles 
fit neatly within the archetype of the modern woman—the “New Woman” who attended college, 
worked at a job outside of the home, campaigned for suffrage, and sought equality with men. Her 
activities were linked to changing gender roles, prompting critics to express concern that cycling 
would lead to women adopting male characteristics. But the advertisers’ creation was a visual 
ideal that was more romantic than athletic, lacking the political awareness of her reform-minded 
sisters.608 There were no social consequences to her cycling; instead, these advertisements 
communicated that bicycling was a social activity that led to friendships and ultimately 
matrimony.609  
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A series of color illustrations in a White Sewing Machine Company booklet advertising 
its new bicycle line exemplified this approach. The heroine of this series was the “White Girl,” a 
young woman identifiable by her white dress. The White Girl was the epitome of fashion: her 
dress included the cinched waist of a corset and fashionably full sleeves. Her white bicycling 
gloves and hat with a veil added a formality to her image and identified her as a lady. The only 
bit of color in her ensemble was provided by the delicate red roses at her waist. The cover art of 
the White booklet showed the White Girl coasting down a dirt path on her bicycle. The hem of 
her skirt was noticeably shorter than normal, an indication that her garment had been modified 
apropos of her activity. White tights covered her calves. The landscape was green and lush with a 
field and trees; the countryside was the ideal place to cycle. In the background a male rider 
crested the hill (Image 6.3).610   
The next image in the booklet showed the White Girl being introduced to the gentleman 
rider. They stood next to a serene body of water and a flowering tree. The man leaned against his 
bicycle as he shook the White Girl’s hand. An inset at the top of the page provided a “historical” 
comparison. The scene was loosely Medieval with a man wearing knee breeches and a rapier on 
bended knee holding the hand of a lady in white. In the background a castle loomed, flowers 
framing its fortifications. The scene with the bicycle, the drawing communicated, was the 
modern equivalent to the Lord and Lady. The bicycle was the romantic link in the couple’s 
courtship (Image 6.4).611  
The White Sewing Machine Company’s booklet also included information about its 
factory and bicycles, including prices, but it was the images that were meant to attract readers. 
Rather than directly confront claims that the bicycle may be threatening to femininity, these 
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advertisements showed that there could be nothing more appropriate for a young woman than 
riding the bicycle. It is also significant that The White Girl and her companion were surrounded 
by nature. The bucolic scene communicated serenity, beauty, and a break from the toils of every 
day life.612 This was a recurring theme in bicycle advertisements and no more so than in the art 
of Will H. Bradley.  
Will H. Bradley was an illustrator, known for his work with The Overman Wheel 
Company, the parent company of Victor Bicycles, and Pope Manufacturing, which produced the 
Columbia Bicycle. Drawings by Bradley included the flowing lines, natural forms, and 
whimsical women associated with Art Nouveau. Flowers, trees, and vines blended in with the 
figures portrayed by Bradley, making the people part of the scenery. Bradley’s best-known 
picture for Victor Bicycles appeared on the back cover of Harper’s Weekly on December 7, 1895 
and was widely circulated in advertisements and posters in the United States and abroad. The 
image depicted three women on bicycles wearing long, flowing dresses that followed the natural 
curves of the body. Their bodies were entirely covered by their clothing and each woman’s hair 
was loose, framing her face. Two of the women wore berets while the third was bare headed. The 
two women in the background stared straight ahead seriously, but the women in the front of the 
frame looked directly at the reader with a small smile. Next to her beret she wore a flower in her 
hair. Vines bordered the scene and long stemmed flowers surrounded the women. The bicycles 
were hidden by the figures of the women with the exception of the anterior and rear tires of the 
two women in the background and the handlebars of the woman in front. The only indication that 
this was an advertisement was the brand name of the bicycles, “Victor,” printed in red capital 
letters at the top of the poster and “Bicycles, Overman Wheel Company,” in red and green 
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capital letters at the bottom of the poster. This typeface became a signature of Bradley’s (Image 
6.5). 613  
In a similar advertisement for Pope Manufacturing’s Columbia Bicycle, Bradley depicted 
two women cycling side by side with an abstract golden vine in the background. The women 
were enveloped in swirling white dresses. One woman was viewed in profile, but her companion 
looked straight at the viewer with a small smile on her face. Thick lashes framed her half closed 
eyes. Like Bradley’s advertisements for the Overman Wheel Company, the name of the 
manufacturer appeared at the top of the page, but the image itself was void of typical sales 
pitches. The women shown were romantic and beautiful, and the overall scene serene (Image 
6.6). 614   
Will H. Bradley’s art added a level of sophistication and glamour to bicycling 
advertisements, something that Pope Manufacturing also sought in the work of artist and 
illustrator Maxfield Parrish. Parrish was one of the best-known commercial artists of his 
generation. For the first half of the twentieth-century it was estimated that reproductions of his 
art could be found in a quarter of American homes.615 The April 11, 1896 bicycling issue of 
Harper’s Weekly included a duo of Parrish’s drawings showing a young woman and man riding 
their bicycles. The woman wore a smart plaid cycling dress. It was short, but her cinched waist 
and full sleeves were fashionable. On her head a man’s hat was perched on top of full hair and an 
excessively long tie blew behind her. The woman half smiled. Behind her a green field bordered 
by trees provided the only color on the page. The companion picture included a boy wearing a 
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matching plaid knickerbocker suit. His tie, although shorter, was also playfully askew. Behind 
him a similar green field, this time with a scattering of trees, showed that he was riding in the 
country. The major difference between the two images was that hers identified the magazine 
name and issue, while his advertised Columbia Bicycles. 616 Together, these illustrations 
communicated a positive portrayal of bicycle riders, one that discounted gender concerns and 
depicted male and female riders as equal (Image 6.7).  
 This female persona, created by Pope Manufacturing, drawn by different artists, and 
appearing in various publications, linked bicycling to appropriate social behavior. To drive this 
point home, Pope Manufacturing also distributed a series of six paper dolls wearing different 
bicycling dresses throughout 1895. Each doll showed a different woman wearing stylish cycling 
clothes and standing next to her Columbia bicycle. The purpose, according to the advertisement 
printed on the back of the doll, was to help women determine which garment was most suitable 
for their cycling needs and to “[delight] the hearts of all the children into whose hands they may 
come.” In reality, these dolls were intended to normalize the image of bicycling clothing, 
proclaiming them to be appropriate and even fashionable. A label on one of the dolls indicated 
that the garment it showed was a copy of one worn by the popular stage actress Georgia Cayvan. 
The suggestion was that women at home could share in her glamour if they chose the same 
ensemble (Image 6.8).617  
 Such advertisements emphasized that female cyclists were beautiful because they adhered 
to a code of femininity. This model rider was not linked only to bicycle companies, but extended 
into other branches of advertising. Lion Coffee, for example, also issued paper dolls of women 
riding bicycles in order to advertise their product and to remind consumers that proof of purchase 
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could be traded for premiums.618 Perhaps the most widespread advertisements showing bicycles 
but not selling them were produced for cigar companies. During the 1890s, many cigar 
manufacturers in the United States offered products with similar tasting tobacco and similar 
pricing. To distinguish their brands, manufacturers relied on cigar boxes bearing ornate labels. 
Smaller cigar companies lacked the resources to create their own labels, but commercial 
lithographers created stock images that could be ordered by number. All a cigar company had to 
do was add its brand name. These cigar box labels were directed at male consumers and focused 
on sentimental, genre, scenic, and historical pictures that could be framed and displayed in the 
home.619 The promotional labels portrayed the romance of the bicycle, while celebrating the 
sporting element and the camaraderie of riders. For example, an 1896 lithograph by Witsch and 
Schmitt titled “Bloomers” showed a woman riding her bicycle against a lush country 
background, free from the bustle of urban life (Image 6.9). Her bloomer trousers were full and 
her jacket incorporated the leg-o-mutton sleeves popular in women’s dresses, and she also wore 
a jaunty cap and riding gloves. The entire ensemble was fashionable rather than threatening, with 
bouquets of roses framing the scene to emphasize her femininity. Similarly, in a lithograph by 
George Schlegel entitled “Road Queen,” a man and woman were shown riding together, the 
woman in a bicycling bloomer (Image 6.10). Behind them another couple embraced and, on 
either side of the cycling couple, men racing their cycles clearly outlined the ways in which the 
sport differed for the genders. For women, it was a chance to socialize with men and to ride in 
the country; for men, cycling was a competitive sport.  
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 Advertisements featuring women on bicycles reinforced the traditional social order. 
While companies obviously hoped that the artwork would sell products, they also communicated 
that bicycling was not something to be discouraged for women. Art depicted bicycling clothing 
that enhanced women’s beauty. This beauty, it was implied, would catch the attention of eligible 
male cyclists. The comic press, however, contradicted these images by suggesting that there was 
no situation in which bicycling clothing was acceptable; in their view, the women who would 
wear such garments rejected femininity. Here, the New Woman was portrayed as a trouser-
wearing feminist.  
 
Critics and the Perils of Cycling 
During the 1890s the term “woman’s rights” still implied to many that men would be 
forced to take on the duties of the household. Even more threatening was the idea that women 
would abandon motherhood and thus place the future of the nation in jeopardy. This fear was 
fueled by the New Woman’s presence in traditionally masculine spaces. The old gendered social 
structure began to crumble. It became common for women to work outside of the home prior to 
marriage. Birthrates amongst white native born-middle class women declined. To complicate 
matters mass immigration to America and high birthrates among immigrants perpetuated a fear 
that native-born Americans would soon be outnumbered. Furthermore, female social reformers 
began to interpret motherhood in a broader social sense; instead of raising families women 
focused on looking after women and children living in urban slums. This seeming rejection of 
motherhood was linked to women’s emancipation.620   
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This fear that the white, American, patriarchal social structure was in jeopardy was 
expressed through a visual culture that often ridiculed the New Woman for stepping outside of 
the home. For example, in 1895 the humor magazine Puck printed a drawing of a young woman 
wearing a bicycling suit, standing next to her bicycle (Image 6.11). The woman’s skirt was 
clearly bifurcated, but unlike the charming women shown in advertisements this woman stood 
with a hand on her hip, defiantly scowling at the audience. Beneath the sketch was the following 
poem entitled “Long Division”: 
Dress Reform Agitation 
The Family Hurts 
With the Household’s Divided 
As Well as the Skirts 
 
For this poet, a happy household was not one where a woman owned a bicycle. 
Cycling critics also feared that riding the bicycle and wearing pants while doing so would 
make women masculine or sexually brazen. Joseph Pulitzer’s sensational New York newspaper, 
The World, published a list of suggestions for female riders that were subsequently reprinted in 
newspapers across the country.621 Certain items on the list such as “Don’t forget your tool bag” 
were safety guidelines for the road, but the majority were suggestions to aid women in 
maintaining their propriety while cycling. Included were the warnings: “Don’t discuss bloomers 
with every man you know,”  “Don’t go to church in your bicycle costume,” “Don’t ask, ‘What 
do you think of my bloomers?,’” and “Don’t try to ride in your brother’s clothes ‘to see how it 
feels.’” The obvious suggestion was that bicycling and the associated clothing directly threatened 
the gendered social order.   
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 Among the warnings on The World’s list was the advice: “Don’t cultivate ‘bicycle 
face,’” a term used to describe an expression of such intense seriousness that it would ruin a 
woman’s looks and possibly become permanent. In 1897 a British physician named A. Shadwell 
claimed to have coined the phrase to describe a nervous condition affecting cyclists. A person 
with bicycle face could be recognized because “All their attention is given up to the road and the 
machine. With set faces, eyes fixed before them, and an expression either anxious, irritable, or at 
best stony, they pedal away looking neither to the right nor to the left, save for an instantaneous 
flash, and speaking not at all, except a word flung gasping over the shoulder at the most.” 
Shadwell questioned whether any cyclists were actually capable of “talking, laughing, or looking 
jolly, like persons engaged in any other amusement?” 622The weekly news magazine The Literary 
Digest also warned that bicycle face victims were either flushed or pale, with drawn lips, and 
dark shadows under the eyes. Women were particularly vulnerable to this condition because it 
was caused by overexertion from maintaining an upright position and difficulty in balancing.623   
But bicycle face was only one of the potential hazards of bicycling. In June 1895, the Los 
Angeles Herald published an article written by one of the editors explaining mockingly “The one 
disadvantage of wearing bloomers is that when you fall off of a bicycle nobody knows whether 
you have frilled underwear or not. This is discouraging to some girls.” 624 Other writers 
expressed concern that the vibrations from the road would lead to masturbation. To prevent this, 
women were instructed to sit back on the seat, maintain rigid posture, and keep their weight on 
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their pelvis. Bicycling catalogues marketed “hygienic” seats with minimal padding where the 
genitalia made contact with the seat to encourage this posture. 625  
 Other publications focused on the ways in which too much independence would make 
women masculine. An 1894 issue of the satirical magazine Life developed this theme in the 
caption to an illustration called “The Bicycler’s Bride.” The woman in the image stared 
unsmilingly at the reader from behind a white veil. Her wedding garment was a white bloomer 
outfit with fashionably wide sleeves and a cinched waist. Her trousers were full but 
exaggeratedly short and cinched at the knee to reveal high gaiters over her shoes (Image 6.12). 
The caption read: 
“ So you want to marry my son,” said the stern Mama to the 
Emancipated Woman.  
  “I do.” 
“Can you support him in the manner in which he has been 
accustomed?” 
  “I can.” 
  “Then take him and make him happy.” (Whimsically).  
 
This drawing like the cartoons of the 1850s bloomer costume, created a world in which the 
woman was the dominant figure in both home and marriage. 626 
Although bicycling bloomers were more popular in the United States than Great Britain, 
Punch did not miss the opportunity to spoof the trend. 627 One cartoon showed a woman wearing 
a garish bicycle bloomer and looking smugly at a gentleman who eyed her suspiciously. The 
loud plaid on the woman’s clothing violated advice to keep patterns plain. The title of the image, 
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“Fashion á la Shakespeare,” was a reference to the playwright’s tradition of cross-dressing. The 
caption referenced Desdemona’s desire for equality. The cartoon portrayed a gender stand off 
between the man, obviously wealthy and scowling at the woman over his cane and monocle, and 
the woman defiantly scowling back to show him that she could dress as she pleased. (Image 
6.13). 628 
This confrontation over clothing’s relationship to gender roles was also depicted in the 
popular pastime of stereoscopes. During the 1890s most middle class white families in America 
had a stereoscope in their parlor. Introduced in the 1850s, the dual-image stereographs, mounted 
on cardboard and viewed through the stereoscope, offered a three-dimensional picture. Sold in 
packages of either 12 or 100 for prices ranging from $.40 to $3.00 from mail order catalogues,629 
stereo “views” covered a vast range of topics, from historical scenes to geographic landscapes—
but the comic photographs, depicting men and women in reversed roles, were among the most 
popular. In a series of stereoscope cards titled “The New Woman” men washed laundry and 
cared for children while women—who wore shapeless shirtwaists and trousers—read 
newspapers, smoked cigarettes, or announced their intention to ride their bicycles. Children sat 
unsmiling in corners or on the floor, neglected by the adults in the room. These pictures often 
included wall hangings that said “home” or “mother,” an obvious criticism of the woman who 
had shirked her duties. In one stereoscope titled “ Don’t Tell Me You Won’t Wash,” a woman 
pulled her husband’s hair as he stood over a basin holding clothing against a washboard (Image 
                                                
628 “Fashion á la Shakespeare,” Punch, vol. CXII, (1897): 100.  




6.14).630 Although humorous, these pictures conveyed a serious message: the bicycle could 
disrupt a household. 
  An 1895 Puck color cartoon by American cartoonist Frederick Burr Opper entitled “The 
‘New Woman’ and her Bicycle – There will Be Several Varieties of Her,” depicted an array of 
scenarios. The woman in the center of the image wore bloomers and had her hands in her 
pockets. Since women’s clothing in this era did not have pockets, this detail indicated that she 
was wearing a man’s garment. The woman looked through a monocle and scowled at the viewer, 
while three mice sat at her feet. Behind her a portrait of the “Old Woman” showed a woman with 
softer features and upswept hair wearing a long, white dress. The Old Woman stood on a chair, a 
mouse next to the chair legs. Her white dress indicated her purity and her fear of the rodent, 
delicacy. The New Woman on the other hand showed masculine fearlessness. A series of 
vignettes showing the effect of the New Woman and the bicycle surround this center figure. One 
depicted two female Salvation Army workers cycling while singing. Both wore trousers and one 
held a hymnal while the other played a tambourine. Behind them a band complete with bass 
drum followed. This reference to Salvationists’ use of parades to draw working-class urbanites to 
Evangelicalism linked the bicycle and associated clothing to the crude behavior of the working 
class.631  Another of the cartoons showed a washerwoman delivering laundry and another servant 
girl on her day off. Both women had Apish features commonly attributed to the Irish in 
caricature. The washerwoman rode past two male laborers who looked at her as she inexpertly 
held a basket in one hand and steered with the other. The servant girl was similarly unstable as 
she rode in the opposite direction of two other cyclists. The message was clear: the bicycle 
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would empower the lower class and immigrants, making them more of a hazard than they 
already were.632 Yet another vignette showed an angry woman riding a bicycle toward a house as 
the man cycling behind her carried the bags. A man sitting on the front porch of a nearby home 
was so appalled he dropped his newspaper. Captioned “Mother-in-law arriving for a long visit” 
this drawing played on the recurrent theme in bicycle cartoons: if women had a means of 
transportation they would arrange for their mothers to visit and husbands would lose all control 
of their homes. The final cartoons depicted the “new widow” visiting her husband’s grave with 
her bicycle leaning against a gravestone and a nurse towing a stroller behind her bicycle (Image 
6.15).633 In each of these images the figures wore bloomers. They also committed social follies 
linked to class and gender, suggesting that bicycling clothing appealed to the unsophisticated. 
 Activists countered cartoons such as these by publishing articles arguing that a 
compromise between ladylike dress and functional clothing could be found. The divided skirt, 
these articles declared, was much more appropriate than bloomers. Critics, however, saw all 
cycling clothing as unacceptable. The divided skirt was inappropriate, warned the New York 
Times, because any bifurcated garment was “merely a resting-place on the road to trousers.”634   
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Dress Reform, Women’s Rights, and the Bicycle 
 
In 1895, the same year that it offered advice for female bicyclists, The World printed a 
composite portrait of twelve women entitled, “Here is the New Woman.” In contradiction to its 
assertion that female cyclists risked impropriety, The World supported the social activism of the 
New Woman. The women pictured were older reformers, including Elizabeth Cady Stanton, 
Mary Livermore and Susan B. Anthony (Image 6.16). “It will be observed that the term ‘new’ 
woman is used here in a sort of Pickwickian sense, as none of these ladies is what might be 
called new, merely judging from the lapse of years,” The World noted. “They are new, however, 
in the sense of representing the most advanced ideas for the present progressive movement of 
womankind.”635 These women had spent their careers fighting for equal rights, the article 
continued, and their faces showed their intelligence. Intelligence, it was implied, should be 
valued over beauty. By linking the New Woman to the woman’s rights movement “Here is the 
New Woman” established that although she was often portrayed as pretty and young, the New 
Woman was actually the modern incarnation of the Strong-Minded Woman. She was finally 
reaping the benefits from years of activism, including dress reform. 
In redefining the New Woman, The World implicitly separated the bicycle from woman’s 
rights reformers. The newspaper ignored the fact that many of the same women it heralded for 
their activism also supported the bicycle. By the 1890s woman’s rights had made suffrage the 
central argument of their movement, and the bicycle was celebrated as both a literal and 
figurative symbol of women’s independence. Suffragists argued that a woman who cycled could 
visit friends or run errands as she pleased. She was no longer reliant on men for transportation, 
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signifying that her dependency had also changed. 636  Modified clothing was also accepted as a 
necessary component of bicycling. Thus, the woman’s rights movement endorsed bicycling and 
the associated clothing as the culmination of the unfinished 1850s dress reform movement. 
 Dress re-entered the agenda of the suffrage movement through the formation of the 
International Council of Women in 1888. The Council was founded by Elizabeth Cady Stanton 
and Susan B. Anthony as a way to unite suffrage leaders from the United States, Great Britain 
and France; the associated National Council of Women functioned as the American branch of the 
organization. According to the Constitution of the National Council of Women, the group’s goal 
was to create “unity of thought, sympathy, and purpose” and to “overthrow forms of ignorance 
and injustice.” In 1891 a subcommittee on dress reform was founded to establish an everyday 
“business dress” for women that was both attractive and functional. Dress reformer Frances E. 
Russell served as the first chairwoman. 637  
 The Dress Reform Committee built its agenda around already established reform 
philosophies. Frances E. Russell attributed her interest in dress reform to water-cure physician 
Harriet N. Austin’s pamphlet “Tracts of the National Dress Reform Association.”  Journalist 
Jane Cunningham Croly and fashion designer Ellen Curtis Demorest endorsed the Committee 
and the original creator of the bloomer costume, Elizabeth Smith Miller, was invited to join one 
of the symposiums. Like their predecessors, the Dress Reform Committee was also dedicated to 
                                                
636 After the Civil War the leaders of the woman’s rights movement divided over the passage of the Fifteenth 
Amendment. This amendment enfranchised freedmen, but excluded women. Activist Lucy Stone believed that the 
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eliminating long skirts that collected trash as women walked and to finding a comfortable 
alternative. The Committee identified three ideal garments that it recommended all women 
adopt: the Syrian dress (another name for the divided skirt), the gymnasium suit, and the 
American Costume.638  
 The reform press printed many fewer images of their recommended clothing than 
periodicals dedicated to women’s fashion. Suffrage newspapers described garments in detail but 
rarely included illustrations. The Dress Reform Committee’s recommendations, however, 
inspired the reform journal The Arena to include photographs of women wearing dress reform 
garments to illustrate that “the last quarter of the nineteenth-century [was] the dawning time of 
the woman’s era.”  In one such picture Hattie C. Flower (the wife of The Arena’s editor B.O. 
Flower) stood next to her bicycle with one arm leaning casually on the seat. Her divided skirt 
was shortened to mid calf and her calves were covered by gaiters. The jacket worn by Flower 
was simple in design and open at the waist showing that she was corsetless, beneath the jacket a 
ruffled blouse was visible and Flower wore riding gloves and a small hat. Although it lacked the 
wide sleeves that were popular during this era, it was decorated with round embroidery. The 
background of the image was a nature scene, indicating that the bicycle offered women a chance 
to enjoy the outdoors and inferring Flower’s suit was more natural to the shape of her body than 
fashionable clothing (Image 6.17). 639 
 The dress reform photographs published in The Area offered specific examples of the 
types of clothing activists envisioned women wearing, particularly for riding the bicycle. Most 
Americans however, would not have seen this article. The Arena’s circulation never rose above 
twenty-five thousand per year and the magazine’s reform agenda would have appealed only to a 
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readership already interested in social issues.640 Dress reform clothing reached a much wider 
audience when the Dress Reform Committee presented its recommendations at the 1893 World’s 
Fair in Chicago. During the exposition a conference entitled “Worlds Congress of Representative 
Women” was held in the Women’s Pavilion. More than two hundred thousand women attended 
the conference to hear three hundred and thirty speakers give papers on women’s issues. The 
dress reform movement was represented by members of the National Council of Women who 
lectured about the health risks of tight clothing. Speakers wore the Syrian dress, the gymnasium 
suit, or the American Costume. 641 
 While it is unlikely that the majority of the women in attendance at the 1893 World’s Fair 
were there to learn about dress reform, there was a significant number who attended the fair in 
hopes of seeing for themselves the benefits of the reform dress. They were disappointed. 
Although some speakers wore reform dress, the Arena reported that most of the garments were 
exhibited on large dolls, rather than on models that could demonstrate the advantages of 
modified clothing. There were also no patterns available for people interested in learning to 
make a reform dress. It was not until the following year that the Butterick Paper Pattern 
Company began producing patterns for the Syrian skirt and bicycling bloomers.642 Dress 
Reform’s presence at the 1893 World’s Fair was also significant because the bloomer costume 
had been banned at the 1851 World’s Fair in London and absent from the 1876 Centennial 
Exposition in Philadelphia. The 1893 Fair hosted a Women’s Pavilion that was far more radical 
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than in the past, as a sign of the growing influence of feminism.643 Perhaps because of the 
presence of dress reform at the Chicago World’s Fair, mainstream periodicals noted the link 
between the current movement and the 1850s bloomer.  
 An 1895 sketch published in the Atlanta Constitution showed a woman standing on a 
road holding a bouquet of flowers and dressed in the style of the 1850s bloomer movement. 
Above her, a woman wearing a bicycle suit stood with her bicycle. The caption read “A picture 
of the past and a vision of the future. Did Miss Amelia E. Bloomer in 1851 forsee [sic] the 
bicycle Bloomer as it is today?”  The accompanying article explained that the image was 
intended to show that Amelia Bloomer had a vision of the future of her costume. The female 
cyclists of Atlanta, the article reported, were raising money to erect a statue in Bloomer’s honor. 
Similarly, in 1897, Albert Franklin Banta, the editor of The Argus and a colorful politician, noted 
that the bloomer movement had been victim to “a cold and critical world.” As a result, the 
bloomer had “passed into a stage of suspended animation until fanned into life by the necessities 
of women astride the bicycle.” 644  
Reformers also supported the idea that the bicycle had resurrected the bloomer costume. 
In 1896 the New York Herald reprinted an interview with the philanthropist Margaret Olivia 
Slocum Sage, second wife of the financier Russell Sage. The topic of the interview was the 
bloomer and Mrs. Sage argued that women should adopt it. As a young woman she had attended 
Emma Willard’s Troy Female Seminary—where the curriculum was one of the first to include 
women’s exercise. She later used her husband’s money to fund female inventors and support 
women’s education. According to Mrs. Sage, as a young woman she had known Amelia 
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Bloomer and had often attended her lectures. As a result, she reasoned, “If a woman will follow 
the pursuits of a man, will become an equal in work and ambitions, she must have a practical 
costume. She cannot wait to grasp her skirts if she must grasp a particular car railing; she cannot 
wait for her skirts if she must be at the office in time to begin work with her brother.” Mrs. Sage 
argued that the bloomer did not make sense for women of leisure, but felt there needed to be a 
practical garment for physically active women. Mrs. Sage proclaimed, “I cannot see how a 
woman would attempt to ride without the bloomer.”645 
Although she had written little on dress reform since abandoning the bloomer costume, 
Elizabeth Cady Stanton also declared that the bicycle and its associated clothing were a much 
needed challenge to gender conventions. For Stanton, the bicycle represented the opportunity for 
women to become assertive, to cast off the ideal of feminine weakness, and to strengthen their 
bodies and minds.646  She also viewed bicycle clothing as vindication of the struggles of female 
dress reformers during the 1850s. “Our sufferings,” she wrote, “were not in vain; the [reform] 
dress may now be seen in all the fashionable avenues in the metropolis [New York City], with 
none to molest or make afraid the graceful maiden on a bicycle.”647  
Other original dress reformers praised bicycle bloomers. Susan B. Anthony pronounced 
them the “proper thing for wheeling.” Drawing on her four decades of experience as a woman’s 
rights reformer Anthony explained that women needed functional clothing. But she observed that 
during the 1850s the bloomer costume had confused the public about the purpose of the woman’s 
rights movement. The bicycle, however, justified a reason to wear modified clothing. A woman 
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on a bicycle was “the picture of free, untrammelled womanhood,” Anthony noted, and the 
bicycle had “done more to emancipate women than anything else in the world.”648  
 The bicycle, it seemed according to reformers’ praise, was the catalyst necessary to push 
women out of the private sphere into the public. Journalist Mary L. Bisland wrote that the 
bicycle was responsible for “not only a revolution, but a revelation in the thoughts and actions of 
our worthy female citizen.”649 To prove that a transformation was indeed taking place, reformers 
claimed that nearly every female cyclist wore some version of dress reform. Charlotte Perkins 
[Gilman] Stetson, who as a young woman had adopted Dio Lewis’s calisthenics regimen and 
modified her dresses and underwear to adhere to reform philosophies, noted seeing divided skirts 
and knickerbockers in New York City’s Central Park.650 The New York Times also implied that 
dress reform was becoming common in its interview with a tailor who reported selling more 
bloomers than other styles of bicycling dress. When women were unsure of what they wanted, 
the man explained, he recommended the bloomers; although they were more difficult to make, he 
believed them to be the best choice for decorum, hygiene, and safety.651 Another New York 
Times article observed that thousands of women had adopted dress reform because, as an 
extension of the bicycle, it was considered fashionable.652 Frances E. Russell contributed 
accounts in fellow Dress Reform Committee member Clara Bewick Colby’s newspaper, the 
Woman’s Journal, of women’s groups adopting the bloomer throughout the country. In 
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Brooklyn, New York, Russell said, the Brooklyn Health Culture Club’s one hundred and fifty 
female members agreed to shorten their skirts at least three inches when cycling and to adopt 
more drastic changes on rainy days. In Minneapolis, Minnesota, it was similarly reported that 
one-hundred and fifty female cyclers were wearing knickerbockers.653 However, these published 
reports created a false image of female bicyclists. In reality, most women did not adopt dress 
reform. 
  One survey of New York City cyclists revealed that out of 2501 female riders, only 63 
wore bloomers.654 In Trenton, New Jersey, a women’s bicycle club reported that eight to ten out 
of the twenty-five members wore bloomers. The younger members, it was revealed, refused to 
wear bicycling clothing because they did not want to alienate their male suitors. In 1886 
Charlotte Perkins Gilman [Stetson] wrote about the pressure women could feel to conform to 
more traditional notion of femininity. A woman contemplating dress reform, she observed, must 
“long combat with one’s own miseducated sense of beauty, and fitness, and with all one’s 
friends’ constant disapprobation noticeably, loss of social position, constant mortification and 
shame.” This, according to Gilman, explained why more women did not reform their dress.655  
As if to prove Gilman’s point, journalist Nelly Bly made scathing observations about 
dress reform while attending the 1896 woman’s suffrage convention. She particularly criticized 
Charlotte Perkins [Gilman] Stetson. Mrs. Stetson was attractive, Bly noted, but her clothing left 
much to be desired. She wore neither corset nor petticoats and her skirt was short and “hung 
every way but prettily.” Bly did not disguise her disappointment when she wrote that “With her 
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high bred and dainty face, Mrs. Stetson could have preached suffrage to all men and won favor if 
she only dressed becomingly.” Bly was similarly dissatisfied after meeting other practitioners of 
dress reform. She described Maine suffragist Elizabeth A. Yates as having ruined her own beauty 
with clothing that was a “shapeless abomination.” She declared that Minnesota suffragist Julia B. 
Nelson wore “the shapeless rags of dress reform” and that Clara Bewick Colby, had a body that 
“was hideous” in her reform dress. To Bly, suffragists were wasting a valuable tool. Dress, she 
argued, was “a weapon men lack, so women should make the most of it. As [the suffragists’] 
motto seems to be ‘use means to gain the end,’ why not use the powerful means of pretty 
clothes?”656 
The pressure to be attractive was a powerful deterrent to adopting bicycling clothing for 
many women. In 1894 the Kansas City Times profiled a Miss Ida Field, who was described as 
the “most expert lady bicycle rider in the city.” Miss Field, the paper reported, found bloomers to 
be “hideous.” Yet her preferred riding outfit, trousers to the knee, a short skirt, and a blouse, 
were still contrary to popular fashion. Nevertheless, for Field, it was the skirt that was important 
to her sense of attractiveness.657 For other female riders, the clothing was less important than the 
liberating act of cycling itself. One such woman, the New York socialite Mrs. Reginald de 
Koven (Anna Farwell de Koven), wrote that the bicycle represented “deliverance, revolution, 
salvation.”658 According to de Koven, “What years of eloquent preaching from the platforms of 
woman’s suffrage have failed to accomplish, the necessitates of this wheel have in a few months 
brought in practical use.” But De Koven warned that dress reform could be taken too far. Like 
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Field, De Koven believed that a shortened skirt made the most sense. Anything else was pushing 
women’s dress too far. “It is to be hoped,” De Koven noted in an interview, “that the bicycle will 
not so far advance the theories of dress reform held by any of the advanced women suffragists 
that men’s clothes will be adopted by women, but that exigencies of the bicycle costume will 
bring about some compromise may safely be expected.”659  
Journalist Mary Sargent Hopkins shared De Koven’s fear. Hopkins was considered to be 
a bicycling expert and, as the niece of health reformer Mary Gove Nichols, her legacy was social 
reform. Yet to Hopkins there was nothing as inappropriate as a woman wearing bloomers. Her 
ideal garment for riding was also a shortened skirt with trousers or leggings underneath. In her 
women’s magazine, Wheelwoman, Hopkins argued that the major problem with bicycling 
bloomers was that they were ugly, but she also argued that women who wore bloomers looked 
masculine. Such a woman “has made a half-way sort of creature of herself. She can’t be a man, 
and she is a disgrace as a woman.”660  
For these women, the line of demarcation between propriety and indecency was the 
bicycling skirt. Without it a woman was simply wearing pants. Ironically, the garments they 
described – a shortened skirt over leggings or knickerbockers – was much closer in design to the 
original bloomer costume than the bicycling bloomer. Field, De Koven and Hopkins were not 
suggesting that women return to long dresses. They acknowledged that some form of modified 
clothing was necessary. The tension between this philosophy and dress reformer arguments was 
in the details; was it the bicycle that liberated women or the clothing? 
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This question would not be answered by the turn of the twentieth-century. For all of its 
popularity in 1895, the bicycle had fallen out of fashion by 1903. With it dress reform also 
receded into the background of the woman’s rights movement. Yet the dress reform movement 
had experienced marked success in popularizing functional clothing throughout the nineteenth-
century. While it did not revolutionize popular fashion, dress reform successfully politicized 
women’s bodies and challenged the notion that women were merely decorative. In doing so, the 
door was opened for twentieth-century women to abandon corsets altogether and to adopt 



































































Image 6.5 Will H. Bradley, Victor bicycling advertisement, 1895.  
 
 











































Image 6.11 “Long Division,” Puck, 1895. 
 
 























































    
In 1944 a musical comedy entitled “Bloomer Girl” premiered at the Shubert Theater in 
New York City. The setting was a small, eastern manufacturing town called Cicero Falls. The 
year was 1861. The storyline featured the character Dolly Bloomer, the “creator” of the bloomer 
costume who also edited a newspaper dedicated to female independence called The Lily. The 
plot, however, followed Bloomer’s niece Evelina, as she struggled to follow her aunt’s example 
while also dealing with the politics of slavery on the eve of the Civil War. The show was billed 
as the story of women’s liberation as represented by the bloomer costume, and for its time the 
themes of feminism and racism were progressive. Like many adaptations of historical topics, 
however, comedic touches such as one character performing a strip tease while removing her 
bloomer costume and the “bloomer girl chorus” over shadowed the importance of the nineteenth-
century dress reform movement.661  
Yet in some ways a humorous musical dedicated to the bloomer costume was a fitting 
addition to dress reform’s legacy. From its adoption by woman’s rights reformers in 1851, the 
popular press treated the bloomer costume as a joke, particularly in comic images depicting dress 
reformers as masculine and ugly. For the woman’s rights movement, however, dress reform was 
not about dressing like men. It was about throwing off fashion in favor of clothing that was both 
comfortable and symbolic of women’s gender equality.  
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In 1850 women’s fashion demanded an idealized image that most women could not 
fulfill. Tightly cinched waists and voluminous skirts created an hourglass silhouette in line with 
the dominant ideal of beauty, yet these garments hindered the daily work needs of many women. 
It was also feared that sculpting the body to fulfill this beauty standard was unhealthy. The 
original premise of the bloomer costume was to offer an alternative to fashion; as dress 
reformers, women who embraced the bloomer rejected corsets and cumbersome skirts that 
dragged as they walked. Because it made physical labor easier, the bloomer costume specifically 
appealed to rural women and women travelling west on the overland trail. At the same time, 
however, woman’s rights advocates began wearing the bloomer costume while lecturing. If 
women were going to achieve legislative equality, these reformers argued, they must dispel the 
myth that women were the weaker sex. They believed that their modified clothing signified their 
strength.  
The press, however, rejected this understanding of the political symbolism of the bloomer 
costume. Instead they saw the bloomer as evidence of transgressive behavior. Reformers might 
have persevered if the press criticism had been the only challenge to their adoption of the 
bloomer, but they found it difficult to resist their families, friends, and even strangers who 
focused on the bloomer’s peculiarity rather than its political message. Thus, the bloomer costume 
became a liability to the woman’s rights movement and these activists abandoned it.  
 Not all reformers were willing to give up the dress reform, however. For health reformers 
the public backlash against the bloomer costume was irrelevant. These reformers prioritized 
health rather than political equality. They argued that dress reform was perfectly suited to 
exercise and convalescence. Since both of these activities were typically done in the privacy of 
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homes and sanitariums, the unorthodox clothing they recommended was not viewed as a threat to 
women’s traditional roles.  
 Through publications and the prominence of sanitariums the health reform movement 
mainstreamed the idea that women’s dress should be comfortable rather than primarily 
ornamental. For many women, however, fashion was an important indicator of social status, a 
reality that had been overlooked by women’s rights advocates. Health reformers, on the other 
hand, encouraged women to adapt their dress in whatever way they were comfortable. These 
activists particularly advocated underwear reform, which allowed women to enjoy the health 
benefits of dress reform while still wearing fashionable clothing.  
 At the same time, the movement to promote physical education built on health reformers’ 
recommendation that women exercise. For the gender specific exercise routines this movement 
developed, they recommended a garment that incorporated the design principles of dress reform: 
a loose bodice, short skirt, and trousers for decency. Exercise indicated a modern woman, one 
who sought a career or attended college, but it was practiced away from the scrutinizing eyes of 
society. Because physical exercise was private, health reformers were able to succeed in 
promoting dress reform where the women’s rights movement had failed.  
 The woman’s rights movement reasserted its arguments for dress reform during the 1890s 
when the bicycle became popular. To these suffragists, cycling was evidence of women’s 
independence from men. Career women cycled to work. College girls rode bicycles and thus 
moved about in public without chaperones. Cycling, however, demanded that a woman must 
wear the proper clothing. Advertisers published images of “bloomers,” with trousers reminiscent 
of the original bloomer costume but without the knee length skirt. Dress reform had once again  
moved into the public eye. 
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Dress reform would never eliminate fashion, but over time, many traditional women 
came to demand functional clothing in particular situations. Dress reform offered the answer to 
that demand. Its acceptance was dependent on the clothing being worn in private, where the 
dictates of fashion did not need to be enforced. Opposition to dress reform arose when it once 
again became a public movement; when woman’s rights activists used fashion as an indicator of 
their oppression and dress reform as a symbol of their emancipation, the clothing was rejected. 
Critics in the 1890s adopted arguments similar in tone to those made in the 1850s. These 
opponents of dress reform, and of cycling, claimed that female cyclists were rejecting women’s 
traditional roles of marriage and motherhood in favor of masculine roles. Their clothing was 
proof of this. Suffragists responded that women’s personal independence and their health were 
dependent on bicycling clothing. This tension between advocates of dress reform and its 
opponents had been present within the popular press, polite society, and reform movements since 
mid-century. Ultimately it was not the clothing that was threatening, it was the behavior 
associated with dress reform.   
 By 1900 the bicycle fad was on its way out and the bloomer was once again pushed into 
the background of woman’s reform agenda. Yet woman’s rights activists had learned something 
valuable from the bloomer movement. During the Progressive era, suffrage movement reformers 
used their clothing and their bodies as political tools; they wore white to show that one could 
remain feminine and vote, and later they would burn their bras and wear trousers to work. 
Nineteenth-century dress reform symbolized women’s fight for equality and offered a visual 
language that challenged gender expectations. 
  Today women wearing pants are not considered odd, but the politicization of women’s 
clothing and the battle to discern meaning from appearance continues. For some, the standards 
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set by the fashion industry remain a point of contention. In 2018 the Paris Review profiled two 
New York City Artists selling gender-neutral jumpsuits as an alternative to fashion. They called 
themselves the Rational Dress Society after one group of nineteenth-century dress reformers. 
These jumpsuits, the creators argued, represented a counter-fashion that rejected consumerism in 
favor of function.662 Their arguments built on those made by Amelia Bloomer and her 
counterparts. While by 2018 women were no longer expected to adhere to one style of fashion, 
the modern Rational Dress Society were asking women to consider the same question dress 
reformers had always asked: whether their clothing was a marker of identity or a socially 
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